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North American Indians is full of the most

‘more
than 500,000 scholars.
:
They bave
organized and permanently established
about 350 churches, having a ‘member8hip of 90,000. They sent out their first
five missionarics in 1812. The present
force now occupying 814 stations, numbers 150 ordained missionaries, and 243
| assistants, making a total from this coun-

interesting facts. It has demonstrated the

try of 393. They have also more

truth that the Indian;though wild, savage,
revengeful and debased, is nevertheléss

aman, having a human soul, and capable
of responding to the sweet influence of the
gospel as truly and as thoroughly as his
whiter brother. That the religion of
Christ civilizes and Christianizes the red
men of Dakota and other parts of the far
Westas effectually as it does humanity

than a

thousand native Christian helpers, of
whom. 500 are pastors and preachers.
Into these native churches have been re-

808
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ceived, during

the last four

years,
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BY MRS. L. E. THORPE.
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In one of the meetings where $100-,

Christian,

Wm.

E.

Dodge,

the mercies

only

be said

here that it was a grand

church, which was alsecrowded with

of

“re
i
THE A. B.0. F. M. IN PORTLAND.
;

BY

THE REV. FE.

DAVISON.

church-

There have always been many

es having littlg or no interestin the extension of the kingdom of God in foreign parts.
They know little about it, and they seem

to care less. To be sure this number is
certainly diminishing ; but there are still
many Christians in all the land, who

need to experience’a féw birth in regard
to theif duty ftowirds the ‘ regions be-

yond.” Why

don’t some

Society

Bible

print the great conjmission, Matt. 28:19,

Missionary

in capital letters ori red ink?

and

discipleship is whht is needed,

we

hail with joy everything which has a ten:

and all the other expenses,
they do the grave financial
tion annually of over half
dollars, correspondence with
and churches, is included

includiug as
administraa million of
missionaries

in the

to say

remain-

a hight.
ary

by thousands,and its messengers have car-

ried the Crossaround the world. Though
the organization is now aveteran worker
world’s

redemption,

awaken an interest in that di- it shows no signs of age, ** its eye is not
to cy
den
dimmed, nor its natural force abated.”
rection.
The past week, in the city of Portland,
The spectacle at the opening of the
Me., a great gathering has been held, in meeting, Tuesday afternoon, will not soon
which Foreign Mission work has been |. be forgotten by those who witnessed the
and its results exhibited in a scene. At three o'clock every seat was
discussed,
We refer, of course,

most vivid manner.

to the meeting of the American
for Foreign
- Commissioners
The weather has been

consequence
sea

the

Board of
Missions.
and in

delightful,

beautiful

city

by

has been crowded with strangers,

the
in-

cluding many of the most distinguished
clergymen in the country, and missiona3

ry workers from

all

parts of the world.

The services have been of incalculable

value, not only to the hospitable city,
but also to the State. Yea, the wave of
influence which has been set in motion
during these last three days, will not
cease in its onward progress till it has
§
swept around the world. -

n, and

the

corridors

were

added to our weakness, and what a foretaste we shall have of the heavenly rest!
We may not know why God loves whom

in

the

house were occupied by bronzed and
grey-bearded missionaries fadom the four
qudrters of the globe. The Rev. Dr.

them;

words

of an ancient

writer,

¢ By

these

very facts, I beseech you, by which ye were
saved : as if any one wishing to make an
impression on one who had
received

great benefits, were to bring his Benefactor himself to snpplicate him.” Consider-

ing then the whole character of our Benelis- factor, it is only reasonable on our part

sible that Shere are some Free Baptist
Christians who need light in regard to

the history of the missionary so¢iéty of the

Congregational church, called the American Board. The A. B. C. F. M, was
organized at Bradford, Mass. June 29,

1810, with nine members, five of whom

were present at the first meeting in the
parlor of Dr.. Noah Porter, at Farmington,
Conn. The present number of corporate

members—those having the right. to vote,

to say nothing of the great body of hon-

Then, a
orary members—is about 225.
was all
house
private
a
in
small parlor
the room needed ; now, no hall or church

can be found on the continent ample
enough to accommodate the throhging
thousands

who

attend its anoual

meet-

ings .The City Hall, having a seating ca-

was an

which

the mission-

we

looked

out

I rather

wish

he

had

been

College,
Hopkins, of Williams
Mark
Mass., the friend and instruetor of Presi-

or sitting spell-bound

attention without ceasing to divine lessons.» For a sacrifice
pure, a sacrifice is

hath nothing

of

fruits

the first

im-

sll

things. And let us therefore with our
hands, and our feet, and our mouth, and

all our other members, render first fruits

unto God.”
It is not enough that we say, ¢* Here
Lotd, I give myselt away, 'tis all that I
ca do;” by an active, living service the
saprifice can be made holy, acceptable
unto God. Consecration means not only
giving up, but dedication and devotion as
well. We are to give up unlawful and
so, hurtfal things; we are to seek and do
those things which we know are acceptable to God, and because of the mercies of

while such’

dent Garfield, was in the chair. Hoary
with age, and bearling the weight
of years, he is yet erect and vigorous as a

poured out their souls in the most persuasive and eloquent appeals, or joining in
the faith-fllled prayers which often rose to
the God and Father of us all, pleading for
grace, for wisdom, for money, for men,

cedar of Lebanon.

and above and

gistants.

the hand mustdo slms, the mouth must
bless them that curse, the ear must give

afraid to consecrate

men as Storrs, and Stevenson, and Barrows, and Goodwin, and a score of others,

By bis side sat Wm.

the merchant prince and
E. Dodge,
Christian = philanthropist, while behind
and around them were scores of men
history
the
at
glance
to
well
be
may
It
whose names are known and loved in all
;
of this great society. For, notwithstanding the world.
it is seventy-three years of age and has
were read we
which
papers
the
From
sent its missionaries into all parts of the. gather pany interesting facts, among
globe, one of the managers reported which none aréimore important than that
that an agent of a railroad line centering
the Board has had its hands strengthened
in Portland asked him if the American
by the addition, during the year, of thirBoard was an, ** Odd Fellows’: society,”
missionaries and twenty-seven asteen
and an intelligent looking man was ovmissionaries who

erheard instructing his friend that they
were ** Free-thinkers.” So it may be pos-

with

Twenty-five

have been in this country on temporary
leave of absence have returned to their
work, while only three have been remov-

ed by death. The report of the treasurer
showed a balance in favor of the society

of something more than four hundred

dollars. Of the spiritual results no tongue
can adequately tell. ‘* A general survey
of the field” was the subject of one paper,
and from it 1 wish to cull one fact of thrill-

beyond

all

think that in order to

Mt.

a bleak

hath loved me so have I loved you.”

|-

Is it possible for us to understand

the

love of such a Father for such a Son?
Loving him, he took him from his throne

stood upon this mountain top of privilege
the field of

taken

and pleasureless world. Ah, how those
words of Jesus fall right athwart these
strange notions of ours! 4s the Father

for power from

summit,

and ‘swept

in

from us, and we left desolate

ing sea a hundred miles away; so we, Who
days,

sincerity,

our

that everything desirable is to be

catches
glimpses in a clear morning of the glisten-

for three

test

We

priving us of life, perhaps. .In short,

As ovej who, standing on

Washington's

ourallto God.

he will strip us of everything that we
love; home, possessions, family, even de-

on high,—whatever
the occasion, and
whatever the exercise, it was good for us

to. be there.

The friends

from

abroad were

us

in heaven and placed him in the home of
a poor carpenter, and caused him to walk
in humble earth-born ways all his life.

vis-

ion spread out before us from pole to pole,
and from the river to the ends of earth,
listened to the good news coming up from
far countries, and read anew the promise
and prophecy of the world’s redemption,
ever and anon caught sight of the radiant

of constant

Nay, more ; that lite was one

suffering ‘and persecution, and

thatof an unjustly condemned

brightness of the millennial morning, and

its

end

ported the programme as the result of its

and accepted, and

Yet, to what exaljation hath

not this life

been lifted! until” even now

there

is no

greater dignity and power than to that of
So the Father hath
Jesus of Nazareth.
loved the Son.

ooo

CONSECRATION.

'

Thomas & Kempis, in his ** Imitation of

offices . were

for the year as follows:

from Rom. 15: 29.

elected

President, Rev.

NEW YORE, Oct. 5, 1882.
The campaign has fairly opened, and
all political parties “are orang their
forces for the conflict. As the

led by Rev L. Dexter. A large number of

NEW YORK LETTER.

|-

The speaker discuss-

ed the fullness and'manifold blessed effects
of the Gospel. We give no abstract, intending to publish the discourse in full in
our next number.
‘WEDNESDAY.
The morning meeting for prayer was

issues

are

fervent petitions were offered for the
presence and guidance ‘of the Holy Spirit.
this contest mean?
Offices, nothiag but The interest of the service was so deep
and continuous that it was prolonged beoffices? Itis the outs against the ins,
and machine
management, fraud and yond the usual limits of such exercises.
treachery is the order of the day in this
THE TEMPERANCE UNION.
great Empire city and State. The pa- | At 10 o'clock occurred the annual meetpers have brought to light and spread out ifg of the Temperance Union. ..Rev.H. F.
before their readers and the public the Wood, Presidentof the Union, called the
conduct of the pot-house and ward politi- meeting'to order. In thé abserice of the
now made up by the two great political
organizations, one may inquire what does

cians in manipulating the

nominations at

Corresponding Secretary, Rev. J. C. Osgood, the President gave some report of

Saratoga; and it is humiliating and surely grievous to life-long Republicans to see
this grand old party which has done so

the work that had been done

much for humanity in the hands and under

the, management
of these hase.ub, but
feat.

The Democratie party is no better

—if as good—and though all its factions
have united, it is corrupt in its manage-

ment from skin to core and from core ‘D. Dudley,
back to skin. No good Republican can Ricker.
vote for this party, and therefore multitudes of good men will either not vote at
all, or do as Mr. Evarts once accused the
Half Breeds
of doing, casting
their
votes in the air or, in plain phrase, voting

for candidates which have
win.

;
_ Rev. L. Dexter gave an interesting aecount of a temperance school which has
been successfully conducted for nearly a

year in Blsisicag, Mae
Rev. E.

:

Owen,of’ Vermont, was then in-

to

troduced and proceeded to deliver a well
considered
and impressive address, of
which the key-note was sounded in the

such

chance

L. Dexter, T. H. Stacy,E. Ww.

This will we do, rather than follow

the Jead “of

no

during «the

year. The following officers were elected :
President, Rev. A. L. Gerrish ; Vice-presKeodruibly SecFetary, Rev. H. F. Wood;
Treasurer, Rev. J. W. Parsons; Corresponding Secretary, Rev. C.E.Cate; Executive Committee, Rev’s H. F. Wood, C.

men—corruptionists—
Ex-

question,‘ Is there not a cause P” He spoke

Senator Conkling. It is a sad thing to
contemplate the head of the National Ad-

of the large capital invested in the rum
traffic,and of the great number of persons
employed in the saine. Neal Dow was
quoted as saying, ‘We consume our whole

dominated by President

ministration

tricks—it

stooping

is

are in this

true

city

Arthur and

to

sanction

such

nevertheless.

81.000

There

republicans

and

years

valuation once in twenty

for

alco-

75,000 of these are not allowed to vote in
the primaries, for, according to machine
management,no Republican can,unless he
belongs to a club organization, vote for
delegates
to ~nominate candidates to be
supported at the polls for the various offices. Itis quite time that this machine

bolic drinks. The physical, intellectual,
and moral effects of strong drink were
considered as incitements to earnest ef--

were smashed and this is the year

yet more thoroughly instructed and

be done.

1

will

Turning from the political out-

look to the religious, what do we find ?
Much that cheers,—and though there is

no special-religious interest that indicates
a general revival, many good men and
women are at work in

without

good

this city

results

for

Much good was done—and

the

and

not

Master.

the influen

‘will be lasting —by those ministers of be
nevolence and mercy who by aid of the
« Fresh air fund” took so many of the
children from the stified tenement house
districts to pleasant homes in the country ;
and though the little ones are back again
to their narrow homes,

neither

they

nor

their parents will forget the good that has
come to them through these means. They
have seen and felt the force of those blessed words of our Lord in exemplification—
« Inasmuch as ye did. it unto the least
of these, ye' did it unto me;” and
those who opened their hearts and doors
to the sufferers have felt,indeed, that *¢ il

criminal. {is more blessed, to give than to receive.”

‘name in all.the world to which is attached

the shimmering glory of the crystal sea.
Biddeford, Me.

When we look into’
stitujions of New

the charitable

York, we find

that

inan

immense amount of good is accomplished
The
year.
every
charities dispensed

private and ‘public
here are immense.

There are under Protestant control 261 organized benevolent institutions; 38 Cath.
olic and 18 Hebrew assqciations for dispensing charities. Last year through

forts for the abolition

of so great a curse.

Tue successes already gained in the conflict
invite us onward. The speaker forcibly
insisted, first, that
cated on this

the

subject;

people

must

secondly,

be

edu-

that ef-

forts must. be more concentrated, aod
plans unified ; moreover, that having perfected plans and adopted systems of undertaking and labor, they must be executed, for battles are not won by simply
planning the campaign; and finally, that
earnest, fervent, and so, effectual prayer,
must be used continually as one of the

mightiest of means.
The speaker closed.
with an earnest appeal for the active and.
increased cooperation of woman in the
crusade against rum.
:

by a member of this Board, in the
Kobe, to an audience,beside the family

IDA

HAZELTON.

—_—

in: the work for temperance, it was grati-

fying to bave present a brother from

other, yet there

missionary

is @& close relation -be-.

will call

us, away

ffom

the tempting

native, tween them, and one is a beautiful se-, paths of human learning, that we may walk
the preacher, of one man—a
Now, there are“in that country eighteen quence of the other. ‘One of these texts by the side ofthe ignorant and outcast, 80
him in
churches having an aggregate member- was selected by Prof. B. F. Hayes and causing us to be co-tForkerd with

[|

p

)
]

aid Ya

|
IN

:

7

¢ As right is right, so God is God

And right the day shall win,

To doubt would be disloyalty,
To falter would be sin,”

:

OBSERVER.

5

i

|

that

State who could speak as did Rev. H. J.
Brown, who was next introduced. He
made a hearty and stirring address to
which it was pleasant and helpful to listen.
The movement in Iowa is not,
has

not

been,

a

party

movement,

in

the political sense, but a grand reform
movement expressing the best moral
sense of the people.
It is largely the
work of the women and the clergy.
Toe women led the hosts. Behind the

whole of it is the powerful impulse of the
spirit of Christ.

The speaker refeired to

the 27th of Jine,
the day of prayer. He
knew thatthe present situation is that of

tidn. will have that mater. adjusted. . The...

[ by accident, entirely independent

of

AR

Tn view of the recent victory--in - Towa,

/Christ” has given ** Four Steps that lead these
- chanpels more than $4 000,000. a Jaw without a penalty; but the legisla-pre‘to Peace.” The fourth and last stepis were disbursed in this behalf. I know that
There were two Scripture texts
city 18 infested
by" gamblers
Th stocks;
sented for instruction during the August “this & *« Constantly desive and pray that "the"
manufacturers and dealers are getting
and gamblers of all sorts, and that coraccomperfectly
be
bemay
not
hid.
God
of
do
were
will
who
the
which
those
Park
Let
Ocean
at
meetings
ing interest.
ready to go; for 30,000. majority means
thee.” rupt politicians in city and state are sublieve in Foreign Missions read it and re- ‘den away in my heart, and have been ‘plished in thee and concerning
sidizing the government for the spoils ‘of something.
—~ Many have sold out and left
flect.
suggesting sweet and helpful ithoughis Perhaps it is God's will that we should office, and I know. that there is an im- the business. The attitude of the temper=for a wnense liquor traflic here under the patronIt is only ten years ago that the first Hever since. Though read by two 'differ- ‘give up all our grand ambitions
asa age of our municipal government; still ance people is that the law be enforced.
Asia
to
go
and
being,
and
men,
Japan,
times,
in
among
different
name
at
preached
was
persons
ent
sermon
| Christian
The influence of the victory is felt in InPerhaps he the truth shall triumph, For,
of the cross.
of each
city of
BY

Bi

G. C. Waterman ; Vice-president, E. W.
Treasurer, Rev.
he chastefis, we do not know why so Pagé; Secretary and
E.
W.
Ricker;
Executive
Committee, the
much of human love is mixed with sorSecretary
of
the
Convention
and the
row, yet we have seen that the sweetest
and best souls whom we have ever known Corresponding Secretaries of the Benevo:
have been thus molded by the love of lent Societies.
At
8
o'clock
the
Anniversary
sermon
God through sufferings. But whether
was delivered by Rev. A. L. Gerrish of
our paths lead through sunlit fields, or
Olneyville, R. I. His text was taken

the mercies of God, I beseech you,”—

there. Everybody who was there was . God, we are to do all these things for real
blessed beyond account.
Whether listen" and personal love of our Benefactor.
ing to the weighty sentences which fell . The tenderness of this appeal to Chrisfrom the lips of the venerable Hopkins,
tians to present their bodies a living sacand his equally venerable friend, Prof.
rifice, holy, acceptable unto God, is still
Park; or hearing with moistened eyes the farther increased by the words of Jesus
story of the privations and triumphs of the himself: *¢ As the Father hath loved me,
missionaries of the cross, related by the
80 have I loved you.” *‘ Some of us,” said
men aud women who had experienced
Dr. Cullis, as he read this verse, ‘are

crowded

foremost seats

telescope

Nevertheless,

xpectant throng. On the broad
platform thecfficers of the Board were to
be seen, while the

One glance through

good.

ways past finding out! . . . For of him

‘mercies, having all been proved befaré in the same epistle. Or, in the

upon the world would
have takem his
breath away.
Not because of the greatness of the work to be done. Oh, no!
But to see what weighty results have already been accomplished in the work of
the world’s redemption, and then to consider that his stingy soul had never borne
any part in the stupendous labor, would
have killed him with vexation and shame.

wages were but fifty. cents a week—until
to-day it counts its erdinary subscriptions

the

day

we

own

ing, becausehe knows best, and loves

‘By

No
jaundiced,
weak-kneed,
tight-fisted
Christian could have lived an hour on such

in Corinth, N. H., whose hard earned

of

subsequent

wills: that

will Baptist Benevolent Societies were
held last week with the church in Great

of obedience shine through every homely

are of him, through him and to him, we do

advance.
The meetings began high; but
they rose even higher. It were worth a
journey across the continent to breathe the
pure and invigorating atmosphere which’
swept around that mountain top of vision.

ing 3 per cent. And so this great organzation has gone on its victorious way,
from the time when it received its first
legacy of a few hundred dollars—the savings of a Christin - lady, Sally Thomas,

in the cause

that every

he

just our

+O the depths of the riches both of the

teners, who were treated to a powerful
to dedicate to him a service which shall
missionary discourse by Rev. Dr. Webb of include everything.
$25,000 was in a few minutes pledged,and
then, at the solicitation of Dr. Webb, of | Boston, It has been wonderful to witness
. The word “sacrifice,” which is perhaps
There's but the nuked, trembling bough—
Boston; scores in the audience arose sim- the great rush of people. - Frequently dur - the leading word of the text, has been
That he sat swinging on.
‘ultaneously to signify their purpose to ing the week three meetings in as many thus defined by one of the Christian faFar ip the Indian-summer air
double their usual contribution. In this different places were going on simultane— thers. ‘“ How can the body become a
I watch him wing bis flight;
ously, reminding one more than anything
connection it is important to notice the
sacrifice? Let the eye look upon nothing
Till he is lost in Southern skies
else of the Moody and Sankey meetings.
fact
that
upon
an
average
94
per
cent.
of
evil,
and it has become a saerifice; let
* 80 soft and blue and bright. :
And it was all about that, te many indefi- |
all the contributions and legacies given is nite, intangible, unimportant, far-away’ : the G ene arenk nothin
shameful, “and
*
~
bird:
sweet
__1.can ot help this thought,
5.4
distributed*among
the
several
.missions.
subiect—Foreion
Missione
Ere you return to sing,
we loath
id 1b Has Dagome a
Threo per cout. Is vapouded 10 HE Gj§I see that my space is long since fall, [ir 0
I may have down, lke you.amr
iz uot sufficient,
{his
:
:
int
semination of missionary intelligence and I have only given my readers just a |
To everlasting Spring.
oo
through the Herald to all the churches: glimpse of this great meeting. Sufficeit but we need the active practice of good,—
note—
=

"Just one sweet, ringing, cheery
Another, and he’s gone !

God,

The anniversary exercises of the Free-

great

really belong to him in spite of ourselves. ‘down the shaded valley, let us look up
Butin the single and principal text in for guidance and every step
shall bring
this lesson of consecration there isqan- us peace.
other and more pressing reason urged:

.theme, grandly handled, by a grand man,
on a grand occasion. Like the sweep of
mountain breezes, it braced and refreshed
the Christian multitudes who heard fit.
But not all the people could bé accommodated in the hall, and an overflow meeting
was held in the splendid,
Payson Memorial

who

for

serve.in

some

and make

humble,
common-place life, making no profes- | Falls, Rev. C. D. ‘Dudley, pastor. The
sions, but simply letting the divine light weather was beautiful and the attendance

infinite wisdom,we may safely give up owr-

text, Acts 18: 2, 3, the theme, * The se-

doubled his usual $5,000 #hbscription. It
is probably an under estimate t65ay that

Before he plumes to fly.

by

you

selves to his guidance, and since all things

expectations were met

cret of Missionary Success, the Leadership
and Supremacy of the Holy Spirit.” At can

as one after another in different parts of
the house pledged themselves for large
amounts. The movement was inaugurated by the Vice President, that munifi-

It bridgs a sudden sense of pain
And I could almost cry,—
1 know too well my bird’s farewell

should

‘I beseech

verses of Paul taken together we may
learn just this simple lesson: since God's
wisdom is so much higher than ours, even

and . more than realized. ‘The preacher
was Dr. E. P. Goodwin of Chicago, the

the most intense enthusiasm was aroused,

1 hear the robin’s call.

sacrifices

a 0 impressed him:

you therefore,” &c. Now from these few

al sermon.
It is expected that this will
be ringing and emphatic.
And whatever
may have been the past history in this re-

000 extra was talked of, and called for,

The sumac leaves are flaming red,
The round, ripe apples fall,
. And from the oak-tree overhead,

hensiyeness of the verse may not have

and to him, are all things : to whom be glory forever. Amen.” And then, * I beseech

this gathering is the delivery of the annu-

expect a less sum {his year than $600,-

ut

great things,

work, which was adopted by the Convenwisdom and knowledge of God! how un- through it all, what peace .will flow into tion.
- The Treasurer's report was read
séfirchable are his judgments, and his our troubled lives, what strength
will be

HG

spect, this year all

41.

duty well and bravely done. It certainly cordially welcomed to the homes of the
people
at
Great
Falls; important'* +
ans 12:1. The other text was comment- is true that many of us Have lived long matters were up for consideration and valed upon a few days later by Dr. Cullis at enough to see even with our poor human uable work was done. The meetings bea morning conference for pastors and understanding that it was in perfect love gan on Tuesday evening, at 7 o'clock.
Christian workers: ¢“ As the Father hath for us that God has taken a few things “fs
Divine favor was sought in a service .
loved me, so have I loved you,” John out of our hands that we thought were
prayer and song led by Rev. J. Rand.
very precious, and has refused to give us
39
:
oe
The Anniversary Convention was open-"
“The first of these two verses is intro- many thing that we wanted very much.
ed at 7.30, the President, Rev.. G. C.
‘ducedin Romans 12:1 by that involunta- | So when we come to God in all trust,
Waterman, in’ the chair. The records .ry outburst of wonder and adoration in holding back no one thing which we were read by the Secretary, Rev. E. W.
view
of the wisdom and power of God, would rather he would not take from us,
Ricker. Tne Executive Committee reWhich
closes the preceding chapter: counting allrcare and suffering as noth-

Perhaps the event which is most eagerly
anticipated by the thousands who flock to

more

than 7,000 copra.
The receipts of this
Board the firét year fell short of $1,000 ; the
the Power.” Sel_The Christian's Com- regular donations from the churches during
ug S08
elie
, Nel,
ow 828 the past five years have averaged annualJie
TEMPERANCE.
327
HE
A
BOOK TABLE.
ly about $350.000. The prudential commit. 82
fe
MISCELLANY.
327
Spa
3
Obituariés. =
tee reported thatin order to meet the
B28
Rw
Np
News Summary.
328
i
«=.
.
.
wants of the society, both in holding exEducational...
SRE
ie
SIR
Pi
Farm and Home.
328 isting interests and openiog new and im.
The Markets.
JAAN,
+ VOTES
portant fields, they cauld not look for and’

X-

when we would even choose to do

hit

efefore, ~ brethren,

in other parts of the world was abundantly set forth.

NO.

ine,
7

of these

ote this text, but the wonderful compre-

tod;
that ye present your bodies a living
ty; and there has been raised, during a sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God,
single. year, for religious literature and. whichis your reasonable service.” Rom-

the labors of Christian ministers brought
forth fruit like that within ten years?
The work of the Board in: behalf. of the

have

tion,No Christian can have failed to

Sogige

put twenty-six

They

4,600
different
publications
tongues. They have established

i

821,34

TN

Missionary

a

read at a morning meeting for donseors- the Slevation of a fallen race. Perhaps;

native publishing house; a Y. M. C. Association, and a Home

languages into writing, and printed abeut

sioparies.

Page.
. 82

.

.

Observer.
.

A

pils;a Christian literature reckoned by
millions.of pages, mugh of it issued by a

has sent out about 600 ordained missiona- “the support of the church, by. the people
not less
than. $10,000.
ries and about 300 tnmarricg.
lady, mis- themselves,

Nt
The Rev. F.

sessiofi, but every day as well, often not
even standing room being obtainable,
and the people patiently enduring this
crush, not for an hour only, ‘but during

the three daily sittings of eight solid
hours. Since its organization, this Board

The Borning Star.
CONTENTS.

CH

pacity of 2,600, and in which 3,000 per- ghip of nearly nine hundred; a theologsons can be packed, has not only been 1 ieal institution with 120 students; three
filled at the evening meetings of this-ast { boarding schools for girls with 150 pu-

pover, N. H.
11 communications designed for
ublication should be addressed to Editor THE

ORNING STAR.
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diana and other States,

and

the victdry

will soon be universal. The address was
enthusiastic and roundly applauded.
(Continued on fourth page.)
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PROF.

J. FULLONTON,

D.

D.

:

There is nothing more just or becoming in ady people than the lasting and

grateful remembrance in which they hold

the good men of their past history, who,

by fidelity to principle and contributions

to thir cherished interests, have material_ ly aided their prosperity and success.
Among thé men of this class in our denominational history, the subject of the
brief record I am about to give holds a

prominent place.

born. in Edgecomb,

was
Dea. Parsons.

Me., in the year 1773, and died at WisHe

casset, a neighboring tewn, in 1860.

spent a considerable portion of his later
active and business life in Bangor, and
religion

He embraced

Brooklyn, N.Y.

of

period

at a somewhat early

life, I

think, and joined the F. Baptist church of

his native town. His membership was
transferred in turn to our churches in
Bangor and New York, there being no
church of our order in Brooklyif:< He became in heart and service closely identified with the people of his choice, though

the churches in the two last. named places

“ were-gomparatively feeble, if indeed they
were not in the process of a doubtful
stroggle for an assured existence. This
shows that he came into the church to

~+

help, and not, as’many do, to be helped.
He served in two of their churches, if not
in all, most acceptably, in the office of
deacon.‘
di
As a man of business, he was possessed
‘of a masterly energy and determination,
in some

instances

wresting success from

disappointments

and eyen

disasters, ob-

taining at one time afd #hothdr a goodly
portion of this world’s goods, with which

and ready for delivéry, as it ever had ‘charm of that beautifal poem, which is town. They see the same beautiful sky,
been, when duly called for, I opened cor- only the charm of life—gruth and sim-. and the trees, and the waving grain; but
th him, and received in plicity. So at Granite uliseen cempan- the one thinks nothing more than whethrespondence
part the following reply: * While the ions go with us on our way. The banks er it will rain, or * how much wood the

father to the early historyof the Free
Baptist Theological School, and I beg to
assure you that his children have always
shared in the.great interest he felt in the
educational institutions of the. Christian
denomination of which he was; during a
large portion.of his long life, a member
I take pleasure in
and an officer.”

York,

are

and so intelligently loved.

members of the Congregational ministry.

Dr. Graham, who was his pastor then,
most freely and warmly testifies. His integrity of character, his devotion
to
Christ, and his signal service to his cause,

gained for him the confidence and respect
of all.

‘The Rev. Silas Curtis, who served

the Bangor church for a time while Mr,
Parsons was a member of it, says of him,
«tHe

was

a noble

think of him.

man,

and

I love

to

If we had now fifty like

him, we should not be in the state we arein relating to funds for our institutions

and missions.”
number much

He might have put the
lower, as will appear from

the record I am about to give of him,
which indeed is the leading object of this
communication, rather than a general de-

* lineation of his character and service.
ubout

Sometime

year

the

1853," he

at once sent it to Boston, had it nicely re-

finished, and forwarded to my

address,

generously paying himself all charges for
the work done, aid ‘express expenses.
The picture beautifully designed, and
placed

been

has

framed,

elegantly

in

the Theological Library for the present,
so thaf, as his son in* substance has well

said, that intelligent

and Christian face

may be a constant reminder to our young
men of what a good man may do when
heart and possessiong are devoted to the
the good of souls.
cause of Christ and
>

0*S

GRANITE, COLORADO.
BY ANNIE

M. LIBBY.

Coming home one night after a most
satisfactory day spent at Chalk Creek and
climbing

Mt. Princeton,

I was

told

the

surveyor had gone
to Cache (Cash)
Creek and if I wanted to see gold
placer mining he would meet me at Gran-

urer of the Education Society for the sum

of $2,500.

A

few

withdrew this, and

he
substituted a note

of

yard on a barren hill) that weut in and

“ Sermons in stomes, books in
brooks,
pe
And God in everything.”

out these doorways.

:

;

We stop two or three miles above Granite.
Canon

The air blows down from the Lost
mountains

clear and

coel, as

we

the brakeman’

description

of the swe —

thinker’s church—makes its own

time—

but it is base ingratitude in me to say so,
for the little engine comes puffing in enly
an hour behind time, and C. said it would

one dollar and sixty cents, but when

looks

at the miraculous

one

have been

done in

the way

things which:

and night.

Some one said about $60,000

worth of gold was taken out. The gold
is what is called * fine-shot gold” and is
easily washed, as the ground is free from
large rocks or bowlders.
The miners
were *‘ cleaning up” the day we saw tie
work.
:
.
*
The sluice, some two or three hundred
feet in length, consists of a seriesof wooden boxes or troughs placed at a conven-

ient hight for the men to work at com-

fortably.
The ordinary box is about
twelve feet in,length, perhaps a foot and a

halt wide, and about a foot in depth, with

thoslang fiction abe; o WEIHD She.

sive that I dislike leaving it there.

=

river, on to a cluster of half a dozen log

Curtis made

houses, the ‘railway station, a hotel and
saloon opposite and, I suppose, a schoolhouse somewhere ; for I see alittle fellow

and

in

4 that intreview Mr. Parsons renewed his
,, expressions of interest in the Theological
school, and told them that he wahted to
further aid it in the sum of $5,000,

which

he intended to put in his will. A day or
two before his death, he called his sons to
. his bedside, and with great emotion (1

use the language of one of them who

was present at the time) told them what

he had felt it his duty to do.

fice me

to say

note and bequest

that

It will suf-

the above named

were

promptly

with a slate and book under his arm, and
this is Granite, whieh was at one time the

county seat of Chaffee County and
claimed a population of more than three
hundred people.
Cache Creek flows

into

the Arkansas

hidden

riches

and

displayed, and, as far as we could see, they

would have-mpade as much, for there was

‘life

and thought have gone away.”
them

I remember

now rather than

the

work and bustle that I saw. I remember
the great rat that climbed in at the gaping windows

and Ithink,

especially

at

houses beseeching the human to pity their

make room for a street with houses on
each side between the stream and the
mountains.

An

old stage

driver comes

BY THE

BY

Winchester,

It is dliversally

F.

conceded

apart and a

mountain solitude,

to me, too, ‘‘ the river

In

Y.,

indulges in some

in regard

remarks
we

have

to

seen

it as

to several

miraculous,

of Aa similar

that God

il

11

cording to your faith be it unto you."
And are they any the less truenow? Let .
me_say kindly to all my dear brethren
who séem inclined to speak lightly of this
subject of marvelous answers to prayer,
According to your faith be it unto you,—
ay, acedtding to your doubts it will be
unto you.

for-this

mit

that

BY S. L. GATES.

nature, as evidence

of disease;

that it is wonderful;

we ad-

we will

ot

the cure Wegught ‘lay beyond

i

eb
a,

THE IMMIGRATION QUESTION."

hears prayer and manifests his

grace in the healing

the

.

Many comments Dave been made in the
Star, from time te time, in reference to

the law restricting Chinese immigration, -

reach of human skill and: the: power o { | and all, or nearly so, have been averse to
known remedies; but that it lay beyond its passage and have severely criticised
ult forces which are subject
“ana conaitions ana wire

to

which the mind afficts the body, we do
not know.
!
med
He gratefully admits and accepts the
fact that God hears prayer and manifests
his grace in the healing of disease;

will

the act. I do not. recollect seeing a wor
in its favor. But, however silent its
vocates may have been,and however unai

mous Eastern writers may be against the

restriction

of Chinese

Immigradon,

a

very large class, and I think a large ms-'
jority, of the best thinkers of the
and Western States favor it.

grant that the case wrought lay beyond
the power of human skill; and yet indi-

Middle

Much is made of the fagt that immigrais emonrsged from ir countries ;
tion
|
mental
ing
through
the mind
might have affected the cure. No doubt but the friends of the Cidnese Bill would .
cates, after all, that occult forces subject to

Bf God, and

So we congratulate him.

As the bride of whom I write, held all
the Emperor’s present when she took in
her hand the silver egg, so if this man
holds Christ he has in his possession God's
best and greatest gift to man.
But there are other Christians who read
Col. 2: 3, ““In whom (Christ) are hid all
the treasures of wisdom and knowledge,”
and they say, ‘“ We will explore and investigate this great gift of God. It may

go still farther, and

there are such things as occult forces and
mental

states,

but,

somehow,

faith

in

Him who has promised to hear-and-an-

more satisfaction.
And may not ** occult
forces” and ** mental states” have some-

thing to do with

the lack of faith in the

church to-day?
In the Christian at Work

of June 1, an

editorial under the head of ** The Modern
Miracle Mania” has the following :
The question as to whether or not there
are such things to-day as miracles of

that

as they search the Scriptures amd-bring
to bear the pressure of mighty prayer,
they pass from the realm of Silver into

healing is one which, in the main, the
Protestant church answers in the nega-

restrict

the

coming

of so many from Europe. In the minds
of a large class of intelligent men all

over our ceuntry,

swer the prayers of his children gives me

be we shall discover some of those hid-

no

greater

mistake

could have been made than the cry start.
ed about a quarter of a" century ago,

* Come from every nation, come from

every way,” as though our acres were
without limit, our resources inexhaustable. It is said by those favoring the

coming of foreigners that our great in-

dustries and improvements could
have been carried on without them.

not
It

were better, then, that some of them were

neglected.

True it is,

that many emitive; that is to say, defining a miracle as
grants
come
to
our
shores
with the pura Divine interposition designed to attest
others that these Christians have discov- to the genuineness of a Divine messen- pose of founding for themselves a heme
ered hidden beauty, and have touched the | & er and his message. Christians to-day and becoming good and industrious citiclaim that stwce the Apostolic era mira~ zens; but very many others
springs of entrancing melody.
are ef a far
cles have ceased; but they fully concede
Sometimes I have heard such people that there is such a thing as answer to different character. Whe fill our jails,
put their experience into this song:
prayer resulting in the cure of disease; our almshouses and mainly comprise the
ut only when remedies are faithfully pauper class in our cities? From what
“ My life flows on in endless song ;
employed.
.
:
class comes the great army of tramps,
Above earth’s lamentation,
In
the
same
paper
is
a long article on making the safety of country life a serious
I catch the sweet, though far-off hymn
the same subject by Rev. Dr. G. W. Sam- question? Their speech
That hails 8 new creation;
betrays them,
son, in which he claims that the evidence
+ Through all the tumult and the strife,
ninety-nine times out of a hundred, as
I hear the music ringing:
of miraculous healing rests on ‘supthey come to our doors; they are from beIt finds an echo in my soul—
;
posed_teaghings of the New Testament; youd the seas.
Who mainly support the
‘How can I keep. from singing?”
misinterpretations of statements of the
Is not this state of experience an almost early ' Christian fathers and , op. actual liquor interests in our largest cities and
infinite advance over the former? Is not cases of supposed and of real healing in throughout the West ® Were it not for
the beer and whisky interest, upheld al
Christ and religion to this class richer, answer to prayer.”
all hazards by the two most numerous
sweeter, fairer than they,are to the other?
Is it the voice of God's
that of Gold, and it is soon apparent

to

Is it not every way fair and

says

Protestant

no miracles of healing in the nineteenth
century ? Will somebody tell us what
the healing of a case of disease, which is

in Grace”, ‘ closer walk with God,” if
you must ; but everybody can see that it

“beyond

is at least a different life, from the other.

the skill of man

Jah
bon §

swell our expenditures- and
generally?
curse to us

Se

~ In regard

limited immigration that the spirit of the’

Satpel is set at nought in not: allowing

lous healing of diseases rests. First,
‘‘ Bupposed teachings of the New Testament.”

the

heathen to come

influence

Such teachiugs may be all suppo-

of our

But where are we
sition to some, but these words of the
the heathen to our
Great Teacher do not seem very ambigu- ‘The command
&c.” As wellis:

|

become

Again, it is urged by those favoring un-

to Dr. Samson's idea of the

evidences on which he claims the miracu-

here and be under the

Christian

civilization.

commanded to bring
doors to be converted
“Go into all the world,
might the early Christians

ous: ‘* Verily, verily, I.say unto you, he | at Rome have invited ‘the
he that believe
th on me, the works that I dals of the North int, 0

Goths and Van-

¢ir homes i be

than these shall he do because I go to my" doors, without restriction,to all the peoples of the world. Instead of reopening
the law in regard to the Chinese, a law
nay name that will I do that the Father should be enacted permitting no more #0
may be glorified in the Son. If ye shall dome from any country than can, be 88
Father. | And whatsoever ye shall ask in

ask anything

in my name I will
* Therefore I
to JOUy What sthings soever ye
wlien yé pray, believe that ye

kindness, and in 'merties.” I will even Joho 14: 12-14.
thou shalt know thé Lord.”
Poor Alexander Cruden was insane

hundred steamers already built and bailding, how many, think you, are of the
criminal and desperate clagses, coming to

and known

miracle ?

yp

ready booked for this country by the two

remedies, in answer to prayer” is, if not a

in our all churches, who have ad-

betroth thee unto me in faithfulness; and’

children to-day ‘classes of foreigners,
that damning traffic
Work would soon be a thing
Church”—that there aré us. Of the 600,000 of the past among
persons that are al-

-~the editorial in the Christian at

just and appropriate to call such living a
“higher life”?
Repudiate that name if
you will, call it ‘newer life”, « growth

sented

RE

hott

work miracles now, there is no manner of
But we do not believe that he
doubt.

would involve an assumption that we
have no right to make. We would gratefully accept it among many other instances

1 wish [

was not so skeptical.”
In a recent issue
of the New York Observer, one writing on
Cures by Faith”, says: *‘God does
hear and answer prayer. That he can

The italics in the above quotation
to me there is something
like a disclosure in those words. How
true were those words of Christ: * Ac-

this week -another remark-

describe

as to enable

does.”

able instance of healing in answer to
prayer. We say healing simply; we do
not

state was such

several’ ‘are mine, and

the subject since the appear-

We publish

healing “tras

on this point, I am sorry to say.

given in his paper by Mr.
and

your

ple think the day of miracles is past.
Said one’of our old and able ministers te
me a few daysago while discussing this subject of miraculous cures: **1 am skeptical

who

The Advocale

similated to the

do it.”
say undesire,
receive

be- them, and ye shall
have them.” Mark
fore hewlied ; but he displayed a perfect- 11: 24. There
are many other: passages
with some other people, they are scaree~ ly rational mind when he wrote in hls Oon- just as‘defi
hite.
Of course, the true gosSil

Lr

Your mental

the

was interested in the case.

vo

the ‘vanced even beyond this position. They
dollar, ‘amounting in all to about $20,- States” and mount the buckbeard
religion
of
Christ
must
be
received
in
or- have passed beyond the silver and gold,
for the
000. And it is but just to say, that all ride up the Creek, hugging my ulster der to be appreciated. You can not ex- diamonds and sapphires are behind them,
~....this Was done with the fall co-operation about me though the sun is shining as it plain beauty to that blind man,nor music worth and beg#f§-are not the motives that
of the heirs, all of whom, as I have the seems he can shine only in the clear dry to that deaf man. Open the eye of the control them. They have found, and they
evidence to show, were in full sympathy air of Colorado.
one and no explanation will be necessary ; wear, the golden 1ibg of an imperishable
with their father in whut he had done in
.Grabite
is
an
eld_gold
town
of
fifty.
|
unstop thesear of the other. and his soul. |.betrothal, whith sets them apart forever
this regard.
:
‘vive, and visions from Bret Harte haunt will quiclkdy
thrill with entrancing sounds. as the bride of Christ. This is not a poetic
It appears, that sometime before his me all day, I thought I had long known So it is with our holy religion. Men fancy. Read Hosea 2: 19,20. ‘“And I
death, he had a portrait of himself paint and loved Dickens in Camp, but
one night must taste and see that the Lord is good. will betroth thee unto me for ever: yea,
ed, which he requested should be in due a8 the horses slowly climbed
the steep Bay after the reception, there seems to be I will betroth thee unto me in righteous.
time presented to the Theological school, mountain road where I could touch
the on the part of God's dear children a wide ness, and in judgment, and in loving
"part of others than Just beyond the outside wheel
the heirs, it never was forwarded to the ipice down which I dared not was a prec- of the blessings of salvation. Some peolook, then I ple go through this world, having good
«place of its designation till recently. saw * the Slusipiiy
pines,” *¢ the mina- eyesight and looking fairly upon all
‘Learning a few weeks ago, that it was in rets of snow,”ani 3 the deep
hush of the natural objects; and yet, in comparison

N.

Christ in ‘answer fo prayer,

dear child,

purely the effett of your imagmation.

and I respectfully ask the privilege of a
brief summary and remarks in the Star.
‘The editor of the Advocate, in speaking
of Mr. Winchester’s article, says:

and
they

so it happens,

but, my

Saviour ; I know whom I believe" ?
It is true that many good Christian peo-

ance of the article referred to in the Star,

And

powerof

‘| sir, stand aside from between me and my

pressed, when

that

But through some wniisunderstanding, if rocky wall on one side with my hand, and
| variety of experience in the appreciation
not neglect, on the

given.

Rochester,

say to Ming.

occult force to work out your healing!”,
: "| Would she not be likely to say, * Please

— ~

remarks on

But there is still" another class repre-

E. DAVISON.

of

Bat Jet us sup-

should

you suppose you were healed by the

Northern Christian Advocate
for May 4,
is an account of the same by Rev. C. W.

give it is the most appropriate of all,

TREASURES.

THE REV.

Y., is

gt

Powers:
* Now Miss Powers, 1 have
no doubt you were very sick and

markable healing of Miss Mina Powers,
N.

the question.

pose Dr. Samson

der the title of ¢ Is the day of miracles
past?” in which an accosint of the re-

re-

IUD

to do with

REV. T. A. STEVENS.

Palmyra,

in answer

Supposed cases of healing have nothing

In the Star of May 24, is an article un-

of

healing

‘real

mental part of the evidence is concerned.

“THE MODERN MIRACLE MANIA."

unsuspected

vUBuIGuus

mitted

wear al-

things in print and listened

den treasures.”

by Dr. 8., we will strike out

prayer” is sufficient as far as the experi.

A

And for myself, I believe that the term I

HIDDEN

and

search. A beautiful little sapphire was
at last found on the yolk. This, too, was

everlasting life.

as worded

calling,

Winchester,

insures for him the favor

don, of Boston ; and from the last reason

possess

the

1 COVE IUUU

—we will leave that question to Dr. Gor.

be envied, that

‘Biddeford, Me.

to find, and they continued

night when the moon is shining, with a Nay, more.

pity as for a dumb thing that cannot
speak of its suffering, of the forsaken

who

en pledge of their betrothal.

But still this was not what they | the account

LUT

In regard to Mr. Samson's second prop.

ready with confident ‘assurance, the gold-

end

had

those

énter into their privilege,

desired

MOVES

May not this supposition depend

osition—the * misinterpreting
the fathers”

is his name;

favored few who appreciate their

value.

the yolk fell

7, and, also, the

Spirit in prayer

orizing away the simple meaning of the
Word and applying a fancifal one?

and the hidden source of “song; but hap-

Gold is better

than silver, and so, their search

are

piest of all, and most to

of the egg a glittering diamond was discovered, almost hidden. among the elaborate chasing. This diamond wis gently
pressed, and the egg at once flew open,

vealed

15:

in part at least, on-the ‘modern art of the.

choice treasure of his wealth, and beauty,

finely-chased

upon examination, in the small

disclosing a golden yolk.

said?

Christ and his salvation; but happier far
that smaller number who have found-the

| We watched the ‘cleaning up.” One
or two of the men raised the riffle boards,
are saved. + Nodoubt they have Christ. It
carefully clearing out with a stiff brush
was twenty or thirty years ago when they
each hole and crevice in which an
: received him, and they settled the matter
of the treasure might be hidden, but they
then once for all. That is well.
Ifa man
might as well have been washing potahas
Christ
he
is
infinitely
better
off
than
toes as gold, for all the enthusiasm they
he would be without hii. That possession

of them thé sweetest
loneliness and maké
here, and the valley widens sufficiently to things upon the earth—homes.

paid! up to me-and asks if I don’t find it “a
after his death as they severally became good deal pleasanter than it is back in
due, principal and interest, to the last the States?” But I am loyal to * the

the keeping of one of his sons, the Rev.

"Oh! happy

egg did not contain the looked for article.
And

of in John

Have we any right to suppose the Lorg
was mistaken, or did not mean what h,

be called.”
nuptials (Rev. 19: 7), Let us be glad
and réjoice, and give honor to him; for
the marriage of the Lamb is come, and
his wife hath made herself ready.”

Some

ing saved. They have repented,
believed the gospel. No doubt

of rail-road-

of the Morning Star, to come and see him.
visit him,

a

spoken

‘assistance of the Holy

the

Notice the celebration of the the words * of supposed and”, for the ad.

mere than twenty years and no prospectspoke convincingly of the Emperor's afor has yet been able to discover the lead |
fection. Most people would have been peror vein from which it comes. Last sea- fectly satisfied with that. But it ‘was not
son, the work was carried on only through
what they were expecting, andthe comwarm weather, though during both. day
pany set their wits at work to gee if the

which I have felt
It amazement at the daring of men. When. ‘contents of the sluice reach the last box,
from that day to the present time.
some ‘we ride smoothly along at the base of a they are stopped by the riffle bars, two
should be borne in mind that for
school cliff towering hundreds of feet straighi iron bars placed across the box, the amaltime previous to that period, the
the above us, we may remember that in some gam and mercury are planned to sepaby
had but one professor, assisted
were plaees, the Grand Canon for instance, the rate them from the sand and then strained
half service of another, and these
con- men with their toels, mules and carts to remove the liquid quicksilver.
The
supported, in considerable part, by
were all lowered by ropes front the top of amalgam is then retorted. The quick-.
which
‘churches,
the
from
tributions
and the canon and their food let’ down to silver is saved to be used again, and the
proved, as usual, to be a precarious
| themrin the same way, that men hung gold, a light yellow porous substance,
uncertain source of supply. The reade
suspended by ropes, a yawning abyss is now called retort gold. This is said to
am
I
events
the
that
will also remember
below and a dizzy hight above, drilling be usually about thirty-five'or forty pe
" describing occurred nearly a generation
for
hours in the solid rock to make roem cent. of the amalgam retorted.
in
school
a
scarcely
was
ago, when there
+ New England of any grade fairly en- for the blasts which tore off tons of the
They did not offer us any gold. I do
dowed, and when donations; that would
wighty wall. Truly; itis good to have not know that it is the custom,but I think
:
have seemed generous even at that time, had forefathers.
certain members_ of the party had cherI never tire of watching the baby en- ished a hope that somebody would feel it
In consideration of all
were rare indeed.
the circumstances, I do not hesitate to ‘gine on. the two and a half foot track a proper attention to show us; but we
regard Jotham Parsons as the financial ‘ahead, every now and then darting round
were determined to fill our pockets, so
founder of the Theological school, as real a rock and hiding frem sight.
we put in our disappointment and noticed
1y as Benj. E. Bates bears that same relaWe run up by the Arkansas river, so their emptiness no more. Old Stev, the
. . tion to the College proper.
turbid and brown from the continual hotel-keeper, and the duty prospector
In 1860, during his last sickness in the washing for gold, by some fertile potato
were still busy with their greasy cards
town of Wiscasset, where he then resided fields, past gigantic bluffs whose sides when the moon looked down over the
with a daughter, he wrote to the late have been torn away to make room for
mountains on Granite, on the whispering
William Burr, then Editor and publisher the narrow track between them and the river and on the lonely cabins from which
haste to

found

But

. the God of the whole earth shall he

Granite, but this elaim is not now worked. - silveregg. It was a very beautiful;’costly;
Gold has been washed at Cache Creek and even royal present, and its passession

nothing in the handful of dust dancing
$10,000 for the endowment of a professor- ing among the Rocky Mountains, he ceas- -along in the
water that told the inexpeof
chair
the
ship in the Theological school,
es to bemoan his empty pocket ‘in sheer rienced eye of its value. When the
it an honor to occupy

Mr. Burr in company ‘with the Rev. Silas

husband ; the Lord of hosts

beauty and blessedness in Christ which
ordinary
Christians cannot see at all.

was

life,

\ Notice the description ofthe bridegroom
(Isaiah 54: 5), «“ For thy Maker is thine

souls seem to have the facultyof finding

there

this

you as a chaste virgin to Christ.”

runaing

Is it not so in matters of religion ?

bride,

in

where believers have uninterrupted communion with God in Christ.” Let us read,
and ascertainif he is correct. Notice. the
espousal (2 Cor. 11: 2), ‘I have espoused
you to one husband, that I may present

:

the

bride are all

marriage is celebrated in the other world,

a grade of perhaps ten inches. . Each box bird of delicate proportions and ravishing
has a false bottom pierced with a number plumage spread
its wings across the
ite the next day. Now I had fully intend- ot holes, perhaps half aninch in diameter; opening, and a strain of soft, sweet music
ed to be sick the next day, for I was lame and here I learned the meaning of the floated on the air.
Thus, the farther they
—very lame. In fact I couldn’t step Western phrase, ‘to make the riffle.” pursued their investigations, the deeper
without positive suffering, but if I can’t Mercury is thrown into the boxes and as grew
their
wonder
and
surprise,
have as much pleasure again without its weight leads it to sink to the lowest: and
the richer’ the bride became.
p¥Mg the same price, I will cheerfully place, it settles in the holes or rifles. The But even this last revelation was not
be lamer—if possible. And gold plaeer fine black sand in which the gold hides is | what they sought, and the investigation
mining had such a delightfully wild, ro- throwl into.the upper box, the water falls Was resumed.
Some one pressed
‘mantic not-to-be-seen-every-day
sound from the bank above, rushing through the the wings of the bird, and the sweet
about it, that I surprised everybody by sluice, carrying the sand and soil with it, singer flew open. And there was the exappearing at the breakfast table and mar- while the mercury catches and holds the pected wedding ring! Is not this story a
tyrizing myself to the extent of taking an precious particles of gold or ‘* makes the type of what we can see in all our
egg and a little coffee.
rifle!” Of course, this phrase stands in churches? There are many who are conThe trains,it seems to me, are much like
tent with knowing that they have passed

educabecame greatly interested in our
tional enterprises, especially in that which
have been at least two hours late if he
contemplates the training of young men
liad wanted to go.
: Pe fend
for the Christian ministry. To further
The distanceto Granite is about eighthis object, he gave his note to the Treas- |
teen miles and the tickets are priced af
Fi
oe

they will tell us of the Life, perhaps Death,

(for we cateh sight of a dreary grave-

j

promises of Christ, with regard to gg).
ing and receiving, are to be considereq
in connection with the abidingin Him 5,

The contract, or marriage

covenant, is made

of the Cache Creek are washed out for trees;will ‘make, or how many bushels “of
~ 7,
several feet in the search for gold. Had “Wheat, will come from the acre.
Johnston been there ? Did Dick Bullen
* A primrose by the river's brim,
A yellow primrose is to him;
or the Lily of Poverty Flat live in one of
" And it is nothing more.”
the deserted log cabins we pass on our
Not so with the other. He sees wonderroad?
The brilliant scarlet flowers of the
ful
beauty in all these lovely things: his
wild cypress, and graceful grasses on the
roofs and. in" the chinks of the logs, nod ideas haye been awakened, his eyes have
and beckon to us as we pass. ' Little _been opened as the other’s have not,and he

sees

The virgin

true believers.

Upon learning from the above named ‘leave Bill happily nibbling the short thick
I i
i fact is strikingly illustrated
‘ that the frameof the picture had grass and climb-over the loose rocks lying in an incillent I read the other day. The
letter
become somewlist impaired. hy lapse of outside the bed of the stream, to where a Emperor-of Russia senta wedding present
time, and a proposition fromthe writer party of men, protected by rubber coats to a relative, having previously given
thatit be sent to Boston, or elsewhere for and aprons, with boots reaching nearly that person to understand that it would
the purpose of being regilded, I directed to their waists, were standing in the water- "be a certain object. On the -day apThe first pointed, a special courier came with a
that this be the disposition of if, before it preparing for a new sluice.
was sent to me, and that I would be. re- placer mining on the Arkansas was dope 1 packet, und when it was opened by the
He at Kelly's Bar, about four miles below
sponsible for all expenses incurred.

The churches

To this, so faras New York is concerned,

highly esteemed

and

wortliy

and

of New

another, the Rev. €. H. Parsons

to aid the cause of Christ he so dearly
of Bangor and New York were, at the
time of his connection with them, in their
infancy, and they both - have occasion to
remember his generous and timely aid at
the period of their greatest necessity.

son,

that this

to add

feel it proper

full, and

noble wordsin

recording these

of a marriage.

—

pel student will understand that thesq

cordance, under the word espoused,
these sentences: ** The union of believers
with Christ is expressed under the: notion

H.,

portrait is very precious to the family, we
are glad to place it where it will be a reminder of the relation of our reverend

> Y
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sang below,” and I first really knew the ly anything., Take two men of the same
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Aah

spirit of our free institu-

tions and amenable to our laws, that they

may be a help instead of hindrance in the.
great work, which, .untramheled, we
for the na: e and willing to doaes
are capabl
of the earth.
tions
..[*We do not hold ourselves

on

respongible.for the

a this article, bat insert 1s fip tho

Anterests of free discusgion,—Ku;]"
oy

d
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DAILY READINGS.
The agony

in the garden.

Parallel account,

Mark 14: 82.42

Luke 22: 29-46,

mo

Account by Matthew. Matt. 26: 35—46

Ww.
7.

Suffering’s predicted.

Isa. 2:11,

“gp. An expiatory sacrifice.
8.
8.

re

Heb. 9: i3—26,

Suffering alone. lsa.B83. 1-9,
Sofferings anticipated John 12: 23-83,

GOLDEN

( Revised

32

And they come, unto, a place which was

went forward a little, and fell on the ground
and prayed that if it were possible, the hour
36 might puss away from him. And he said,
Father, all

things are

possible

unto

thee; remove this cup from me: how,beit

$7 not what I will, but what thou wilt. And
- he cometh, and findeth them sleeping,” and
saith ‘unto Peter, Simen, sleepest thou ?

ocouldest thou not watch ope hour ? Watch
and pray, that ye enter not into temptation:
38 the spirit indeed is willing, but the flesh is

weak. And again he went away, and pray39 ed, saying the same words. And again
he
came, and found them sleeping, for their

eyes were very heavy; and

they wist not

what to answer him. And he cometh the
41 third tiane, and saith unto them, Sleep on
now, and take
your rest: it is enough;
the hour is come; bebold, the Son of man

42 is betrayed
Arise,

into the

let us be foiog:

trayeth me is at

hand.

body.

hands

of

behold,

sinners.

he that be-

Torics—The Savior’s agony.
‘The Savior's prayers.
The weary watchers.

army. Asl look back over nearly forty

years:spent in this labor of love, I wish
most sincerely that the suggestion had

been made to me in early life.

~~

Connecting Link.—After the Jast Supper,
° Jesus and his diciples walked out from Jerusalemto the garden of Gethsemane, on the
western slope of Olivet, where the cvents of
this lesson occurred.

passages, Matt, 26: 30-46; Luke 22:

30—46; John 18: 1.

I. The Savior's Agony.
We have followed our Lord and his disciples from the

plain upper chamber in Jerusalem where
they had, for the last time, kept together

that high festival of the old: dispensation,
and for the first time had observed that
‘new ordinance which was to be a perpetual memorial of the sacrificing love of the

world’s Redeemer, and now we find them
gathered under the solemn shade of the
majestic olive trees of Gethsemane. Here
he took the select three who had been with
Transfiguration

and withdrew from the rest for a season

of prayer. To these he said, ** My soul
is exceeding sorrowful, even unto death,”
and at last went apart from them, and
falling upon the ground, poured out his

soul to God, praying that if it were possi-

ble he: might be spared from the drinking
"of the bitter cup now pressed to his lips.

Such agony no human being ever experi-

each

pupil, the

age

and

residence, also

the name and occupation of parents, and
any remarks as to the capacity or character of the scholars.
As from time to time you will probably
have a new name to add, even in the
course of a year, I would arrange it that
the names and dates should form a continuous roll,’and place the remarks on
the opposite page.
:
When ascholar leaves your class, rethat

event

and

the

reason, and

it

pear in your book.

:

Use the following pages to note any
interesting incidents which occur in connection with your intercourse with your
class. Write down something concerning
each visit you make to their homes and
your observations as to- the. influences

which surround them.

& year or two

If at the close of

there

have

been

many

will appear

for its help.

Jesus

prayed

to his Father that if it were possible the
cup might pass

away,

straightway

and

opments to your earlier notes.
My attention was drawn to this matter

by hearing an elderly gentleman,

a vet-

eran in the Sabbath-school,
say that he
had the memes of ovory scholar WHU lad
ever been under

his care

written

cases whether they were still living, and
if living where and how they werespending their lives. And so he could still follow them

with

his

prayers

and

often

OHRISTIAN MARTYRS.
The old world has itsi Christian mar-

tyrs and heroes whose lives and deaths
have made history, who *¢ took joyfully

od unto us to pour out our souls to God memories! May the spots which their
in prayer for all things that we need or blood ‘has comsecrated long be visited
sorrow and afliction; in times of trial and

He has many ways of caring

fof

those who Jove him and trust him; he

- will the everlasting arms

sheltering:

safety ; then will the broad,

wihgsbe over us and abuul us and we

- shall be kept and comforted.

;

soni

power of Satan unto God.”

happen to put.it off so

- The following

learn

to appreciate

their

mighty energy,

doa little’ more travel-

in your own land
will witness what
how the prairie
forest tracked, and

courage,

no-

heroic

and

and less abroad.
they have achievhas been subdued,
the mountain min-

A

(dlone)

Waspraying in agony near at hand.

URTIS"

Change it to fifty.”

Spiritual Songs.
This book of nearly 1100 hymns with tunes is
offered to our churches as the best of .all books of
the kind now before the public. The abri
edition is a selection of just one-half of the h:
8
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There was a half smile on his

countenance, “as he stood listening. It
was the old devil priest from whom I obtained the mask.
;
After listening with apparent attention
for a time, he turned

and

was
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Second

Street,

looked

at me earnestly,

and

said,

me?” “ ¢“Yes,” I answered, ‘we

have but

to look to Him with true faith, in order to
obtain full pardon and complete salvation.” It seemed as though the Holy

| «1.do believe, I do believe.

|.

I commended him to the

structed with a viewito. his baptism. * A
few days later I was anexpecteily ‘sum-
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time have I, at my age, to practice a new
religion, and do what it requires in order
to obtain salvation?”
My reply pointed nof’to what he was to

“Do you mean to tell me that I have
only to believe P that: faith in the Lord
Jesus Christ will obtain salvation for

mercial

It has specific action on this most important
organ, enabling it to throw off torpidity and
inaction, stimulating the healthy secretion of
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slowly away, when I addressed him, and

to acguire merit in order to obtain future

send

Vertising cards.

hobbling

begged him to remain.
He hesitated,
and then came and seated himself at my
feet, on a log of wood.
I felt the opportunity was not to be lost,
and spoke to him earnestly, pressing on
him the acceptance of life and salvation
{n Christ. The Christians had frequently
spoken of him before, but“he had heard
only to reject. Still, such “occasions had
given him some knowledge of the great
facts of Christianity.
After a time he replied to my remarks.
He said, “I am more than a hundred
years old. I have for many years sought
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Of course,

opposffé
Hs

Dr. 8. I. Prime

“ Say to thy

for baptism, and about twenty-five ‘com

hl
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8

and has is the Lord's.”

and some of their number have proved
successful evangelists in the surrounding
country.
Si
On December 28th I held service in the
ou

in newspaper aded, - °

confid
E

It will never do for a hundred |

Rev.

‘A great change has passed over that

care and teaching of the Christians living
in his neighborhood, that he might be in-

gather-

mn

make mine at least a hundred dollars.”

given to me.

churdn, sna

on to

We give this Sugar 8poon

I
put

Brother Thom-

only fifty dollars opposite mine.

the Kapuwa had liv, and here the mask

ones

shepherds, and

0

the Church Missionary Society's house,
should be a collection at every religious
though it may altpx their feelings in other | service for public worship always and
respekts, to knew that the old Kapuwa to every where.
It ought to be felt by
whom) it
onged. has recently professed every Christian to be his privilege as
well as his duty, to lay on the altar of
in the Lord Jesus Chet,
The last Sunday in 1879 I spent at Tal- sacrifice every time he come with his sins
or his prayers, an expression of the fact
ampitiya, a large village in Ceylon. Here that' he ‘is not his own: all ‘that he is

child in Christ.

like tender

dollars!

dollars to stand

see it at

have been feedicg the flncks of these lone
ing the lambs into the green pastures
and . by the still; waters of that river
which is ever pure and cléar,—Sunday:
ib school World,

lated,
r zeus

it will’ pinch me to raise it; but the
thought of Gethsemane and Calvary will
make the pinching pleasant.”
:
‘¢ Well, have it your way; Good-bye.

which it belonged.
It will not lessen the interest of those

Hiea

|

|

Te

others had been, were human and sank
down in weariness while their -<Mnster

that now.
Won't you

gst on what I owe the Lord.

blind devotees of the terrible ‘system to

well

a

it; |

“ No, sir; let it stand. I have to work
hard for every cent I get; but all I can
do would not begin to pay even the inter-

There seemed no reason to doubt the
IL, The weary watchers. Watching thlev risk and danger, literally ebeyed
is wearisome work, and watching in si- the behest of the prophet: ¢‘ Prepare Je "sincerity of the old man’s profession, and
lence and loneliness, doubly so. A hun- the way of the Lord, make straight in the after some further conversation he knelt
dred-fold easier, would it often be to gird desert a highway for our God.” Where with us, as we heartly thanked God that |
they have gone the settler haa followed,
on the armor and go out to fight a visi- al
for over filty
years the missionaries he who for 80 many years had been the
ble, veritable, flesh-and-blood enemy. of the American S®hday-school Uaion servant of Satan had now become a little

Peter and James and John, chosen disci
Ples though they were, favored as no

hundred

to give so much.

ful interest; few gazed on it without feelings of horror, mingled with pity for the

hdd, years ago, beer

tori

as, you are a good man, and cannot afford

tained possession of this mask,in order

still

ve

feel.’ Did he not * feel’ what he did for
me? Give me your list.”

You will understand how indeed
this land has been and is béing fitted to: Spirit brought those words direct to the
be-the homestead of representatives from old man's heart. He clapsed me round
all the wide world. These men of nerve the knees, and with much feeling said,
d musole-have,.by-hard
toil. and. at. .ter-.,

|

miscell

and selected from the pens of well-known. writers,

never give to the Lord what I never

about to visit England, I ob-

have seen it, or may

| Pr
==]
a
—

down twenty-five dollars ? ~ You'll fnever
feel it.”
:
iy
* No, sir; I'll do ne such thing. Ill

caseis a rather remark-

to show English Christians something
helping them to understand what devil
worship meant. It attracted much pain-

who

|

are Jods

long? It is not

% Never mind about
want your subscription.

able one, as illustrating how suddenly,

ago, when

i
E
E
R
F
S
E
L
P
S AM
nly in these columns A
junds and
bumb gs.
Our

)

treating the church or the pastor right.”

Pal

Him.

bur-

take ub up in

in those countries

backwoodsmen have as truly laid down
their lives for the sake of others. If you

ing
You
and
devs; he can remove sharp thorns
send angels to minister to his beloved. ed;
In all this we should not fail to spy, the
*“Thy will, not mine, be done.” Then ed.

can roll away stones and take away

vails, and missionaries

do, but to what Christ had done. I told
him of démplete salvation to all whe with

ble self-denial,

|
:
|

‘you ought to have finished this work
before the year began. How did you

are literally fulfilling the command of the
Risen Lord given to Saul of Tarsus, and
are engaged in turning men * from the

and held dear. But let us not fdrget. our
own heroes. Many of our pioneers;
and

distress, in times of perplexity and doubt
and pour out to him all the burdens of aur | would
hearts.

-* Well Deacon, you-are late about

guidanee, and help. In South India and
Ceylon actual devil-worship widely pre-

down, | fourteen men came forward

and that he knew in a large majority of

|

_.*“ Brother Thomas, I am out to-day
where actual devil-worship is the prevail| with my list, raising subscriptions to our
ing form of religion, and where men
pastor's salary.”
;
.avowedly look to devils for protection, |

rect influence, still, as far as possible,’
Large numbers ‘of the villagers are contrace™ their course, and add these develsistent and well-instructed Christians,

added, ** Nevertheless, not what I will, the spoiling of ” their goods, and ** loved
. but what thou wilt.” And so should it pot their lives unto the death” for the
ever be with us. It is a privilege grant- sake of the gospel, All honor to their
desire; and especially, is it our privilege to draw. nigh to him in times of

by the Rev. G. C. Waterman.

village since my first visit. Then there
changes among your pupils, close, the}:
‘was not one Christian there.
Buddhism
record of the first period, and begin a and devil-worship enthralled the people
new roll: Do not let anything discon- in their dreadful slavery.
Wickedness
nected with your Sabbath-school work
and vice of the most degrading character
creep into this book. As time rolls on,
reigned in tke place. Now the hill-top is
and your
scholars 4 go from under your di- crowned
:
with a substantial church.

enced or could have endured. We are thankfully acknowledge the grace which
told thathe sweat *“ as it were great drops was enabling many of them to lead holy
of bloud,” and we know that only the in- | and useful lives.
tensest agony could have wrung from him
What wouldI not give for such a list—
the prayer that he offered to his Father. for memorials of obstacles overcome, of
Nor need we wonder that his soul was so hopes excited, the realization of which
wrought upon. He had been rejected by was oftentimes” deferred, but sometimes
his own people, to whom he came and
realized; of fears awakened and, by
they received hia not; he was even then God's grace, dissipated; of bright anbeing betrayed by one of his own chosen swers given to questions asked, or intellidisciples ; he foresaw that he would soon gent queries proposed to me.
be forsaken by those whom he had loved
“But I have only some vivid pictures in
and trusted and tried to instruct in the my memory, a few incidents scattered
mysteries of his spiritual kingdom; he through old diaries, and the living preswas suffering for the sins of the world; ence of some of the pupils of the last few
SE a |
ne,
the just for the unjust, and his soul was years.
Let me close by begging you to begin
crushed under the weight of woe rolled
upon it. It was no physical sutfering, your Sunday-school Record at once. Let
nor dread of that, but agony of soul pure the blank book be yeur first purchase,and
the writing of the roll your first work. \
and simple.
If God prolongs your life, with what
II. The Savior's Prayers. In the
midst of this soul-rending agony he gives interest you will turn over its pages fifus a perfect illustration of what we teen or twenty years hence. And in the
should do in times of trouble and how it meantime it will be a constant stimulant
should be done. To God alone can the to earnest work and faithful prayers.
burdened soul take its griefs with the as- —1Ill. Christ. Weekly.
surance that its cry will be regarded, and |

he who is mighty and uble to deliver

Conducted

money to England, so that I'had little opportunity of obtaining farther informa.
tion about him
but ,
all .I beard during | -

and under what peculiar circumstances,
Procure a substantially bound blank
this great change sometimes comes.
book, and make the first page ** SundayThe Gleaner for January of this year
school Record.” On the next write your
contained
a picture of a hideous mask.
own name, your residence, the name of,
That very mask had been used in the
the school to which you are attached, and
awful and obscene devil-worship of Ceythe date of your entrance on the work of
lon, by one of the oldest Kapuwa's or
teaching. Then enter the full name of
devil priests, in the island. Some years

there is a change of residence let that ap-

Notes and Hints.

him on the mount of the

fen

I want to make a suggestion ‘to teachers newly enlisted in the Sunday-school

cord

Parallel

Eo

IIL. The answer to Christ's prayer.

| A WORD TO-YOUNG SUNDAY-SOHOOL
TEACHERS.

named (+ethsemane: and be saith unto his
83 disciples, Sit ye here, while I pray.’ And
he taketh with him Peter and James and
John, and began to be greatly amazed, and
34 sore troubled.
And he saith unto them,
My soul is exceeding sorrowful even unto
$5 death: abide ye here, and watch. And he

Abba,

IL. The effect of mental anguish on the

.

Version.)

So.

I. The olive trees of Gethsemane.

TEXT.—Surely he hath borne our

griefs, and carried our Sorrows.—Isa. 53: 4.

MARK 14: 32— 42,

RAlissions:

-

|.

those few days was satibfactory, leading
to
the belief that his conversion is real,
“From the Power of Satan unto God.”
and the burdened
|
and
that he is another and a’ striking
ever come knowing that he will not chide |
(4 true story from, Ceylon.)
;
nor repel them." #4
It is not easy to conceive a greater instance of what the Holy Spirit effects,
«change than that which these words im- in tarning men “from the power of Satan
THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
unto God."— Gleaner.
oh
de
_L There is great sustaining power in ply, or to imagine anything producing in
8
man
a
more
entire
alteration
in
both
human sympathy. =
The Feeling Gift.
»’
11. Prayer is the unfailing source of re- position and nature.
The Central Baptist tells a good thing
It can not be too plainly ‘recognized
lief for sorrow-laden souls.
;
iv a very quiet but effective way. It tf
IL. Jesus went to the cross voluntari- that every unconverted man, whatever his -wonderfgl
how much could be done id
nation or religion, is under Satan’s pow- getting
ly.
:
of the straits or church ell
‘er; but the fact becomes an unquestiona- if'this
principle were recognized. ~~
TOPICS FOR FURTHER STUDY.
.
ble one in the case of the many nations
to him may the weary

THE AGONY IN THE GARDEN.
M.
T.

wordsof censure or severe rebuke for
them. Tenderly and lovingly he’ spoke

to them and bore his burden alone.

“For Questions see Star Quarterly
and
vLesson

the weakness of their flesh, and so had no

STAR. OCTOBER 11, 1882.

for

Lesson

| knew the willingness of their spirit and
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* At 7, occurred the

meeting of
It was
the Foreign Mission Society.
J.
Rev.
President,
the
by
order
to
called
Rand.
on

After

the

election

of

officers

for

which

we

list of

a

year,

coming

the

annual

safle not at this writing able to give,
Rev. C. S. Perkins, Corresponding Sec- retary, read his report. He reported a
year of vigorous and

successful

work

in

the mission field and of more than
usual prosperity in the Society’s work at

Re-

follows:

President, L.'W.

Anthony;

Presidents, C. H. Latham, D.

J. W.

V.

axe

Waterman,

Recording

Secretary,

G.

C.

Treasurer, M.

again of 1000 in that of the Little Star.

B. Smith; Fi-

nancial Secretary, E. N. Fernald;

Appropriate

reference

was

More schools report themselves as using our publications than in any former

Audi-

Crawford, so long a loved and

eminently

successful missionary, and the election: of
Mrs. Smith as her successor ; in the death

of the Rev. J. M. Brewster, a member
of the Executive Board; as well as
also in the joining of the mission of
Mrs. J. Phillips, and

her

year.

made

the mission work; in the death of Miss

daughter, Miss

"" Nellie M. Phillips, M. D., and ia - the re-

was most strongly emphasized.

radi

BR Bg

question in the affirmative, presenting a
plan for occupancy in which itis claimed
that five men, in addition to the Principal

The above report was adopted and the
persons elected to the offices named.
Records of the Ex. Committee were read
and approved with the exception of a resolution relating to the Boston church
laid on the table for future discussion.
The Corresponding Secretary, Rev. A.
L. Gerrish, then read his annual report,
of which wegive the following abstract : —
The details of our Home Mission work

now so carry on the works as to give

one students have been in attendance dur-

ing the year.

uni

The state of West Virginia

will as lovingly as the angels.
to each one, < God needs you.”

»'
Re

J udson.

and

motive had Paul and Carey

or cereThe religion of fear or selfishness
mony or proxy, is the spurious; that only
the missionary is the real.
which induces
To go into the world and preach the gospel to every creature is not a special .command, but an ‘interpretation of disciple-

ship. . The speaker then spoke briefly of

force is

Rev. 8. F. Smith has been doing a good

work in Nebraska.

;

Aid has been granted to the

Minvesota

State Society, and to the Mission
neapolis, with excellent results.

‘Iowa has

Society.

in Min-

an efficient ; Home

without them.
een
The following points he considered essential to efficiency : communicativeness,

adaptability, ardent love for the work,
aim, proniptness, affability, and pluck or
perseverance; each of which he elaborated in an impressive manner.
Brethren’ Eastman, Page, "Wood and
Dexter followed with remarks.

Immediately after the adjournment of”
the Union a meeting of the Home Mission

Society was called. Prayer was offered
by Rev. H. J. Brown.
Rev. Dr. Hayes
thep presented the following resol ation :
Whereas, the existence of an efficient
F. B. church in the city of Boston appeats
to this society to have an impertant relalion to all departments of the Christian
work assigned to our people ; and whereas,
the hour has come which must decide
whether an effort to establish such a
church shall be
ated

. OF Bnally

. Resolved, That the Ex. Com.. be hereby
instructed to appoint and commission an

It has an agent in the field, who

acts as superintendent and financial agent.

S. teachers.
He spoke of the necessity of efficient
teachers and the impossibility of success

abandoned; theirs awd

Mission

agent, or agents, to assist the Boston
church in its endeavor to raise $25,00
0

The churches at Waterbury Center, Vt.,
Worcester, Mass., Pond St., Providence,

appear to the Com. the said sum of $25,000
has
been secured in cash or reliable

have received aid during the year.

25,000 shall have been raised in Boston.

The populations ot Spain,of the

Auburn, R:/I.,

and

Philadelphia, Pa.,
The

society closes its year without debts or
Austrian Empire of Italy, of Mexico and arrearages.
Much more might have been
of South America, are nearly all Roman'} done
with more money. Let us pray that
{4 Catholic. The land of Christ and sacred the Lord
of the harvest will soon send
. story is a missionary field with not more forth
laborers into
than 4,000 Christians. India has 600,000
Christians among 5 population of about

250,000,000.

Africa, from one hundred

to two hundred millions, knows but little

of Christ.

Our

only

field is in India.

There 3,000,000 are introsted

to us to

- evangelize. We were never more competentto rush forward the work than
now. If we do our part, God will do his.
Our part is to

Sod

'

%

time the cdlossal empire.of China

000,000.

+

U0

time of Christ to the present stating into

of missionary work from the

waits for Christianity. She has only 13,000 Christians ampug a population of 450,-

=!

rE Bil

Rev. J. Malvern followed with an in-

hie could with limited resources.

carry

will convert

be evangelized

the gospel.

them.

in

The

there;

world

can

the harvest.
H. J. Brown, of Iowa,

Rev.

0
then ad-

dressed the Society on * Denominational

Growth and its Hindrances.” It was a
most interesting and stimulating talk, delivered with a simplicity yet directness
and force of style that won the sympathy
of all. We shall present the address in
full, so far as it was written, hereafter.
The resolution relative to the Boston

church was taken from the table and dis-

cussed at some length and finglly laid on

romance which

ten

years,

ing

intormation concerning

the people,

their land, climate, customs and religion ;
by praying for the heathen ; by praying for

the missionaries; by familiarizing our
people with the condition of the heathen

and their claims upon us.
/

God” will not

A Praise Service was conducted by Rev.

H. F. Barnard.

At 7.30 o'clock

the

an-

nual meeting ofthe Sunday School Unjon
'
Was held. Rev. A. Given was chosen
Chairman pro, tem. and H. F. Barnard,

Secretary pro. tem,

rs

A cofilnittee
- was
SET

pose, and to pay the same

when it shall

pledges,and provided that $15:000 of said
After a fall discussion

was adopted.

the resolutiop

The Home Mission Society

then adjourned,
The Anniversary Convention was called
to order and resolutions adopted expressing appreciationof,and thanks for, the hos-

17

bh. there

REE |
n

attendant
his

vices.

own

The

earnestness

and power of statement, and the cotperation of others, have

enabled

him,

gratifying degree," to awaken

to a

public at-

tention to this subject. The Divorce Reform League is chiefly officered by such

men as the Rev. Dr. Theodore
sey, President, the Hon's
and

Israel

D. Wool-

John

Washburne,

Jr.,

D. Long
Vice-presi-

our readers well know; but we do not
think that Professor ‘Austin Phelps overstates the truth when he declares that ‘we

are not half awake to the fact that by our
laws of divorce and our toleration of the
social evil, we are doing more to corrupt
the natiofi's heart than

Mormonism,

ten-

fold.” The number of divorces in New
England has about doubled in twenty
years. Statistics pertaining to other parts
of the country are equally alarming.
Crimes against chastity and the sacred-

ness of marriage are at the bottom of all
this, but these crimes are made comparatively easy of committal and increasingly
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women
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1857, Hon. S. P. Chase, Governor
of Ohio,

recornmended to the legislature a ‘consti.

et

ht

Pr

tutional amendment on the subject,
". We quote the words of Abraham Lip.
goln: “I go for all sharing the privileges
no

MEE

by

means: excluding

thevhands of women,"
f George William

bt

pb

th

eh

:
Of Bishop Simpson:
“1 believe that
the vices in our large cities will never be
conquered until the ballot is put inte

Hr
Cartis:

“ Women

have quité'ss' much interest in good govern.
ment as men, and 1 have never

heard

or

read of any satisfactory reason for exelud-

ing them from the ballot:box. I have no
more doubt of their ameliorating influence

upon politics than I have
of the influence
Su
they exert everywhere else.”
Of Governor Long, of Massachusetts:
*‘I repeat my conviction of the right of
woman

suffrage.

Because

suffrage is a

right and not a grace,it should be extended to women who bear their share of the
public cost, and who have the same interest that I have in the selection of its
officials and the making of its laws which
affect their lives, their property and their
happiness.”

‘Regardless of all matters of expediency,

the question that touches the core of this

agitation is this: Is it right or wrong for
woman to have the ballot to use, as men

use it, for her defense, protection aud happiness ?
:

As was stated in the recent report of
thé Corporators’ meeting, Bro. Stewart,
Agent of the Printing Establishment, was

granted a leave of absence

mouths.

for three

He is to spend the timé in for-

eign travel. He and Mrs. Stewart sailed
on Saturday from New York in the steamer

« Germanic” bound for Liverpool.

A safe

voyage and a happy return are wished for
them by their numerous friends, und by

‘Whatis the inevitable state of things toward which this tendency plunges with a

INTAgAra Speeu ana

Worm the ‘ind, quicken the imagination,
and enlarge the soul! But space and time
compel us to be brief. One thing was noticeable at the meetings of last week.
Notwithstanding the need of fands to carry on this sublime work, the pleas to give
‘were less marked than the exhortations to
pray. There is wisdom in this. There is
little wisdom in reiterated demands for
contributions that are made so conspicuous as to obscure the “primal duties
“that shine aloft like stars.” The church

not, as Jeremiah

and spare

Ezekiel and Mala-

tien of the social corruptions “of Israel.
There is need of prophets as dauntless as
Nathan before King David, and John the
Baptist before Herod Antipas. And-they
are coming. Here and there the note of

protestation and warning is already raised.

Even the pen of fiction is now employed
to portray the evil in such a terrible but
true light as must tend to arrest it.
Of Mr. Howells’s

* Modern

Instance,”

Just concluded in the Century, the edito
of the latter speaks as follows :
:
We do not know whether the moral
consideration was the chief one in view
with the author of ** A Modern Instance,”
the last chapters of which are printed in
this number of ** The Century ;” but we
are inclined to believe that since ** Uncle
Tom's Cabin” there has appeared no
American work of fiction having a stronger and wider moral bearing, or of greater
power to affect public sentiment. Other
writers have discussed in these pages the
statistics of divorce and the subject of divorce legislation, notably the Rev. Dr.
Gladden, in his essay entitled,

found in the following unique epistlg.

Since

the passage of the Chinese Bill, a corporation
in Sun Francisco made application to a Chinese contractor for a large number of Chinese
laborers, thereby evoking this shrewd rejoin.
der:

>

I furniss you men now;

one dollar and one

bit;

youi ‘oly

bymbye no

Damen come; you no can
work; then you" give me one

pay me

more

Chi-

find plenty for
dollar and fifty

cen’.
I have no work now;
I no starve;
think I wait for dollar fifty cen’. Goodby!

dent that every part has ‘been strengthened, and that the outlogk is as hopeful a
one as we have had for many years.
The Foreign Mission Society will send

shall wait im-

another tha might not be startled,

Mission work, the proposed effort to se- |

Rofashioned
OF she cum Ad in. os iti age
by a true artist, Vining, gles
In order to complete the arrangements

old.

boast of an Indian University

two years

During these two years, this school has

made very rapid advancement, enrolling the
past season sixty-eight students for the
most
part from the
Cherokees, although seven

whites, five Delawares and

two Choétaws at-

tend.
Twenty-six are preparing to
while four have the ministry in view.

teach,

The authorities of St. Louis and the School
Board are anxious to separate the black chil:
dren from the white, but the colored people in-

sist on their rights under the Constitutions!
amendments.
It goes without saying that

Mrs. Partington will have to yield to the in-

coming tide of the Atlantic.

Correspondence.
=F"In addition

to the usual

denominationa!

ance with the brethren and work in the

Provinces.

A day at St. John afforded the pleasure

of a look at the renewed city and a deeper

necessary to make the New England Di.

delight in meeting our geplal Brother Parsons whose accurate remembrance of very

ly he will, if a few persons whom he has
There was also a brief session of the especially blessed with means, will follow
Foreign Mission Society, after which the the generous example of one person, a funds are needed and are being contribu
lady, at Great Falls last week. «Js ed. We shall be glad to receive any con.
Anniversaries adjourned.
:
there not a cause?” Assuredly, and there tributions for this “purpose and forward
is inspiration in the very thought. In them to Mr. Dike; or they may be
sent
the line of education, it is evident that directly by our readers to Mr. Dike,
SUBSORIBE NOY
at

reminiscences of that famous fishing excur-

to various
fare.

rail-roads

for

reduction

of

prosper the undertaking!

the next effort

And

assured-

for the ¢

after riches is putting the wrong thing
first.
at we want most i8 not riches
but righteousness, not pelf but perfection

of character, not houses but holiness, not
this world but the world to come. Would

that we might be more greedy of being

and doing good!
att ud

SL

:

vorce Reform League an efficiently working organization, and that Mr. Dike
may
give himself entirely to those lines
of
effort which will accomplish the most,

Royalton, Vermont:

°

|

sion in company with Dr. Day, made him
seem as one of our own home workers ; and
we were gladdened by the knowledge of

the valuable work and ever growing influ-

ence of Bro. Hartley in Carleton, now in
the twenty-fifth year of his pastorate, and
whose goodness and power men of all de-

ute. It was sunshine upon that cloudy
«.fjmorning of our arrival to receive at
a

The question of woman suffrage may be- the station. the. hospitable
greeting of.

said to have originated at a World's Anti.
slavery Convention held in London, June
12, 1840. Several of the American
delegates were denied seats in the Conve
nin the expressions of interest in the work tion because they
were women.
They
of the Printing Establishment and the Stay |- came home to speak
, write, and hold
which came to our ears. We shall have conventions advocating
the right of
something: in particular to dyof this Woman to the ballot
. The
agitation
work very soon, and are encouraged to has been kept
up until this is becoming
believe that we shall not speak unheard practical issue
. Ridicule has failed to
| nor to uninterested hearers. The excel- meet: the
arguments of the women,
&

many of our ministry and especially his

| nominations recognize and lay under trib-

WOMAN SUFFRAGE.

»

I

I

Talequah, the capital of the Cherokee nation,

can

‘ The Increase of Divorce.” "Mr. Howells's argu- matter, this department is open to brief and
otherwise
unobjectionable
communications
ment is of a different kind. It is one
applies §6-the individual conscience; thatit from all partsof our fleld.
touches and lays bare the springs of huOver The Border.
man conduct ; it holds up a mirror, not
merely to the hopelessly selfish and imAn appointment as delegate to the Nova
pure heart, but to many others ; for there Scotia
Conference gave your correspond-/
18 hardly a human soul bound by sacred
ent
an
excellent
opportunity for “dcqualntLies to

feel confi-

cure a church in Boston is the chief
thing. What it is our readers may learn

and

these days

chi cried in plain and fearless denuncia-

that were said and done. We are uot
aware that any one of the important subjects presented in the various reports and
addresses were touched except unto desirable ends. We believe no one phase
of our whole work as a people has suf-

patiently to hear their names and bid
them God speed. In the line of Home

en brought about similar results. -The latest
illustration of this fact which we now recall is

There is need of voices in

must, under God, resylt- from the things

We

whose mind will escape contamination P—
and whose soul will be strong against the

to cry aloud unto the people

It was not our privilege to be present
at all the anniversary exercises of the
Benevolent Societies in Great Falls last
week, but so far as we were permitted to
observe and have since heard, we feel
warranted in saying that much good

NOTES.
Wo believe it wus wmun named Haman who

was suspended on the gallows be had built for
another; and the *‘ whirligig of time” has oft:

not be

destroyer?

AFTER THE ANNIVERSARIES.

three men to India.

Ultimavely,

imperiled?

whose happiness will

tion of distant lands as she once prayed.
Let "her pray more and she will scarcely
fail, to give more.
Bat the morning is at
hand.
Before long the kingdoms of this
earth will have become the kingdoms of
our Lord, and of his Christ.

fered by these meetings;we

power ?

—whose home will not be menaced ?—

has neglected to pray for the evangeliza-

1»

fis

and

nature of the evil,

still is to

pitality of the church at Great Falls in en- from" the reports and from Dr. Cheney's
tertainingthe Anniversaries, and thanks communication in this number. May God

he Rn
I

antecedents

this

Star.” This paper is offered to
will be in behalf of
the table. Rev. Dr. B. F. ides was ap- new subscribers
from now. till Jan. lghthe Lyndon Institute; and this, too,
pointed a committee to prepare a resolu. 1884 for $2.00 in advance,
the usual | is well.
One by one, let us secure
action is power. How shall we “secure a Lion on that subjectto be presented at a price for one year, Will pastors please the chief points of advantage by
which we
greater interest? Pray in faith for the meeting to be held at the close of the call the attention of their congregations | may the more efficiently
serve
God and
:
meeting of the 8. 8. Union in the evening. to this liberal offer?
evangelistic spirit to possess the churches
help men, and we shall gather strength,
3 The society
then ajourned.
the churches have every thing else. Get
courage, and increase the ‘victories of
more interested in the heathen'by gather.
“THURSDAY EVENING.
The great mistake made by the seekers righteousness, at every step. We rejoiced

less than

Who would liketo put it off? Tf this
hope results in action, it will"bs don 0;

evil of divorce, together with its criminal

work had during the first half of the century has largely passed away.
Even if it
has, new and adequate inspiration ought to
| be derived from the contemplation of the

aa:

“brought to Christ.

placed

More teaching

in importinceto mone other in this coun:
try. Itissome six years now since he
began his labors against the growing

unthiverted:“1't-ndance upon’ this gathering shows, 100,
! | that the romance of the work Is y no

during the present month, and to appropriate towards the making up of said sum
of $25,000 whatever -money-may be paid
Into its treasury, especially for this pur-

p

what countries it had gone and by whom
jntroduced and with what success. At the

““=

n

How shall
one that
' *"
in all our

Under his labors weak churches have
been helped, new interests started, lots
bought, and three. new and commodious
meeting-houses built in important places.

the

|

and the question, **
such an interest P" is
all our workers. ©
the greatest need

upon the instruction given at Storer Col- teresting address upon the subject of S.

ored teachers.

now completing the

dents, and the Rt. Kev. B. H. Paddock,
joyfolness.
From the hard bondage of Chairman of the Executive Committee.
sin; from guilt and corruption; from des-" We greatly rejoice in the organization of
pair and from death,—we are preserved or this League, and in the work of Mr. Dike.
kept by the hope that shines resplendent,
Our utterances touching Mormonism have
sunlike, before the eye of Christian, faith!
not slighted the magnitude of that evil, as

the air of

its supporters.

none more heartily than by all associated
numerous by that lax legislation which with Bro. 8. in thie work of the Establishreally vast results that have been achieved. practically regards marriage as “‘a tem- ment. Just before they left home, he beHow great these results have been is learned
porary arrangement dissoluble at the will came therecipientof a beautiful gold-headby “attendance upon such gatherings as
ed ebony cane, the gift of his employés
schools is that of direct and persistent -la- that of the American Board. But an at. of the parties.” What is the manifest
{tendency of the times in this respéch? and an expression of hele high. esteem.
members,
we secure
perplexes
‘Perhaps

ef the
work for the Master which it has not pos- bor for the conversion
yeyo By
|
members
of
the
:
seksed hefore. Twa hi
Rs
ax
i
has acknowledged the estimation

reform movement,

details of its organization, which is secont

saved—preserved apd kept, by hope.
Human trials are frequently so numerous, 80
severe and prolonged, that nothing save
the desire and expectation of a glorious
deliverance can enable us to endure them.
The Christian’s prospect enables him to
endure them with patience and even with

because

ment and

have had,and still have,strong allies, I,

of the government
who assist in being

REFORM.

Samuel W. Dike, Corresponding Secratary
of the New England Divorce Reform
League.
This gentleman represents a

import-

One of the chief hindrances to the prosperity of our schools is the lack of interest on the part of parents and church-

Nothing less than strong men and logi.
cal argument can avail against this moye.

its burdens,
.We have received a call from the Rev. women.”

The usual large attendance, great en+
thusiasm, crowded reports, eloquent adance is more fully recognized than here- dresses, abundant contributions, and powtofore.. A gratifying increase in the erful impulse to renewed effort in the subnumber of schools holding Teachers’ lime work of evangelizing the world, charmeetings is observed, and a large num- | acterized the meeting of the American
ber observed ‘‘ Children’s Day” with ap- Board in Portland last week. A contributor gives an interesting account of the sespropriate services.
The cause of Temperance has received sion on our first page. It is sometimes
some attention in our schools, but not as remarked that it is difficalt to sustain a
live and large interest in Foreign Missions,
much as its importance demands.

promise of the best results. The imme- | needed. Brother and Sister Brackett can
diate sending of men enough to complete not long endure the pressure they have
. this number was urged as a necessity to been bearing. Some aid must be given
+4he holding of the Missivn and a fair them or they will certainly be disabled.
The religious interest has been deepentreatmentof the millions of human beings
ed by revivals in several of the churches;
committed to our care.
Rev. T. H. Stacy then delivered an ad- one new church has been organized.
The work in the Cairo mission has been
dress. He said that when Christ voluntarily accepted the mission to fedeem the left to care for itself during most of the
world it was covered by a pall of darkness. past year. Rev. J. S. Manning commencA divine revelation in human form must ed his work at the beginning of the year,
be made; when the Lord asked ‘* Who will but was soon obliged to leave the field on
go forme? ” Christ said, ¢ Here am I,send account of impaired health.
Rev. J. Blackstone has been the accred- |
me.” ‘Then was placed before mankind the
ited missionary of the society in the Louismotive of bearing a part in making this iana
Yearly Meeting, and has done what
earth a partof heaven where men do God’s

It says
Such a

wo

Yearly Meeting sessions, and its

of the Bible School, each in charge of a lege by designating it as the only Normal
well defined Wivision of the territory may School in the state for the training of col-

&

2

Arrangements are already beihg nrade
for publishing a Primary Lesson I.eaf,
for which there is a great demand.
The Sunday-school work is receiving
much attention at our Quarterly and

cent sailing for India of Miss Emma L.
Smith, a missionary elect of the Society. are carried out'by the various State and
The probable changes of the coming year local societies and are known to us only
are in part foreshadowed. Mr. Marshall a8 reported by them. A failure of many
and family baving been abroad about of these societies to report leaves us unten years will probably return to this able to give as full an account of the work
country. Dr. Bacheler has asked from as we could wish.
the Society a release from the work on ac- ~ The work ii" the Shenandoah Valley
count of his advanced age. Other changes has been very prosperous. Anthony Hall
are to be feared. The demand for more ‘has been completed and dedicated, giving
men for the mission field, in view of these Storer College opportunities for doing

changes,

76.

the circulation of the Star Quarterly, and

Waterman ; CorrespoMiing Secretary, A.
L. Gerrish;

occurred,

po J
Average attendance,
103.
There has been an increase of 3000 in

Wiasor, R. Deering and O. E.

Baker;

DIVORCE

Membership reported, 22,686.
"nest desiré for some object coupled with
Conversions reported, 452.
No. of schools in which conversions an expectation of obtaining it. We are

A committee to nominate officers was
appointed which subsequently reported as

We

things in store-for us, and will proceed
to get ready for them.
Readers, all, do
ye likewise. How naturally Malachi 3:.
10 comes to mind, and with confidence
we repeat the golden words!

Christian.
Hope is a complex emotion,
and may be regarded as made up of an ear-

ported, 220.

cords were read and approved.

tor, H. F. Wood;
Ex. Committee, S.
Curtis, B. F. Hayes, A. L. Gerrish, H. J.
to, the changes of the year; in. the Brown, E. W. Porter, L. W. Anthony, C.
death of Mrs. Lawrence, and the sub- F. Penney, E. D. Lewis, A. A. Smith, O.
sequent retirement of Mr. Lawrence from D. Patch and G. C. Waterman.
:
home.-

*

was offered by Rev. D. Waterman.

* gladly banish ‘squint suSpicion.”

prefer to believe that the Lord has good

:

forces.

Ob

anon. Are we too sanguine, or ‘do the
skies really brightenas we look ahead?
At any rate we ‘‘inclinefo hope” and

ed by the Executive Board and adopted.
and
Esq.,
Smith,
B.
M.
Resolved, That the Union express its
the Treasurer,
cordial sympathy with the Ocean Pairk
Corresponding Secretary, Rev. A. Given,
Association for the establishing in conneewere read and adopted. An address
tion with its annual public meetings for
our
Foreign
Mission
interests,
several
Bowen
Dr.
Rev.
by
delivered
was then
the prometion of Biblical study and re" on ** An Adequate Ministry the Hope of speakers followed speaking of theneeds search, S. S. Institutes, and we heartily
the Church and the World.” It was a in India and suggesting ways in which to ‘commend the meetings of this Institute to . Circumstances which we could mot control,
;
ofl
the support of our churches and Sundaya through and impressive presentation of meet them.
chiefly the illness of the editor and of the usu!
Gee
Ur
[Owing to the sudden illness of the schools.
a vitally important theme. We expect
al reporter for the Star, have prevented our
Resolved,
That
this
Union
request
Rev.
to present our readers with the address Editor, the reports of the exercises of G. C. Waterman, Editor-of our S. S. pa- doing justice to the reports of the AmnniversaThursday forenoon—those of the Conven- pers and ‘Quarterly, by the approval of the ries at Great Falls last week.
The reports
hereafter.
.
Rev. C. A. Bickford then spoke in be- tion of the three Benevolent Societies and Corporators, to hold and establish S. S. will be completed next week. Next time we
Institutes with our churches and Sunday- shall be doubly forearmed. At present we beg
half of the Printing Establishment. A vote of the Woman's Missionary Society, are schools as far as he may be able, in addi- the indulgence of our readers.—Prof. Fullonunavoidably
delayed
until
our
next
isof
publication
the
was passed requesting
tion to his editorial duties.
Yo ton writes that in his article on our second
y
;
The request sue. ]
his remarks in the Star.
page, * Rev. Eben
(3. Parsons” should be Rev.
A recommendation by the board that E. G. Parsons; x
THURSDAY,
,1.30 P. M.
¢ Rev. C. H. Parsons”
will be amply complied with in future
the Corresponding Sec’y be instructed to should be Rev. B.\ F. Parsons.
numbers of the paper.
' In the Absence of Rev. D. H. Adams, arrange to have his report. published in
Rev. J. Burnham Davis conducted the
WEDNESDAY EVENING.
“We are saved by hope.” These words
the Register was adopted.
A prayer-meeting tor Foreign Mission service of prayer, which was followed at
The Cor. Sec'y. then presented his an- of Paul ocefir at the close of a truly. maginterests was held at 6.30, led by Rev. J. 2 P. M. by the annual meeting of the Home
nificent passage in which he gives’ expres.
nual report.
Ce
Mission Society. After’ singing, prayer
Mariner.
Whole number of schools that have re- sion to the sublime expectation of the

If anything is to be done to avert the insweeping tide, it is high time to rally (pe

dh

many respects—the work of the Womans. Mission Society. More, perhaps,

PY

The following resolutions were present-

temple of God—by revealing the immortality that outlives polished marble.
Stimulated by a desire to secure the
taking of some definite action in behalf of

All communications designed tor publication

ad be addressed to the Editor, and all Igtiars
on business, remittances of money, ao should
N. I. Con
addressed to the Publisher, Dover;
tributors will please write only on ene side fs
i
to m
paper and not roll it preparatory
their
address, no
They must send full name and
ing.
ra
anpot,
We
n.
publicatio
for
‘| neces
y
y
les stamps are sen
}
ot least . Souk in wiieh Po Jeale
EE
,
e can use contributions o:
heth:
nig large corps of paid sdisorial i special
p
for al
‘contributors and cannot pay
ed by others unless an understandingis had to that
3
effect before publication.

Bed” NN

ments in the souls of mankind—the true

Territories and have secured partial

sufthough last referred: to, comes first in frage in nearly one-third of the States,

Rad AE

tive Committee, E. W. Porter, H. F.
Wood,A. Given, E.W. Page, R. Deering ;
Agent, Rev. L. L. Harmon.

the United States Congress. They haye
carried their point in Wyoming and Utah

Sat

ing Secretary, Rev. H. F. Wood ; Execu-

wisdom of our present plan of operations
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1882. : and that just here ¢ the right man is in
the right place.” 'We can not pause now
| to speak of the Temperance and SundayC. A. BICKFORD, Editor.
school work. nor @ven of that which,
CYRUS JORDAN, Assistant Editor.

Whether for the country’s weal or wo,
the woman suffragists have secured for
their cause the respectful consideration of
many of the State legislatures and even of

IN LS

By systematic

giving as indicated by the card system,by
which all may do something and gain a
blessing. Let us make our lasting monu-

the Societies convinces us anew of the

a

C. A. Hilton, J. Malvern; Recording Secetary, Rev. H. F. Barnard; Correspond-

lent showing of the-Financial Secretary of

Ea

call will have its answer.

President, Rey. E. W. Porter.
Vice President’s, Rev’s J. M. Lowden,

The Sloring Stax.

ET

have my duty here. I cannot spare my
boy or my girl. Keep the matter before
the churches and schools, teach -the children the nobleness of the work, and every

”

I

the

A

for

LEE Wawra

Prayer was offered by Rev

at 2 o'clock.

J. A. Lowell. The usual business was
transacted, and the election of officers resulted in no change in the list as it has
stood during last year. The reports of

officers

TE ATE TLRS

the President, called the Society to order

nominate

We say somebody must go; but I year, which they did as follows:

ETE

George Wheeler, came the exercises of
the Education Society. Rev. Dr. Bowen,

ested.

ARTE

EDUCATION.
' In the afternoon, following the usual
service of prayer, which was led by Rev.

=

appointed to

force men to India before they are inter-

{Continued from the first page.)

|

ha

:
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Hartley

and

Musgrove,—the

latter

an

excellent and successful physician of rapidly increasing practice fn Carleton and an
earnest helper to his pastor,

A

We will not detain you with incidents

of the way across the Bay of Fundy to
Digby at the foot of the charming, pictur;

esque

Annapolis

Basin,

thence to Yar-

mouth and on to Barrington, along a road

which affords some of the most. delightful

water views and which is dotted with Free

Baptist churches.

°

|

through my hands in order to make suitable

that hour I said: Now are we to have a

‘Cape Sable Island, distant from Barring-

ael
t
|

rad

Favorable reports come from the -churehes

nount and persuaded her to allow her name to

at Berryville ad Pleasant Valley, Md.

reports.
ea
ne
;
5
‘Ip presented to the late meeting of the Woon ‘Head about five miles, was the place of home in Boston for many of our children
It
is
very
gratifying
to
receive
these
tokens
nan’s Bog, “The result is above stated.
In
New
England
and
our
children’s
children,
nine
about
is
It
of interest.and
cdzopefation which'have been
holding the Conference.
fr
+.
MMH
His
a
home
that
shall
prove
the
mother
of
othta
sent to us, and we hope te receive many more.
miles long and four miles wide, with nearly,

er homes in Boston and vicinity.

three thousand inhabitants, and is, with
the exception of a few families belonging
to a small Presbyterian church, a Free
Baptist parish, having two large churches,

struggle has been ‘hard; the

der the welcome and promising pastorate
of Rev. L. W, Gowen, a graduate, two
years since,from Bates Theological School.

Let us not speak

Nova Scotia brethren abound in
hospitality and brotherly kinduess; religjous zeal is by vo means lacking; attendance upon charch services and prayermeetings is large and willing.
Something

me—thide me afterwards.”

can have a good

ship in. Solid
—and it is
‘is solid

ty is not questioned by their crews whom
they regularly #ssemble for a living Sabbath worship.
.

is by

80

done for Foreign Mis-

It

in

denomina,
To secure

raising

is to have a claim on the

which

amount

It would

funds

of all

moneys

property

is sometimes

The attendance
“was
driving more

The

for

doing? It is no credit to

you that with the example of these women

you that you

Tue

to the

outside
of

spoke

Star

is highly prized and has quite a subscrip-

subscription

of a lady

graduate

done

of

interests in our own denominational work
surprises gre by its accuracy and appre.

Now,

We returned home with a warm heart
toward all our brethren who are so happily engaged in furthering our Master's work

i

teach,

School
chille intional
that
he in-

W.

H. B.

The Day . After.
Our

Anniversaries

have

days we raised

$20,000

less number, but

The

results from

them we shall have greater than those
from the many we now have.
~As might have been expected there were
© differences of opinion on several important
The discussions Were pleasant
questions.
however, such as became Chrtstian men

Not an unkind, not an imand women.
Ourvotes were
proper word was spoken.

eit)

unanimbus.

Behold, how good and how pleasant it
is for brethren to dwell together in unity.
1t is like precious ointment op the head.
It is as the dew of Hermon, as the dew
that descended upon the mountains of
Zion when the Lord commanded the blessBrethren
“ing, even life forevermore.
Smith, Mitchell and Locke had just left

England for their western homes;

but Bro. Brown of Iowa was

with

us

to

speak for them, for the great West, and
for himself. We thank them all for the

precious influences they have left behind
The Lord
them for us in New England.
presper them in their work, and bring
them to us next year and more like them.
Many years ago an entire night was spent
in this same Free Baptist church at Great

Falls in discussing an educational question

—and at these anniversaries of '82, so deep
was the feeling on the question of our In-

dia Mission, and on that of establishing

¢h church in Boston, that two entire nights
would have been spent had we not reached
unanimous conclusions on these questions

at quite an early hour of the evening.

to save

meeting at 10 1-2 o'clock Wednesday
men to

India.

settled purpose

te send. three

May the Lord of the har-

vest send one of them from the Alumni of
Bates College.

leads

“mother, who

much I should do on thé second year, may

the Lord make known to me. Let him
* send’his name, and make known to me m

duty, and Twill try todo Tt. ~~

In order to bring new life into our work

In the Foreign field, the semi-ceittennial of
the Foreign Misssion Society is to be celeThe
brated on the 20th of January next.
old charter is before me in the handwritthe late Rev. Hosea

under ig written:

and

Quinby;

‘ January 29, 1833—

;

the Maine

i

All

the

about

with

and

a

churches

Society, was

in

attendance and

a mission meeting, aided

{ in by the people.
church,

W. Burgin.

Rev.

com-

la-

Mrs. J. C,

z
the Conference

will hold a convention-at
day

vention

dear

don. By raising only $8,000 more, that
school will be relieved of its embarrass
ment,

and

fund

endowment

an

have

of

God helps those
So I learn.
$25,000.
is the good
This
themselves.
help
who
Let
old way—never better than now.

Lyndon raise $4,000 and let those not livLet
ing in Lyndon raise the other $4,000.
and
Island
Rhode
Hampshire,
New
Maijpe,

Massachusetts help Vermont in this
When Lyndon
of her necessity!
raise one-half of the sum needed, I
send her my check for one hundred

lars.
And

hour
shall
will
dol-

en
a fourth blessing we must not neg-

The Free Baptist denomi-

lect to accept.

pation is a committee of the whole to add
thousands of subscribers to the Morning
Star, and

tion mnst

of

every member

this

serve .on

the denomina-

committee.

So

sald the Corporators of the Printing Kstabligigment at their late annual meeting.

dare risk the attempt to put thenf.asunder!

0. B. C.

Friday, Oct. 6.

son and Hall shall be met
in addition to what is now

Land:

Y.P

G

1 desire to correct an error into which my

report in the Star has unwitingly led many
It was fos my intention
friends or the Guild:
to transfer the duties of the office to which I
The
was elected to the Recording Secretary.
names of all those who wish to join

the Guild

should be sentto Miss Lizzie Hayes, Lewiston,
Me., (or sent in my care,)“but all other corre

spondence in regard to matters of further fin.

formation, &c., must be addressed to me.
Miss Hayes has very cheerfully and successful-

is necessary

that the

correspondendo® pass’

+

cburvh

N

tbe pleasure of adminis-

ordinance

of

recommend:
3
1st. That the Trustees and friends of the institution use the Mos,

proms

visiting

pressing

nambers since

t and decided measures

friends.

forward

they

This church

and

finished

is

the

pastors

Also :—That a vote of thanks be extended

to th

Illinois.

directed

that Rev. E. Owen

church;

attend

the

of

sum

$200

to

}

The

J.

P.

Hewes

T

CURED.

Power's

Block,

Sent by
this pa-

prosperity is unequaled.

The

entire scale.
ith so elastic a touch that the subtlest expressions without the pedals. In another
quality yet this Plano is especially supreme—
of holding tune.
Kvidence of this is
| tenacit;
found
where

in their extensive use in conservatories,
the severest of all tests is applied.

was

Notices.
bo

writes:

* The

Post-Office Addresses.

REV. E. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies abould
52t
be sent) Lewiston, Me.
All money contributed for the Maine State Mis-

Portland,

sion should be sent to Rufus Deering,

(25622

Me.

Y. M., should be sent tor F. M., H. M. aud Educa(26t)
tion Societies.
Rev. J.D. Batson, Northfield, Minn., Treasurer

A New Missionary.
Miss Lavina Cooms; formerly of W. Bowdoin

visiting relatives

in

Jowsa. We venture to say they heard some
stirring sermons out there. ...Bro. I. O. Comstock, of Marcellon, is back at Hillsdale again,
wrestling hard with Greek roots....The East
Vinland church is putting a hundred dollars

| worth of repaifs on its house of worship.

Many prayers go up for a brighter day for this

to sai

The Scott and Marcellon churches
church.....
are buildinga parsonage.”
West Virginia.

auspices of the F'. Baptis

Her hedit had long been drawn to our i
mission field; but the cry for. ‘‘ more men

Recently, & re

quest for her service in a mission in India, wet

and south of ours, called for an immediate di

cision, for, like Livingstone, she had come b
feel that she must go—she could not be kejt
back ;” if not to our own, then to somie oth
field. Some of the members.of the Free Ba
eminent

ness for mission-work, both from natural e
and intellectual and spiritual attai
dowment,
ments; have long bad eye upon her. Learni
of the call she had received, they felt that ti
crying needs of our own mission were pars

.|

Our church

at

Harper's

Ferry

has for

the

money contributed within the bounds of the Mich,

of the Minn. Y. M. Mission Society, to whom all
money for this Y. M. work should be sent. (10t28)
Waupun, Wis., Treasurer
Rev. J. H. Walrath,
of the Home Mission ‘Board, to whom all money
should be sent for Home Missions within the Wis.
Y. M.
Rev. N. C. Brackett, Harper's Ferry, W. Va.
Treasurer of Storer College and Agent of Shenan-:
doah Mission.
Freewill
Treasurer of the
B. Smith,
Moses
Baptist Foreign Home Mission and Education
Societies,Concord, N. H.
Rev. J. J. Butler, Hillsdale, Mich., Treasurer of
the Western Education Soc. ,to whom contributions

t of those
in aid”
may be sen
Gospel
ministry.
Rev./S.F.

{first time in its history maintained its own reg-

Smith, Fairbury,

preparing

Neb.,

for

the

Treasurer of

H. M/ Soc. of No. Kan. & 8. Neb. Y. M., to yhom
:
.allsmoney for this Soc. ghould be sent.
durpromptly
bills
its
paid
and
‘ular meetings
H. H. Withington, Toledo, Iowa, Treasurer of
church
Meeting, to whom
‘ing the summer... ...The Charlestown
the Home Dep’t Iowa Yearly
Mission funds are to be sent.
has been making decided progress. They, all H.Home
H. Withington, Toledo, Iowa, Treasurer of

place of worship has for years heen too small.
About

two years ago they

bought

G. A. GORDON, Clerk.

Alger-G

8

Ricker—T

J

Robertson—G

F

Riley—

Supt F B S88 JN Smith W C Stinson—J F 8loper—
§ KF Sanborn—S8 L Tyler—C L Vail—MrsS K Vin.
ing—A

J Walker—L

D West—C E
W Young.

V Wood—Mrs

Woodcock—Mrs

P M

Wells—C

M C Woodruff—0O

Books Forwarded

BY MAIL.
J B

Vawler

Lee Co Miss

Sedalia Mo

Rev Thos H Smithers West

ton N H

Paxil.
Van Gilson—Brown—At"

the agsidence

of

the bride’s brother in-law, R. M. Cotton, m. D.
Clyde, Mich., by the Rev. J. 8. Warren, Mr,

Charles Roys Van Gilson of Gainsville, Texas
and Miss Marion Brown of Ann Arbor, Mich.
Davis—Morrell—At Chepachet, R. L, on the
evening of Sept. 23, by the Rev. A. H. Morrell, Mr.
Edward
E. Davis, of Augusta, Maine, and Miss

of North Providence and Miss Myra B.
Olney
of Olneyville.
Phillips
Nursery,
Dyers
Tripp—Waterman—At
Cranston, Sept. 26, by the Rev. A. L. Gerrish, Mr.
Waterman,

D.

Fannie

Miss

Henry O. Tripp and
both of Cranston.

Ricker_Shapleigh—In Lebanon, Me.,

Sept.

M. Pease, Mr. Frank Ricker
23, by the Rev. J.
and Miss Georgia Etta Shapleigh, both of Lebanon.
3
.
re

Horton—Agard—At

the

residence of E. J.

Agard, Sept. 14, by the Rev. G. R. Foster, Mr.
Dexter Horton of Seattle, Washington Ter., and

Migs ArabellaC. Agard of Odessa,
N. Y.
Harpswell, Me.,
Wilson—Barnes—In

26,by the Rev. T. F. Millett,

Mr.

John

8.

Aug.
Wilson

and Miss Harriet P. Barnesgdoth of Harpswell.’
Me., Sept.
Hicks—Hiller—In W. Falmouth,
80, by the Rev. A. Libby, Mr. Anson N. Hicks of
Yarmouth
mouth.

and Mrs. Elvioa

‘B. Hiller

of W.

Fal

Block Island, R. I.
Sprague—Cook—On
Sept.30, by the Rev. Geo. Wheeler, Mr. George H.
Sprague

and

Mrs. Floren R. Cook,

both of B.

I.

Gardiner—Rounds—In Olneyville, R..L., Oct.

6, by the Rev. A. L. Gerrish,

Mr. Charles

diner of Olneyville and Miss Lottie M.
Saco, Me.

Leet—Foster—At

Foster, Oct. 4, by the

the residence

Rev. G.

man B. Leet of Smyrna,

R.

Chenango

Aunie E. ¥oster of Pennellvile,

H.

Gar-

Rounds

of

of Thomas

Foster,

Co.,

Mr.

Al-

Co.,

N.

and Miss

Oswego

ied.
Andrews—In Waterboro’, Me., Aug. 22, Luella May, daughter of Charles C. and Sophia KE.
Andrews, aged I3 years and 2 months.

_ ESTABLISHED 1817.

CARPETS

meeting

work

B. Gidoey is quite poor. He anticipates being
compelled to cease active ministerial labor for
a season at least....Rev. J. J. Hull has been

th(

Clerk.

relative val-

will be of interest.
words about the * Knabe”
The tone combines volume and richness, with
sweetness and
purity, and evenness through the

hb

weeks

H. HH. HOWARD,

Rochester,

Rev. S. D. Bates, Treasurer Ohio Free Communion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio. (52¢38)
Rev. A.E Wilson, Lansing, Mich., to whom all

spending several

dele-

Sa E00 Jhigh = Oiney—Phillips—Ia 01aéy¥ule, mn + wn,
20, by the Rev. A.L. Gerrish, Mr. Edward

be a commodious and tasty house of worship.
+++ « We regret to learn that the health of Rev. J.

was administered

knewing her

steady

up with inside blinds. When this is done it will

GEo. M. Prescott, Clerk.
~ Sia

tist Woman’s Board

Rev.

voluntary

|.

At the conclusion of the afternoon sorvised

iad hitherto kept her back.

revival

James

The 186

and

ue of pianos is pretty well known, but a few brief

Winneconne church is repainting its building and proposes in the near future to fic it

the next session of the Stanstead Q. M

Nov., under the
“Woman’s Board.

church.

Rev.

sermon.

pastor

Instruments, and avoided all clap-trap and trick.
ery. The outcome is a business whose firm and

Wisconsin.

. The

Waterbury

ly affected congregation was present.
Altogether, the session was pronounced
most interesting held for many years.

Zion

11th.

by:

position, therefore,is unsurpussable and unassailale. They have relied upon the real merits of their

cessions to the church.

also, that a committee be appointed t¢

Sunday, the communion

a very successful

the Mt.

gon—G

Rev

(From New York Observer.)
Knabe & Co.—This firm is one of the oldest

wonderfully blessed and resulted in sixteen ac-

and

in regard to their needs,

closed

with

It was votwife be constituted life members.
ed to request the Home Mission Society to ap;

propriate

Wm.

opening

:

Drug-

in the country. Their growth has been sold and
steady, not an ephemeral upspringing, and their

The Rev. T. O. McMinn of Makanda Q. M.
has

149

Ministers’ Confer-

It is hoped that delegates from the Lower
church will be present and that ht least
will
be
received. of
the Willstown
Chester Co. We expect and pray for a

N Y.
=
13tdleow
The Representative Piano Manufacturers

[

and

Lyndon church for their hospitality, and to th¢
superintendents of the several railroads for theil
courtesy in granting free return tickets to all
per
sons coming by rail to attend this present session
The annual collection was devoted to th¢
The
Foreign Mission interest;
amount $30.

Moderator

er, W. A. NOYES,

their house of

worship; and they are expecting to do valiant
service for the Master.
churches to most heartily co-operate with such
We learn that the Rav. Robert Martin ad
agent or agents as said Trustees shall appoint for
the Securing of the needed funds,
| dressed an assembly of Sunday-schools in MaAlso :—That we appreciate the magnanimous off son, Cass Co., Aug. 26. It was a delightful
fer of bequests in favor of our institution of learn
and successful gathering of seven schools.
ing, tendered to us by Messrs. S. 8. Thompson
and D. P. Hall, on certain conditions, and that w¢ The Brownsville church is finishing a new
admire their patience in waiting so long for the
fulfillment of said conditions, and that we will meeting-house. Bro. Taylor is pastor of the
now renew our efforts and never relinquish them, Mason and Brownsville churches and is deing
op the Jast dollar, required by these conditions,
a good work. The Burlington church has had
8 raised.
Alsg :—That Rev. E. Owen, 8. D. Church and A a grand picnic excursion from Three Rivers to
P.Tracy be a committee of the Y. M. relative to al] Detroit, by which $400 were realized.
interests of thé Lyndon Institution,
-

to secure the ngeded funds.
2nd.
That.
we. recommend

In the

full directions for preparing and using.
mail, by addressing with stamp, naming

increasing in

wan Wp

Smithers. Con-

© Bum—C Z Bordwell—A
F Bryant—Mrs
§S
Brink—0 W Bridge—E M Berry—A G Brande—d
/
A Charles—Carpenter R—B Carpenter—E E Davis /
—H G Goddard—E M Grey—Mrs C D Hoyt—G R ©
Holt—Mrs Nellie J Hammond—S 8 Lamont—Mrs A O Livingstone—H W Littlefield—D H Moulton—
E'D Mayers—C 5 Milliken—D D Mitchell-B S
Moody Mrs L G McNeal—-Mrs E S Perley—C F
Bonney J Pottle—J W Rogers—A E Richard-

An old physician retired from practice, having
had placed in his han 1s by an East India missionary the formula of a simple vegetable remedy for
the speedy and permanent-cure for Consumption,
Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma, and all Throat and
lung Affections, also a positive. and radical cure
for Nervous Debility and, all Nervous Complaints,
after having
tested its wondepful curative powers
in thousands of cases, has felt it his duty to make
it known to his suffering fellows.
Actuated by
this motive and a desire t6 relieve human suffer
ing, I will send {ree ot charge, to all:who desire it,
this recipe, in German, French or English, with

Michigan.

on Main

Penfield and Goodrich Hillsdale Mich:

Bly

CONSUMPTION

Hall

onuecy Letters Received,

The first of all virtues is innocence ; the next is
modesty.
If we banish Modesty out ot the world,
she carries away with her half the virtue that is
in it.—Addison.

labor, where he was joyfully-received.

scholars and

Toh

Li

Looney
Spring (Ill) with “the Antioch
church on Friday, Oct. 27~ three miles east of Pomona vn the St. Louis
& Cairo
RJR.

There is More Strength restoring power in a
bottle of Parker's Ginger
Tonic than in a bushel of
malt or a gallon of milk. This explains why invalids find it such a wonderful invizorant for mind
and body. See other column.
:

The Rev. T. H. Drake, of Cleveland, after an

of Oct.

represented

good spiritual gathering.

pared, we recommend it as a safe and reliable
medicine for the the cure of Asthma, Coughs
Colds, and all diseases of the throat, chest an
lungs. =
GEO. W. MARTIN, M.D.
I. H. STEARNS, M. D.
Formerly
SurgeonN. M. Asylum, Togus, Me.

Ohio.

steadily

glia,
‘alley
word
church,

be

;

of a

15c.

goodness may ripen into eternal

ATT

baptism to two young

H.

Rev J P Lewis Richmond

:

beautiful new organ.

C. Os-

will

it is worth

opposition to it.—Julius Muller.
tv

the church have been greatly thinned by the
death of many of the old veterans and the anxious inquiry has often been, ‘‘ Who will take
their place?” To some extent, at least, it is to
be hoped the question has been answered.
The church is rejoicing in the possession of a

for India the last of this month, or early ir

8 L

ness to

Z.

9A. M.

Calder will preach the

Such is the constitution of things that unwilling-

;

men and one young lady Sunday, Oct. 1. During his pastorate twenty-two have put on
Christ in this public manner. The ranks of

there is required $7,575
secured.
© therefore

and late of Lewiston, Me., is expected
>

\

A grand rally of S.°

vi

on the évening

church

SKINNY MEN.
“ Wells’ Health Renewer” restores health and
i: ig cures Dyspepsia, Impotence, Sexual De-

on

Sunday-school

unstgp

church

Quick, complete cure, all annoying Kidney,Bladder and Urinary Diseases. $1.
Druggists.

On Sunday afternoon, Sept. 24, the Sabbathschool of the Clarendon F. B. church held a
cancert review of the last quarter’s Sabbathschool lessons, which was enjoyed
by the

D.

the venerable Rev. Jons. Woodman, assiste(
by Re¥. E. B. Fuller. A very large and deep

The East and
bonds of love
in
together
joined
the'West
and work so strong that men shall not

te

cured

complaint

gephers.

next

W.A. MYERS, Clerk.

ON RATS.

chipmunks,

announced

Meeting Notices.

ference Wednesday at

BUCHUPAIBA.

Rev. A. H. Milliken—alternate, Rev. W. G.
Corliss; Temperance, Rev. D.Q. Quint—alterternate, Rev. A. Shepherd.
The Committee on Resolutions reported the
following respecting the Lyndon Institution:
We find that in order to meet the conditions upon which the proposed benefits of Messrs. Thomp-

Rev.

every Free Baptist family!

thousand eight

the

ng skunks,

gists.

weww Work.

is
| tei

ii

ah

G.L. WHITE, Clerk.

S Allen—J Ashley—L J Andrews—J

Books are among man’s truest consolers.

ROUGH

con-

Opening sermon, E. Pimlott.

"Clears out rats, mice, roaches, flies, ants, bed-

absence of several years, recently visited Middleport, on the Ohio River, kis former field of

good—alternate,

And if we all serve, the work will be easily and quickly done. The Morning Star in
tist in every Free Baptist family! This in
part is my faith and fellowship in this year

of

that

will

ence on Tuesday at 2 P. M.,
;
J. W. SCRIRNER, Clerk.
Harrisburg (Pa.) with the Calvary F. B.

RELIC.

was

for the next

sermon Tuesday night by

hour of affliction, trouble or sorrow, he can turn
to them with confidence and trust.—Langford.

the con-

Sqworkers is expected.
aL

|

Baker, of

deliver a lecture

Teacher” in the evening.

Rev.

to confer with them

The Free Bap-

and

Consecration

who are afflicte't with
its weight in geld.”

Missions,

Sunday-school, Rev. J.

8. W. Cowell;

of last Qudrterly

St. Jacobs Oil;

Meeting

lected to preach the opening sermon.
‘
M. J. DUDLEY, Clérk.
Sandwich
(N. H.) with the second Eaton at
church at Eaton Center, October 24—26. Opening

troublesome case of rheumatism contracted during
the war. He closes his statement with—to “those

Pawtucket, Oct. 18,

The Rev. Smith

a success,

“The

The next annual session was vot.

and

evening.

Lowell, Mass., will assist in mnaking

Ol: trax

Culver of St. Johnsbury,

and

semedy,

Yearly’

Rockingham
(N. H.) will be held at South
Berwick, Me., October 17, 18, Rev. G, K. Chase se-

The Lyun church received by letter four perIn a very full report reeently published in the
Philadelphia Ledger, reference is made to the case
sons Monday evening, Oct. 2, and more are ex- © of
Mr. George I. Giaham, a promineut politician
pected soon.
and active journalist (connected with the Philadelphia
Sunday Mirror), who, by using the great
Rhode Island.
German

Union

St. The conference will convene at 9 o’clock on
Wed. thé z5th. This is our first meeting in Worcester, and we hope the wish of the. church, to
have a large attendance, will be satisfactorily complied with. Programme next week.
aL)
0. T. MOULTON, Clerk.
Genese
Y.) with the church at Bliss (a
aew chyech ately organized, situated on the line
of the Rochester and Pitisburg R R.), commencing Friday, Oct, 20, at 2 P. M.
'
E. 8.8MITH, Clerk.

(St. Louis Globe Democrat.)

Two persons were received by baptism into
each of the churches at Pawtucket, Auburn,
and Olneyville on the first Sabbath in October.
The religious interest in the Pawtucket church
has been improving for some weeks past. Rev’s
C. 8. Frost, of Pawtucket, andf§A. L. Gerrish,
of Olneyville,
are to give a series of illustrated
sermons the coming season on Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress....The R. I. Sunday-school
Union, connected with the R. I. Association,

‘

church in Worcester, in Washburn

October8.

A WAR

,

Baptist Churches will meet, Oct. 25,26, with the

Messrs. Moody and Sankey will hold a two
| weeks’
series of services in Paris, beginning

in the

Committee.

The Massachusetts Association of Free

C. D. BERRY.

Massachusetts.

The Vermont M. E. conference by

Mr.

into the church

the vote

Executive

ARTHUR GIVEN, Clerk.

Lisbon (N.H.) with the church at. Littieton,

Oct. 6—8.

A. LiBBY, Clerk of Council.
to

?

by:

evening. In the evening meeting one person
expressed a wish to begin a Christian life.

ington Q. M.
The ‘Mass. & K. I. Yearly Mecuug wi
resented by Rev. C. 8. Perkins. The N. I!
M. was represented by Rev. G. C. Watv. wai,

Cor. Mes.

one

publicly set apart:

Meeting, we repaired to Girard, Sept. 23, to assist in the ordination of Bro. Crites, whe is effectually laboring at that place.
We found
Rev. L. 8. Parmalee of Reading and Rev. A.
Stevens of Coldwater were present.
Bro.
Parmalee stirred up our minds, using for a
foundation the last part of the 49th verse of
Luke 245b, after which Bro. Stevens delivered
the charge.
All felt it good to be there.

Oct. 1,

persons in the river, who, with

letéer; were teceived

ed to be holden within the limits of the unt. !

is the school at Lyn-

and—so

ii

.

ov. 3-5.
JOEL SPOONER, Clerk.
Qorinth (Vt,) with the 2d Corinth church,
Oct.
20-22,
CHESTER DIOKEY, Clerk
Freedom (N. Y.) with tie Webater’s Croesing
church, Uect. 6, at 2 ¢. M.
.8. WARNER, Clerk.
Hillsdale (Mich.) with the Wheatland cbureh,

i}

of the Christian ministry at West

According

a

Lewiston, baptized, Sunday,

three

The annual sermon was preached by Rev. J.

brethren and sisters, and all we have to do
is to receive it. The school at Pittsfleld
The church in Boston is
has been saved.
to be saved,

J.

The Rev. J. B. Jordai,of the Pine St.

}

in

by other

Hi,and

Giles, Treasurer.

a-mind
us,

awaits

blessing

third

H.

: of $3,000, speaks well for the society as well as
~for the pastor, so much beloved and confided

to order. Rev. A. P. Tracy was chosen Moderator; Geo. M. Prescott, Clerk; Dea. D. B,

to help us.
Then

The pleasant thing

it is that the pastor, the Rev.

| al thing, so soon after lifting a debt of upwards

the church in Lyndon,

©sgood, of Strafford, Vt.
Rev. J. W. Burgin calted

our

approved—Samuel E. Smith,” (Governor ly performed the duties of my office heretofore,
; ‘Bilt T feel it to be my duty to relieve her of
of Maine.)
adjourne
any more responsibility in that direction. Ii
The Home Mission Society
finally labt nighttat half past ten; and ‘at

evening.

Waterman, of Dover, N.

the

in raising

the way

education,

and

building

If He will, my pledge shall

towards his salary the first yegr. How

vesiries, so that it is now a model of neatness

the

;

Quarterly

Rev. James Libby in a very affectionate and
impressive manner, heartily welcoming
his
successor to the field where he had preached
for more than fifty years.
;

most thorough refitting and beautifying of the

the

week.

the candidate was satisfactory. The choir furnished excellent singing. The sermon by Dr.
J. M. Bailey ‘was appropriate. The other
parts were brief and timely. The band of fellowship was given the newly elected pastor by

=

and taste inside and®out.

in

Ricker. Themés

Q. Meeting. The occasion! wus one of ‘more
| than ordinary ‘interest. The examination.of

to the outside of its houséof worshipyandsa

dies
present.
‘ Woman’s
Work
in
the
Church” was ably presented by Mrs. G. C.

Boston interests, a Christian blessed with
means to help us in our work in church:

' be redeemed to pay one hundred dollars

ing of

was

through-

Perhaps not 'H. Plenshingof Burke. The Cong. Associa.
you shall receive it again!
Perhaps not until tion was reported by a letter from Rev. H.
until after many days.
But you shall receive Jones of St. Johnsbury. All greeted us frateryou are in heaven.
nally.
2
it. You shall receive it in the conversion
Rev. A. P. Tracy was chosen to preach the
to
is
who
daughter
your
of your son, or
pext annual sermon, with Rev. J. C. Osgood
become a resident of Boston. You shall alternate. Subject, The Relation of the Holy
Chrisa
becoming
receive it in that child’s
Spirit to Human Agency.
Education, ReyJi.
tian of power and influence in the church;
Owen—alternate, Rev. H. Lockhart;
Moral
and perhaps, like the woman, the wife and Reform, Rev. A. M. Freeman—Alternate, Rev.

1 of our blessed Lord one
The Foreign Mission Society closed its ‘handred and eighty-two.
night

with the

ducted

the Boston church, and

bread of helping
ended.

days from

the

Mission

Lewiston

nd

twenty

Jost.

N. Patt;

vene at the Sherburne church, Tuesday evening,
Oct. 24, at 7 o’clock. The first paper will he “ The
Relation of Jesus to the Godhead,” by Rev. G. 8.

Poland, Oct. 4, by a council appointed for that
purpose at the last session of the Cumberland

North Street church at Bath has just
another interesting chapter to its financial record by giving three good coats of paint

tem and dispatch.
Mrs. F. P. Eaton, Dis. Sec. of the Woman's

Central Institute; and who is the poorer
for it? We made quick werk in saving
Let
| one precious cause in New Eugland.
us make quick work in saving another!
Upon the waters, father, mother, cast thy

I remain a day, the guest’ of the daughter
of a dear Christian
prother now sleeping
his last sleep.
si
These anniversaries were respectable in
pumbers. And yet many more of our
friends should have attended them. ‘Time
brings changes”—actually forces them.
And so the years are not far distant when
we shall have a less number of general gath-

New

we haverbut

rej

to
of

‘The

and upon the Y. M. generally.
The business meetings were very harmonious,and the business was disposed of with sys-

next issue of the Stur in whichr to raise
$25,000 for the Boston church. In a few

brethren and sisters have come and gone.

erings, a

ws al.

§
Pay
WP
ror

from

Ef

kins.

ciation.

in Nova Scotia, and with increased hope as
to their prosperity in days to come.

Men

in

arain of grace upon

also said that five hundred dollars ought
to come from Lewiston and Auburn.
In
this way closed
the anniversaries last
night. Prayer was offered by Bro. Per-

walls.
It is not difficult to find those
whose iatelligence in regard to the various

ation,
years
31 has
g the
» most
seven

by Providence.

shall scorn Wels to

Maine.

a committee

Meeting,

night in order
the Star. We,

of

right to condense, and to

matter thus furnishéd.]

ing of the things that remain, and are ready to
die The devotional meetings were character:
ized by much fervor and earnest pleadings for

that Lowell would not be likely to be out-

Hutchins and Dunn are found upou parlor

:

course, reserve the

when for akg

town and several others were supplied with
preachers from the Y. M.
The preaching during the session was of a
high order, well adapted “ to the strengthen-

should be ratsed outside of Boston!! Then
a representative of Providence made ‘the
pledge that a full thousand dollars should
come from that city. Then it was stated

tion list, and the Missionary Helper is frequently seen. Photographs of missionary
workers—J. L. Phillips, Miss Crawford,—
and Bacheler,and of other toilers. Cheney,

n who
iit for
as oft
latest
call is
Since
ration

get into the next issue

be present.

followed

.

For

. Notice.

isters

The meetings;closed Aug. 6, but'| N

to the work

the money brought
Rev. E. N. Fernald, who, in the general inter- to his houss as fast as it was needed to meet
the bills, and now that the bills are all settled,
est of Missions, advocated the same and made
all feel the necessity of saving. this institution. | amounting to $350, Bro. White finds $16 left
Rev. G. C. Waterman gave some strong hints over and above what was needed. This liber-

New Hampton in the sum of one thousand
tists of the U. S. comes ont in many happy | dollars on condition that $9,000 additional

Morning

Quarterly

3

conversions here. Several uf the forty-six were
reclaimed,

W.

A Ministers’ Conference composed of the mrin-

| with forty-six members. There were nineteen

held

Middlesex College, who presented the interests

"The kindly feeling toward the Free BapThe

Wheelock

by

of the meetings.

that the work

the work is going on.

H. Peckham,

Taunton, A. Tove oy, A.R. Bradbugy ; Tiverton,
L. Dexter,R. D. Frost; Warren to
supplied;
Apponaug, R. H. Tozer, A. Given; West
Greenwich, G. J. Abbott, W, Nealey.
:
:
Churches and visitors will arrange the time

may go on. Bro. R. held, July 81, a meeting
with the Union church.
1t was re-ofganized

of the Lynden Institution, also by the words of | White, has had nearly:all

asking what shall we do, what can we do?

_are doing almost nothing!

and significant ways.

furnished

south Kingston, F.

Slater’s

Ordinations,

out the session.
The interest. of the meeting Was increasedby the presence of Rev.
C, 8. Hurlburt, D. D., formerly president of

money. We coutd not help replying: What
to stimulate and encourage

programme

of the

the Lord at Great Falls when all but a
moment before was darkness? What took
theload from the hearts of so many who were

then are you men

than eighty miles to

Prayers are asked

Bro. Sidney Wakely was

unusually large, som

acqepted, and very closely

brought
the light into that Holy Temple of

there that the women get all

QP

By ET. 8. HYTTON, Delegate.

The interest was very good at the commencement, and continued to increase until its close.

the

claimed

§

MARTIN WHERLER, Clerk.

with the church at Lyndon Center, Vt., com
mencing on Thursday, Sept. 7, and continuing
over the following Babbath. .
4

at least, could

raised

: baptism.

Binisters and Churclies.

Boston—and so all subscriptions shouldbe "in the same direction, but he awakened the
sent to the Treasurer of the H. M. Society, most enthusiasm from the presentation of his
Moses B. Smith, Esq, Concord, N. H. Sunday-school methods. Rey, C. 8.
church,
Oa this plan the money cannot be lost. eloquently pleaded for the Bosto
What led to a harmonious decision onthe The two last named gentlemen occupied the
question of the Boston church?
What pulpit on Sunday, and Rev. 8. D. Church

ble women who seem to allow no ro
agementsto deter them from prosecuting

work.

success

JAMES PELPHSEY, Mod.

in

Rev. G. G. Henderson and John Parham.
There were twenty-four conversions, and
eighteen united with the chureb, fourteen by

bless the

>

‘The annual session of this body was

be made on. the property when possession
is taken.
:
J
It is understood that the H. M. Society

spirit of Mrs. Rufus Crowell and other ngWoman's

much

that a payment of $380,000,

be a stimulus to our own sisters to come
in contact with the earnest and efficient

this

Moment I do ‘not

that cause that the mortgage on the property shall not exceed ¢15,000.
I wish
the H. M. Society might raise $15,000, so

A movement toward

Society,

At this

May God

meeting

meetings were held at the Fairview cburch by

The. Vermont Yearly Meeting.

it

and our Home MfSsion Society hopes_for

was well received” by

Women's

Pa
>

is giving his young life. to our cause in
Boston, hopes to raige $15,000 in Boston;

of the Conference was earand fervent. The interests
and of Missions were disclearness and appreciation,

the

outside.

pretty inside as

had.

In a revival

Chapel church, Sept. 16—24, there were 16
conversions; several were baptized and others
were received by letter......Sept, 1-8, revival

All

Teople and save all.

IpA H. FULLONTON.
Lewiston, Me., Oct. 10.
:

this house, $25,000 must be raised by the
first day of Nov. next. Bro. Perkins, who

Brunswick was inaugurated, from which
it is hoped greater efficiency in missionary
and educational directions may result.
sions

vember
24.

Street, C. S. Frost, R. D. Frost;

Pond Street, 8. 8. Barney, Geo. WheeleP; Greenwich Street, A. Given, the Georgiavilie pastor;
Greenville, J. M. Purkis, the Georgiaville_pastor:

to be re-organized at Alexamder’s Chapel No-

originator of the Y. P. S. L. G.

it is, for It is built of stone

think of a better house in our
tion, nor of one better located.

sinceri-

now supports Mrs. Burkholder.

from

Not a showy one

as neat and

together

The friends and new members of the Guild |

—but one good enough for a king to wor-

the exercises of religion nor of a reverence

The chief work

heuse.

drawn

may be interested to know that the Rev. G. C.
Waterman of Dover, N. H., was the happy’

$80,000 to $100,000. - Now, for $40,000 we

for its claims. It is refreshing to find
‘there sea captains who exemplify their

large congregations.

cost

already

its pleasant bond of union,

4

on it & house of worship would

minds of the people of their enjoyment--of

and the preaching

hearts have been

by | lappy meeting was

Purkis; Park

|. cause in his county, Madison, is in a prosperous condition. The American Association ib

o
2,040 members, having correspondence
vith three other associations. A glorious and

means of acquaintance and friendship was
strongly realized last summer, and
many

To purchase a lot in Boston, and build:

and business have not yet dispossessed the

The meeting
nest, practical
of Education
cussed with

roceeded
to business with their letters.

selves as an experiment, but-as a permanent |

friends in Boston in the great and self-sac-

travel and the reckless inroads of pleasure

on shipboard and whose

of the ¢ mistakes” of

rificing work to which they bave set their
hand. Said the drowning boy, ‘First she

=4¢ the former New England respect for the
Sabbath and the institutions of religion
prevails.
The innovations of summer

religion

ber 13, to take up one volume of English Histo-

Carolina.

The Rev. G. I. Rice writes from Marshall of
the work he has been doing and the blessings
that followed. , He says the Freewill Baptist

Boston—or if we must speak of them, let’ organization which is to develop and ripen in! vere found in fellowship. - Three new churchus not do so at present. ‘Let us help our after years. The influence of the Guild as a € 3 the same order were received, making

Our

+

Kentucky Association.

There is plenty of time left yet, before Decemni-

last Sunday set apart
for

the gospel ministry.
:
North

I was at the 62nd annual association of the
and long; but the day dawns; the rising ry as marked out by the committee for the first
nited Baptists in Floyd Co., Ky., on Abbott
sun of success appears. Boston has made quarter. We hope, as ene of our most inter. About’ one thousund persons were
has said, * that we may yet in-|
mistakes to be sure, and so have we all. | ested members,
présent. The introductory
sermon was: delivterest
a
large
number
of
our
peoplein
a
comBut thése successes are the grandest that
mon courseof reading ard in the Guild as a ered by Rev. R. H. Murray; then the delecome in the face of and in spite of mistakes.- social enterprise.” We do not regard our- gites, assembled from twenty-five churches,

with commodious housesof worship, in.’

'

The

night dark

Prince Johnson was

Arlington, A.L. Gerrish; Auburn, L. Dexter,
Wm. Crooks; Barneyville, F. H. Peckham, J. D.
Veney; Blackstone, W. A. Nealey, W.
;
CarA
-olina; HH, €anfiald.C. 8. Frost; Farnums
bury. G W. Abbott; Georgiaville, A:T, *
ley, the Greenville pastor; Johnson, A. L.Gerrish,
J.
D.
Venev;
N.
Scituate,
A.
Olneyville,
the
astor.
Crooks;
Pascoag,
J.T. Ward,
£. 8, Barney; Pawtucket, A. T. Saliet,
Geo. Wheeler; Roger
Williams, H. Canfield,J. M.

Bro.

a new

the Iowa F. B.

fortable parsonage. They have just now finished paying for a fine stone basement 28x38

ton, Mass.

feet as an addition to the old church. They
have adopted the * pay as you gb system”, and
hope mex. spring to be able to enlarge the

church to suit the congregation, - Bro: Vin.
wright has the confidence of all the people.

(8t30)

Rev. J. C. Steele, North Parma, Monroe Co., N:

Y., Treasurer. of the Central Association, to whom

|

all its contributions should be sent.
Rev. C. Cook, Hiram, Ohio.
Rhode Island Association.
REVIVAL MEETINGS.
Assignments for three days’ meetings with the
several churches in the Rhode

‘of Fi'ee Baptiste:

—

WHOLESALE

of

AND RETAIL.

WILTONS,
BRUSSELS,
MOQUETTES,

Island Aseociation

[1

* AXMINSTERS,
ORIENTAL

RUGS,

And every grade and variety of Foreign
and Domestic Carpeting, Oil Cloth and
Matting.

Home Missions.

Rev. Charles S. Perkins, 18 Appleton St., Bos-

lot

joining the old one, and built on it a very com-

J. L.PRAY, SONS& GY.

on

3

OCTOBER 11, 1882.

i)

oN»

558 and 560 Washington St,,
BOSTON.

'

Fri

+

THE MORNING STAR, OCTOBER 11, 1882.
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The stars, the sky, the weeping earth,
The fadeless flower will cast!
Claremont, N. H.

character.

Semiramis has long ranked among the
most famous of Oriental women.
There
is the flavor of Eastern romance and mag-

She stands

begirt with her gorgeous Babylonian associations, a colossal emblem of female
sovereignty.
She is credited with the
a Helen, the fascinations of a

The

ter part of the reign of the Hebrew king,
and when Vul-lush and his queen were
also approaching the end of their reign.
Several years on one side or the other
| Would not carry the date beyond the pe| riod ascribed to Sammuramit and her

itself of the
by

the Greek writers as the most wonderful
of female rulers.
That there was a
Semiramis there is no doubt;

but she was | lord.

a prosaic and commonplace princess,com- |

bas charmed

died, leaving his widow with three

dation did more for me than all others.”
But now we come to the sequel :

[children to support by her needle.
Mrs. Hartley gave a little sigh- at her

business before.

We had to coax him

Your kind words

started

to | else that had said that,

book, and because he

he has

obtained: a

was

so

he

little

would

permanent

situation

|stant forgot why

with a good salary.”— Rev. Peter Stryker,
D. D., in Sunday Magazine. ~

her hag

for

one

were

It is safe to _suppose, therefore, that

As far back as

my

=

~

She was

thrown.”

$25

to 812

years B.C.

%

tryjag and praying; but I was
long-time before I knew

He

ylon.
The lust time, he met Merodachbelatzu-ikbi, and, totally defeated him in

Merodach

lost

his royal

standard, together with many thousands
of his soldiers, who were slain or captured, and the conqueror marched on the

capital.

The

Babylonian

king

was

forced to acknowledge himself as the
vassal of Assyria, paying heavy tribute;
and, moreover, at the request of Shamas-

Vul, gave

his only child,

the princess

Sammuramit, to be the wife of his suzerain’s heir, the young prince Vul-lush.
Sammuramit, from a princess, thus became the erfipress of the most. powerful

monarchy in the world.

Her fatter “fied

* within a year from her marriage, from
. chagrin and disappointment, and the

great Shamas-Vul

followed him within

a twelvemonth. Vul-lush and Sammura* ‘mit’ reigned conjointly over an empire

whose boundary was on one hand the
Great Sea, and on the other the mountain

range of the Zagros beyond Media.

Bab-

ylonia, so long the rival of Assyria, reposed quietly in a state of subjection,
content so long as the daughter of its
kings was the consort of the conqueror’s
son.
There is very little recorded of Sammuramit on the monuments. On some
rude statues of the god Nebo is the rec-ord of their dedication, by the Assyrian
officer who executed them, ** To his lord
Vul-lush ‘and his lady Sammuramit”
This shows that the Assyrian queen held

a position superior to that generally accorded

to a queen consort

Doctor Brewer claims

people were

the ominous cry.

Though

in

the

East.

The predominant tone of Eastern man-

ners condemns women to-seclusion.

On-

ly in ‘three instances do thé Assyrian

monuments refer to women at all, and
this case of Sanumuramit’s is the more re.

proclaimed, and
and the splendid

Valley, I have been cheered by

is the happy ornithologist who has

became the scene of a reformation that
has had no parallel in history.
The
king and his household set the example,

found

his ‘apology for a nest?

I once spent par-

tions of each day of the

entire

month

of

June in searching for such a nest,’and jn
dressing in sackcloth, practicing a fast, the end was unrewarded.
and crying mightily unto God, who lisThe habitual walker in the woods will
tened to their prayers and preserved the sooner or later stumble on their noon-dsy
great city, with its ¢ si%score thousand retreats, but it is difficult to get into close
persons that could not distinguish between proximity.
They fly noiselessly
and
their right hand and their left”, for more rapidly, and have that protective plumage
than another century.
upon which Mr. «Davin laid so much
The repentance of the monarch, we stress. All day long, when undisturbed,
have no reason to doubt, was as deep and they will rest on the lower branches of
enduring as it was real and unfeigned. some embowered tree, and only when the
In that royal household piety had its gloaming deepens do they
come forth in
home, and an altar was raised to the search of nocturnal insects.
»
great God whose mercy had been so
Nightly one used to come and sit on a
striking.
So our real Semiramis, instead large stone near the farm-house.
I have
of being the cruel, lustful ruler that the stolen softly out to within a few feet and
Greeks portray her, was really a most watched him as he would dart out and
domestic, husband-loving, devotedly pi- catch an insect, returning to the stone to |
ous woman.
She reared, indeed, no gor- enjoy bis tid-bit, after the manner of the
geous monuments of potent royalty ; she phoebe. His note is preceeded by a sort
conquered no foreign provinces; but she of cluck.. Audubon found his song, as he
built a temple in her own heart for the camped in the solitudes of the forest, one
worship of Jehovah, and her conquests of the most delightful sounds of nature,
were nobler than those of an Alexander, sweeter to him than that of the nightfor she conquered herself. Greater than ingale.
a thousand blood-stained, selfish, sensual
Barroughs describes a nest he’ stumSemiramises was the

beduatiful, gracious,

pious empress Sammuramit.
“O
or

THE VALUE OF KIND WORDS.
A pleasant-looking country lady came

to my home not long since, and said to

we:
*‘ Do you want to buy a jar of butterp?
It was very nice, and I asked the price,
She informed me, but added :
*“You shall have it for five cents a
pound less.”
How was this? She was not one of
my parishioners. She was a stranger,
and Iwasat a loss to know why I was
thys favored. But soon the mystery was
solved.
’
‘You said a kind word to my John,
and neither he nor I will ever forget

trying

what

the-

her own right, conquered Egypt and part

of Ethiopia, and invaded India with an

study

next

3

preparing

Sabbath.

my discourse

Plo

Sane

4

‘

for the

He was a canvasser, and

“

enough.”

‘‘ No matter,

swers the guide.

to be trusted.”

no matter,”

*¢ The needle

though

he

stood

songsof nearly all

strels.
for

Handel

‘the

our

feathergd

has done

nightingale.

quartet of the ‘* Minuets,”

In

. Ben sat silent.

familiar a prayer.
when
he

he had

old

medicine
:

i

Minie-ball.

had

no clothes,

They

o

of physicians

at their annual meeting

in a series of resolutions

their ‘conviction

that ‘+ alohol should: be classed with other
poweriul drugs i that when prescribed
medically \t shoald be done with consci|®RtiOUS caution and a sense of great re|°POnsibility ; that used as a beverage it
|i$ Productive of a large amount of physi-

This tes-

| MOY of eminent men in the healing art
| i0 ur land.is more than corroboratedby
| ‘hat of equally profoppd scientistson the
| Other side of the Atlantic.
ok

are as |

These convictions, comparatively new,

the

second

incor-

|
|
|
|

And
he had

almost

yet,

sure!

Feave the pleasure untasted,

asked

until | P'e-

Have

you

the very next day.
mother!” he said.

mind

of

Christ,

; and

myself,

my mouth

.is concerned.

pronounces

I should

not

You say if only

own

to

de-

Master
,

he

and

silk forme;

the air will do you

yh

SenLh

"

I

“No, not yet;

but will.”

Pnil

provoking

gave

a

litle

What

alcohol

is.

make us do.

taught the peo2.

do to us if we driukit.

What

it

will

3. What it will

I can see no way that this

ple, if they

through

one

understand

tuathin.in
the case.
the intelligence
eration, befoge
it, the scientific
will banish it
pale of human

to be voters
Bethlehem

the

schoels.”

child

in

of

the

imperious

and believe the

If we can

imbed in

of the children of this genthey are contaminated by
facts about alcohol, they
and its venders from the
society when they come

in pri Maes:

:
he

Shug

stands
over4 the school-house wiMrs,
pg
"
» Hunt, intn Ji Journal of Eituution k

. The
sort of

gogdnéss that would be ours. The innocence of a baby is not the virtue

laugh.

1.

the

great questions to the verdict of the peo-

would be a very weak and flabby

.. Get it right.”

ple,

York,

** We shall never con-

wait until it becomes

joined

examp le

of New

physicians, in are-

appetite.
All history proves that it is safe to trust

gave the whistle boys so de-

that fifteenth ra

| kowledge of the truth about this thing.

be the wisest kind of temperance legisla-

do that sum when you come home.”

.

a universal

tion. It is a question of intelligence in
the beginning, easily controlled if we then
leton the light, but no easy task if we

then

good.

by

what we want. A law requiring such
teaching in all our public schools would

Mrs, Hartley said: ‘Now, Ben, I waht
you to run to the store for some sewing-

believe, my son, that, if you ask, you can

false idea

land as soon as it is old enough to read is.

I'm quite sure your heavenly Father loves

silence,

dispelled

facts in the hands of every

get

you more than 1 do. I would help you
so gladly, Ben, if I could, but he can
help yod; his is the power; ask him.” another

before we

The

A text-book” teaching these elementary

that right you'll be perfect for the month.
Now, I care a great deal about that, but

There was

must be

can be done but

to

you

le "

that | Nestor of American

you as many a grander sounding thing to

some one else.

In no re-

| DOW 80 prevalent that * the abuse and not
fhe use of alcohol is the cause of the troub-

wrong | cent letter says :

dare

Lb

“I think that sum is just as much

We must convince them

a | can depend on their aid.

is shut as far as 'he | trol alcohol until we have

nounce him. To his
standeth or falleth.

* Buta boy’s sums,

beverage.

striving | Pr. Willard Parker,

time | right for himself which I consider

because: for
God

the

too | €arnestly to .do right,

that

school

habits, appetites, and prejudices, and to48Y are being formulated into prohibitory
legislation. The supcess of such jegislatio8"depends upon the knowledge or igDdFance of the masses of the real truth

Stop right here, until you are { form can we go far in advance
of the peo-

your doubts are set at rest.

the minister's wife had brought him a suit

Ye

work |

Mozart

of a man, and ‘the only way for
us
to develop this strong, virile virtu
e ‘in
ourselves or others, is to follow out
God's

plan.

“Do right because

it is

follow conscience wherever it leads
,

right;
and

be very careful that in the slightest
thing
which we allow we do not condemn
ourselves.” |
This, then, we believe, is the

law

of amusements.

whith conscience
proves. Refrain
which
tender
slightest question,

Enter

Christian

into those

heartily and fully apfrom those concerning
conscignce raises the
because it is a terrible

thing to sear or blunt the conscience,

It

ot

M.

New York Timés has’ a startling

warning for tobacco usefs. ‘A’ gentleman
of wealth and culture, with a'¢
fa his’

mouth, passed out of an ing

er’s establishment asd! pr

croscopy entered it. The wi

i

-

“ot ‘migentle-

man was himself an amateur if the ‘use

the microscope, and had just been trying
the power of one upon a drop of blood from:
his finger. The instrument was still ad-

Justed on the countér,
glanced into it.

and the professor

Inquiring of the proprie-

tor who the gentleman was, he informed
him that he was. his best customer, buying
largely of his instruments. ¢ Ahd this is
a drop of blood from his finger? ” asked
the professor. To the affirmative answer

he said, ‘ Very well; tefl your best customter, if you can without impertinence, that
unless he stops smoking at once he has
not many months to live.” He did not

‘would be a wicked thing maliciousl
y’ to
taking
!
ut out
stop, birt left for Earope in a few weeks to
for the fun.of | Jud vege 1» believe 18" bis Heavenly | P
Sue uf 100 bidity eyes. "It is recruit his failing strength, and in a short.
Father as never before, and was wonder- worse a thousand
times to put ‘out the | time his death was announced from Parls,
"ply happy.
i

wa
hy

The hallucina-

and Diost. conservative body

Arg you not quite sure that you are right? | about their
favorite

to know

Tt seemed

to stay from

«Did you try

porated the cackle of the domestic fowl;
while Haydn, in his twentieth quartet,
gives the joyous note that annotiftds 8
new-laid ORE. independent.
.

your
item horrid

Given

in St. Paul, Minn. , in June last, restated

“ All but my sums.”

the
min-|

kindred

vincible aga

matter rests.

the logic for or against is as in-

tion about, this substance, ascribing to it
properties it never possessed, is dispelled
by the niogjee ih ‘century. touch of sci-

are ten thousand paths leading here and
there and everywhere. What is the use
of any moral teacher saying: ** Don't take
this, and don't take that, and don't
take
the
other!™
Very
litle, we
fear,
but
still
there is very great

Then stop!

he does, Ben, he does.”

aug

songs of birds.

:
Wilson
Flagg has thus embalmed

this whole

that, and

We are in amoral wilderness, and there

own; and it often helps me, Ben, when I | suspicign, ever so small, that you are
have a difficult new pattern to fit. I say, | wrong?
The Christian will give heed to
‘For thine is the power—this is my H-Srbat suspicion. And then
if a Christian,
heavenly Father, give me thy power,’ tind | following his tender conscience
, seeking

within a few feet of her, and knew just ight in, and Phil
looked back and
where to look for her. Musicians have rim
5
- i :Done your lessons
frequently attempted to write ‘out—the|
o,

ment in.

an-

en started at once; his mother's
slightest wish was law to him. -He
ran
bled upon: Two elliptical, whitish, spot- along, enjoying the rest
from study an
ted eggs lying upon dry leaves; and the cool, fresh
air: The sewing-silk was
though he returned to it day after day, it bongs,
gna pen Sarto bows, when he |
was always a task (0 separate the bird caught
sight of
Phil Earlie across the

from ber surroundings,

Is alcohol in any quantity as

a human beverage good or bad? is the
pivotal question on which the entire argn-

alone is | iO this country,

as in the nineteemn.
There is the Gospel rule and it" says:
Are you ‘doubtful about a course of conduct? Then shun it. Does conscieiice
condemn ever so little? Then beware!

a

last

(«yoy will? [guess not; I've done it
|[
never could have found k out alone. I
markable from the fact that sts spoken
|had help.”
of as the equal of the king. Evidently
she, like Atassa or Elizabeth of York,
Ben's heart fairly ached with envy for a
strengthened her -hugbad®’s title to his
moment.
It was always 50; Phil had his
"“K litule girl was takep sick, and her incle
crown, snd eX
George,
and other boys had big
ough her his
As she said this the tears came to her
parents called a doctor whom she did not
sovereignty over the'Southern kingdom, ‘eye, and I felt a little moisture
wrothers or fathers to help them; only he
gathering like. ¢¢ Are you sick, Gracie P” asked the
ut no great works or military exploits in my own.
:
M. D., as he bent over his little patient. vas left quite alone. "Bat just then he
are recorded of her. The importance of
lemembered his mother’s words, * It's
The incident is worth repeating, and The little lady looked at
him a moment in
the real Sammuraiit was enough, how- though I ami a party
concerned, I will {the utmost disdain, and then in a tone of God's power we rely on—not oor own.”
ever, for the oriental mind to exaggerate tell it modestly,
and with the hope that the deepest sarcasm, replied, as she turn. ¢ I'll get help too,” he said to himself.
into that mighty figure whose legends en- the story may
The boys chatted on, played leap-frog
do somebodya little good. ed her tace from him: * Wel), I should
girt the name of Semiramis with so much
tnd raced each other; but even as he
Three months previous‘to this 4 young think you ought to know. ‘Do
you sup~ glory. This mythical heroine ruled in man called
laced and romped Ben felt changed. He
to see me. T was in _my pose I am lying here in bed and

you"

But, you

But still he points to the needle.
are not satisfied, and you say to
A great many people have told
was no barm in taking that

out these great principles.

forgiven, und then we say, for thine is the
kingdom and the power and the glory.
It's God's power we rely on—not our

his song.

No other American bird is so shy and
retiring as the whip-poor-will, and where

prayer was ordained,
and luxurious capital

vote for it.

do not deflect it with the iron of self-inter- | OUF 1arge cities and country.”

heard these notes later than

enemy, yet Vul-lush humilbecame in. | 18ted bimself, fasting and mourning were

volved in wary with ae
his powerful: neighbor, Shamas-Vul, king of Assyria.- Three
times the Assyrian monarch invaded Bab-

a. great battle.

King, queen-and

people who cling to it, who driak it, or

‘‘ Follow

‘esti Leave it free to answer to the eleoAric current of the Spirit of God, and -then
follow it. You need no other guide. Ob,
there is a rare satisfaction in following

never to ‘have Part of the Lord's prayer really meant.
August; but I'm no minister or scholar, but I'l. try
ant of ajong liné of kings. Her father | Strongly fortified, his armies powerful ip late September, in a night's walk and tell it to you. You know we ask God
was Merodach-belatzu-ikbi, king of Bab- | 80d victorious, his empire threatened by through the hidden glories of the Ramapo for bread, fo be kept from evil, and to be
ylon, whose reign may be placed about | P° apparent
was Sammuramit.

a Babylonian princess, the last descend. | Struck with

to sell it, and suicidal for the Stateto le.
galize its traffic ; and the fanatics are the

understood her, and answered quickly, good away from home as at home. They | bave fought their way step by step against
pai) ~ #e—Ad=nht Ren. hny. that you are will be as good in the twentieth century | the combined forces ‘of long-established

of this nocturnal songster a8 Gccarin;
tween the 8th and 10th of May.
|

Her true name, as deciphered from the | forty days, and Nineveh shall be over-

as such’ itis bad—bag

within you. It is named conscience, Do | ©fTSPring, and is the cause of a large pernot abuse it; donot dull its sensitiveness ; | ce0tage of the crime aod pauperism
of

;

bird

tends. I find a ree

ing his strange and startling cry—- Yet

then

use in every Christian saying, ** Follow cal and mental disease ; that it entails
dis-the compass.” You have:the compass | #ased and enfeebled-constitutions upon

|idle.
Th
:
“Now, mother, you don’t mean that.

I've said that prayer ever since I was a
baby! I couldn’t go to bed or leave my
As the dusk gathers, I hear the first |room in the morning without saying. it.
welcome notes of the whip-poor-will. T know I sometimes don't think enough
What close observers of the ‘seasons are of what I'm saying, but you know, moththe birds! I doubt ifthe man
who has er, 1 do try to mean it—I-—I—" But Ben
‘THE WHIP-POOR-WILL.

a beverage,

per se—andit is wroug to So use it, wrong

i J
Proféssor and a Doctor of Divinity and a ence.
The
Ameri
can
church-member advised differently. They.
Medic
al Assoeapo
iation, our
:
:
all said that this road--weuld do well] -national society of allopathists,tlié oldest
.

in-

never

say:

intemperance are on&ly
natural sequence

fom the nature of alcohol when used as

road ;” but still he points to the needle.
*‘But,” you say once more, *‘a learned

have

4-0-9

ne

| 2 Kings 1: 8, and Zech. 13: 4,) waike
but clothed instead in the sober garment | through the streets of her capital, utter:

monuments,

right.”
Yet you
him: ‘
we there

Ben always tried to be sure he quite

successful | understood her, for he never

and

it is & poison, and the evils resulting from

8ay to him: *‘See how many people are
going in this path. It surely must be

him. | been really vexed, but mother was differ-

He succeeded splendidly in selling the (ent.

the world for thousands ot | of at least one som, Shal-manuzur, when

:

creature, a safe luxury; then all
this agitation is fanatical, and this Pprohibitory legislation partisan, Bavif in truth

OOMPASS.

that. That will lead you out.”

had

Let us now glance briefly at the | the Hebrew prophet, dressed in a rough an acceptance in bank is better
posted in stopped, his voice half choked.
real Semiramis—a Semiramis no longer | amen, of skins, the prophetic dress, (ees the calendar.
The mother saw that her boy had mis. decked with the prismatic hues of fancy,
of historical fact.

a magnetic needle,

substance

called alcohol. If moderately.
used it js {® good

2

of| woman,and a lady,in the best sense of the

might have done so,

: party pol-

acter of a certain chemical

THE OHRISTIAN'S

impossible.

take | word, had had very few advantages when
a girl, and so could .npot help Ben; and
the father, who

Phi mar

a.

quite

Everybody likes it. . And your recommen-

try this.

pared with the luxurious and potent | Sammuramit was
a woman verging upon
queen of the fabled Nious, whose story | thirty-five or forty years, and the mother

~ years.

¢ppy

“I have sold a large numberof copies.

have tak-

en place about 790 B. C., toward the lat-

the character

history

to

the

evidently as

into

brought me a handsomely, bound

There is good reason to be-

remarkable mission appears

Cleopatra, the bravery of a Tomyris, the

her are

it—it's

he said;

y ard,

IS THE POWER.

lieve that Vul-lush and his queen were
I had not asked the young man where | boy’s perplexity, but only said quietly,
reigning at Nineveh when the prophet he came from, and had almost forgotten |‘ Then you don’t believe in the Lords
Jonabdappeared there to preach the word his name, when his mether coming from | prayer?”
at
of the.Lord. Jonah was”the earliest of Ballston, seven miles south of us, offered | ‘The Lord's prayer, mother!
Why,
the prophets and must have been nearly, me her good butter at a reduced price.
there's nothing there to help me with this
contemporary with Jeroboam II., king of
* Do you remember the young man to’| example.”
;
Israel, as he prophesied the success of whom you gave a recommendation for | ‘Ob,
pbs; there is help for every
that monarch, see 2 Kings 14: 25. Jero- Mr. Gough's book?” |
trouble in life in the Lord’s prayer, it wer
“Oh, yes.”
only know how to get at it. I'm afraid
boam reigned from 823; to 782 B. C.
Vul-lush and - Sammuramit reigned over
“ Well, he is my son, and has been an |you don’t yet know that prayer.”
Assyria from, 810 to 781 B. C. Jonah's invalid for years. He never did any | Ben flushed. Ifit had been anybody

MONTAGUE.

power of a Cyrus or an Alexander.

«]can't do

3

'
ping great States like Maine, . Kansas, and lo wa with majorities of tens

had rudely

the * Sunlight.” For this he would
no compensation.
J

to us from her connection with a Biblical

THE REAL SEMIRAMIS.

was foisted

by her side in a

| which we can suppose her to have participated.
32
Sammuramit becomes most interesting

Shall kiss the muse at last,

>

Fifi

-

You’re mine! forever mine!

to

SoHE put Souniey. Hhrestenfag to disrupt

ag

I've tried five times, and I can’t get it
Suppose you are in a wilderness and
driven the stranger from my door. In- right,”—and Ben pushed his book and here are a dozen paths. leading in every’
deed I believe the smile of that face,” and slate away in despair. Ben was a most direction. Which shall you take? He
the pressure of that hand, andthe hearty ambitious boy; he wanted to be ‘‘ head” would be a poar guideswho would say:
‘“ thank you” coming from those lips, in the school: for had not the minister * Don't take this,” ‘Don’t take that,” and
gave my mind and my- pen an impetus, already spoken about him, and said such “ Don't take the other,” and still leave
and I am not sure but in reality that a boy oughtto haweja chance at college? you in doubt as to the one you should
young man proved a benefactor to me.
But Benr worked at great disadvantage. take. He would be a good guide who
A few weeks after he returned and -His mother, though a good Christian should uncover a little box and show. you

by a glittering train

Vul-lush

But I was in a better mood

return to my study than if I

| gilded chariot drawn by two prancing
horses, is the
most stirring scene in

And when the hand that gave you birth

who

terview.

ON.

‘and I shall never forget the last part of of thousands of popular votes in
its favor,
the Lord’s prayer after this.” — Hope Led- the whole question rests upon the chu.

ren.
ee el
A

FOR THINE

neg-

»

My muse has made you shine,
And tho’ the world should crown for aye,

woman

to the intelligent, and appreciative public.
It is true I lost half an hour by this in-

a little earnest

rule he had

his sums without being helped.
‘ Yet I was helped, mother,”

— Selected.

’,

After

for he was the only boy ze

I also might take my share.
rr

answered.

"

of nobles, and

Ra:

So I wrote him a little notice of the
book, and commended him and ‘his work

snd

‘pod$8

camels, surrounded

As like to like, and love to love,

as

thing better than my name.”

ure of ber riding to visit her old home’in
Babylon, in a palanquin on the back of

And such the letters he has penned,
Tho’ dear to me alone!

fabulous

*“ Well,” I said, *“ I will give you some:

lors, weaving embroidery, or directing
the instruction of her children. The pict-

And is the rose not sweet to you,
The rarest rosy known?

to

part in

with her bower maidens in her mosaicfloored and elaborately wainscoted par-

That twined the garden wall,

ascribed

took

derneuath fruit-laden boughs, or engaged

That seem so white and small,

works

To gild the clouds that were there,
And I found that of sunshine and life’s blue skies

She doubtless

asked,

rectly. The next doy te ip Bead

>

to her lord.

| her husbdnd iti the Inxurious gardens, un-

But, wedless maid, he gave the flower

As the donor went her way,

But straight to my heart it went speeding

imagine her, as the monuments s low oth-.

. I may not say how much you are

as soon as given, perhaps,

mestic personage. - She was a true wife | less I have your name.”

er queens to have done, banqueting with

and

- Forgotten

had

THE SOHOOL-HOUSE TO D
THE
TEMPERANCE
lected, and worked the example corIn the temperance tovement now agi.
‘“
«9
3
’
God

- "On the busy street that day!

** You are a temperance man, and I caa

can

thought;he saw what

Ben

EE

Where love’s best offsprings shine?
I may not tell the great, big world
How much you’ve been to me,
But surely, surely I may say,
My love is love to thee.

licehtiousness of a Messalina

we

the state processions and the court displays of Nineveh, but she never led: an
army or built monuments. We
can best

And that my love is from the heart,

, beauty of

that

Only a smile from a friendly face

not.”

BE

So pretty letters! would it be
A sin to say you’ge mine,

nificence in the very name.

all

gather of her, was a very quiet and do- | not sell this book-ifi"this community un. |

Beyond this vale of woes!

CLINTON

from

of the Assyrian

Temperate,

ad, who giveth to all men liberally and
upbraideth

——

Toseck that calmer, holier rest,

Sammuramit,

now. I am a minister, and not a money
ed man.”
He looked disappointed, and said:

ao

arty

long

eee

anterior to the origin
kingdom.

O’er oceans vast and grand!

time

i

And scattered each somber thought,

And my heart rejoiced in the kindling warmth
Which that kindly smile had wrought.

dN

thy soul has gone

2,100 years B. C., a

For it gave me back the sudfshine,

blind and deaf.— Golden Rule.

DA

at about

such

I wish was in every home in :the land.
But I can not buy any more books. just

sonage, and placing the date of her reign

=

For thro’ thy gates his lovéd form ~~
Has gone a8 he who goes
=

BY

“You have a very fine book, just

help me, please give me power.”
Ben waited a moment and then, still on
his knees, he took his slate -and tried
again. Do you ask me, Did he succeed?
“If any man lack wisdom let him ask of

But there came a rift in the crowd about,
And a face that I knew passed by,
And thé smile I caught was brighter to me
Than the blue of a:summer sky.
Py

ee

But, Beverly Farms!

,

a book as I would like to have, and which

by indulging in doubtful amusements, w;

disobey conscience and refuse her _mand tes, we dull and quench our moral sight
and hearing, and make our souls foreyes-

pe

Shall need the inspiring hand,

into the mythic ages, making
“Her the
wife of Ninus, an equallg. mythical per-

it carrnever hear the veice of God. When,

ae

The years may come when other bards

young man:

It is worse a thousang

times to mutilate the ear of the soul so thy;

eA

Of him who penned your lines,
For every hour is growing dear
As rich Canary wines.

Though I listened o’er and o'er.

to prevent the fiction from becoming
glaring, they had to put the queen back

ever enter there.

power, heavenly Father.
I want
power
to understand this. There's no ome to

Aud the voice of hope I could got hear;

Gough's ‘Sunlight
and
Shadow.”
looked it through, and then said to t

bodily ear so that no sweet sounds conlg

stop-

ping at ‘“ thineis the kingdom,” and say‘| ing with all hig heart, ‘‘ And thine is. the

The shadow of doubt hung over me,
And the burden of pain I bore,

§
It w

prayer,

Ih

mythie details accumulated in fime that,

I’m sure I love'you for the sake

:

bats

Ve

Or would it be a wrongful act
Fo say such things of thee? ~

:

de

|

man to repel him?”
1 togk the volume in my hand.

Like a sudden sunbeam’s ray.

Kneeling by the

bed he repeated the Lord’s

|,

se

How dear you are to me?

But it pierced the gloom of my saddened heart

and wrong.

would be & wicked thing" to ‘mutilate -

bh wa

I tell

difference between right,

Rg

t

Ba

© pretty letters, may

WALKER.

to his own little room.

¥” “In the crowded street one day!

was a young man, and at once I though,
‘ If he was my sen, would I like anoth

he

picked up his slate and book and went up

te

.

EATON

After giving the silk to his mother,

ONLY A SMILE.
, Only 4 smile that was given me

le

mighty monuments of her wisdom and
munificence. She ended her career by
flying away in the form of a dove. It became customary to ascribe all building
| and other public works whose origin was
‘| unknown to Semiramis, and So many}

TWO LETTERS FROM 0. W. HOLMES.
HORACE

took from his pocketa book. My first in:pulse was to tell him I was busy, and hail
not time to spend in that way. But h»

oA

army of more than a million of men.
She built, great cities and everywhere
left

A

: Family Circle.
BY

:

RAE

$B

"826.

_V eyes of the soul, 80 that it can not gee the | the doctors styling his disease *¢ a general”
v
y

breaking-up.”—Zion's Herald.

/
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:

at.

whigh

personal freedont,

courage,

pathgiof truth and virtue

wliNeh

are

entirely

mo, pp. 162, Price 75 cents.
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The author of this little book

is widely and

| the point of development where they were

favorably known in the Christian church as, a
devoted pastor and an eminent preacher and

Mine,

humanity

duced extensive quotations from the writings
of prominent European agnostics, who claim
metives

1882. Small 15

GoD'S LIGHT ON DARK CLOUDS.
By Theodore L. Cuyler, Pastor of Lafayette Avenue
Church,Brookiyn, NewYork:
Robert Carter

and purity ought all to be sacrificed ?”. In the
essay on** Magnanimeus Atheism” are introto follow the

and Brothers, 530 Broadway,

have lifted them out of
to the Bronze Age, and
abled them to survive
which they perished.
been very numerous,

unselfish,

and

charge that the votaries of Christianity are
uated, to a greater or less degree, in their
ligious life by/the fear of punishment and
"hope of reward. The agnostic's claims to
perior virtue are successfully denied, and

actrethe
suare

ridiculed with unusual vigor; but the effort

defend Christians against the charge

-| bereaved, grouped into twenty brief essays, on
such subjects as Flowers from the Tomb of
Jesus, Trusting God in the Dark, Christ Shepherding His Flock, Up to the Hills, &c. These
topics are treated fn a charming way. The

of being

stimulated to activity by personal and interested motives, is not, in our opinion, equally

Ei

suc-

We

y

-

piers,

fe.

:

are in receipt, by courtesyof the West-

cessful, The essay on ** Pessimism
and One of [fern Union Telegraph Co.,
of a pamphlet
its Professors” is written in better taste and containing the Remarks of Norvin Green,
with more method than the others, and evinces

deeper thought. and: more careful study.

into a very small space a mos!

almost always prosperous people who
are
Pessimists. A hundred visits to sordid lodg-

ings, jails, hospitals, asylums for the blind or

incurably diseased, will scarcely afford us the
chance of catching a phrase indicating that the

inmate of the dreary abode thinks the world
awry and Providence to blame for it.” The
analysis of the character of Schopenhauer, a
famous German Pessimist who died in 1860, is
most just and withering, and forms an inter.
esting and impressive conclusion to a powerfu! argument against that form of Pessimism

whieh is opposed to Christianity. The least
valuable article in the book is the one entitled
is chiefly

play of sentimentin condemnation

tion.

of vivisec-

The

We

and there all

book, suu is especially apparent |
the gh
throu

in the use of such expressions as, ‘ Hygeiolatry” * Zoophily,” “ The House on the shore
of Eternity” aud * The Peak in Darien,” to
designate the subjects of the essays:

the

point is somewhere.” This is one of the
contradictions in terms in - Which - geometry

is compelled,

necessity of direct vision, to admit

two truths, which are to logic mutual contradictions.” The mathematician, however,
modifies the law of non-contrudiction by confining it to propositions concerning ' finite
quantities. He gives as one evidence of the de-

the

of

method

indeed

Eanes; intermingled,

on

Offspring.”

Both

tke two gases are so adjusted to their

ties th
travels in each
gas with
5
ivy
sovug. velocity.
3h same
nearly the
Had it been
as in
some other gases known to us, the use of
wind instruments in music would have been

impossible, and even the tones.of the human
volee must have been discordant. A single
quotation further must suffice to indicate the
scope of this logically interesting book.

All undulato!

of

otion

tise.

uces a symmet-

The beauty

of

colory

like that of tone, arises from an implieit per«ception of rhythm, The harmony of tints in
the landsca
like that of the sounds in a
strain of music, arises

from

the

harmony

of

times in which the vibrations of the mediums
oceur. The pleasure, in either case, arises
frem an implicit,

or unconscious,

perception of

keeping time. Heat also has its colors, or tones
a8 18 known

to all who have

noticed

the

sun’s heat passes freely through glass;
which
is impervious to the heat of a fire. What other
advan

s to man muy

hereafter be

FROSTED

To them were’

discover-

ed, In the coloration of heat, time alone can

around

brightening

north shore

tree,

Be,

of the

when it was a sapling,

and

cure:

the
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remedy,

and was pleased to see a speedy restoration. The preparation consists of Collodion and castor oil, mixed together in
equal quantities. Immediately upon emexhaustion and disease. It should be widely
barking, the traveler shohld use it b
circulated. Diet for Mothers is a valuable: moistening the chest and abdomen wit
pamphlet by Dr. James Edmunds, of London. it at least three times in succession, using
It is the emphatic testimony of a distinguished
a small paint brush for. the purpose.
This should be repeated, night and mornphysician against the use of beer, porter, and
As soon as
other intoxicants, often prescribed for, or re- ing, for three or four days.
Total abstiapplied it will cause a heightened tempersorted to by, nursing mothers.
ature, and, by thus keeping the stomach
pence is strongly urged for the good of both
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pame of science against the use of alcohol and
tobacco as sources of ultimate and inevitable

mothers and children.
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ago, made quite an impression on the public

as the best lady concert player. Next are two
beautiful songs, ‘ Through the Woods” and
« ( Moon, O quench thy Golden Beam,” by

Robert Franz. Those who like such music had
best buy the book from which these are extracted, a8 it only cests $2, and these two songs
cost 80 cts. apiece.
“Who buys a book that is ready wrought
' Gets many a song for little or nonght.”

purchasing Franz's * Album

songs in the bundle are
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Full board

sexes. Secures good influences.
For further information address the Principal or A.J. Russell,
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ORTHWOOD SEMINARY—Northwood Ridge
N. H. Three terms per year, commencing on
the first Tuesday of Sept., Dec, and March.
J.
H. Hutchins, A. M., Principal, with a complete
ard of assistants.
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Second, Oct.
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College Fees $7 to $8 per term or $26 to $28. per
year.
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Wee VIRGINTA COLLEGE, This irstitution is
J.F. P
NS, A. B.,, with competent
now under management of Rev. D. Powell,
assistants. Situated in the suburbs of a jeiving
city, and adjacent to Bates College, 1toffers
ads g¢with Prof. O. G. Augir, A.M., principal. Prof.
Augir
is a graduate of Hillsdale College. Those
vantages superior to those of any School in the
wishing to attend this Institution will
address
State. The Course of Study ‘extends over three
Rev.
DD.
POWELL, Flemington, W.Va.
;
years, of three terms each, each term thirteen
weeks in length. Fall term begins August 29.
Winter
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Decemier
12.
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ANGOR THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY.
Ful.
term begins March
27th, 1883.
Expenses are as
course of study. Sixty-third academical year
low asin any similar school in
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will open Thursday, Sept. 14.
For catalogue, or further parfenlars
send to
Entrance examinations 9 A. M.
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‘Perley.—Henry Perley departed this life on | giance
for
ashort | kidney troublé when asked to try Kidney-Wort
Sept. 11,in the 62nd year of his age, after bora
in-'a remedy. ** Ill try it, but it will be oy ast dose.”
and severe illness. The deceased was
it to all. If
to Prairie
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in Female complaiuts. Price $1.00 per bottle,
It 8 said ninety millions of postage stamps are
annually sold in this country, and all of them have
to be licked before they will do their duty.
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No other disease is so prevalent in this counand no
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this vale of tears,with a glorious hope and a
bright prospect of eternal life with God in
heaven.
Thus Bro. and Sister De Puy have
been bereft of two daughters within the short
space of three days of each other.
May the
grace of God sustain these deeply afflicted parents, three sisters, and two brothers, one of
‘which is proclaiming the glorious gospel of

Wheat Bitters.”

that

Classical, Englich,Commercial.

87. TAcong OIL a8 8 SAFE,

‘SURE, STMPLE and OR
srnal Remedy. ‘A tgjal entails
but the’comparatively trifling outlay of 50 CNTs, and every
. one suffering with pain can have cheap and positive proof of
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No Prep

BesviLLE
COLLEGE.— Ridgeville,
Ind.
Rev. S. D. Bates, A, M., Presidentand Profes-

utter a word after the apoplectic stroke before
passing away.’
’
Keith.—Died at. ber father’s, in the township of Clinton, March 25, of quick censumption, Mrs. Emma Keith, youngest daughter of
Philip and Malancy De Puy, aged about 23
years. After weeks of suffering, when Emma
saw that death was swiftly approaching, she

and for the public.
dred words, and for those sent by persons who do
will accompany
per line of eight

J. H. Parsons, A.

at her safe arrival at the home of the blest and
the redeemed it¥'glory, though not permitted to

Obituaries Hust be brief
Particular Notice.For the
excess over one hun-

not

21st, 1882.

Butler.—Died of apoplexy without a moment’s warning, in Macon, Mich., March 22,
Mrs. Eliza Butler, aged about 40 years, oldest
daughter of Philip and Malancy De Puy of the
Macon church. Mrs. Butler professed religion
when quite young, but for some reason, unknown to the writer, never united with any
church.
Friends do not mourn without hope

Latin is a'déad' language, and that is why

@bituaries.

* brogres- | ka to represent

on by Louis Meyer, call-

will

Expenses low.

Monday, Aug.

noble

QUIPS AND ORANKS.

Perley

of Songs,”

you get about70 gems of composition.

It

at once, and neither soil the garments por
have any other undesirable etfect.—Jokn
Hyneman.

board of teachers.

Fall term begins

] GEE
MOUNTAIN SEMINARY, Waterbury
Center, Vermont.
.
Courses “of Study.—College
Preparatory,

|

at length the grim messenger came, unexpectedly even to his faithful wife. When interrogated as to his prospects for heaven, he replied,
“I'm Willing to die”, ‘I’m going to be with
Carroll” (a little boy who had preceded him
through the dark valley). Thus while a deeply stricken companion and other friends are
bereft, they mourn not as those that have no
hope.
C. EDWIN HURD.

who put ‘M0. faith in my preventive.
Among my fellow passengers were many
who had made the voyage several times
without any suffering, yet this time, owing perhaps to a very rough sea, all of
them were more or less sick. I prevail:

:

Teacher
of Instrumental Music. Courses gf study :
Classical, Scientific, English and Normal.

fu ame ns

years.

and

3

German; Mrs.
and Teaeber

AND

withstanding, he attended to his business; but

meals during the twelve days’ sail, to the
great astonishment of the ship's doctor,

cotics is a very able address by James Muir

midst of life, indeed, a good

aid

J. J. BUTLER, Sec.

'| Elias Baltz,’ M. S., Professor of Mathematios and

has

aged6

is renderedto

+.

| ‘as Harrison, A. M., Professor of

HEADACHE,

young
man bas fallen.
Bro, P. publicly profes<ed faith in Christ about ten years ago, since
which time he has (we are told) endeavored,
practically,to maintain a Christian life. He
had been in poor health for nearly a year, not-

recommended by a naval physician, who
said he had used it for thirty years with
great success. I accordingly procured
the preparation, used it in the prescribed
manner, and had the pleasure of making
the trip without the slighest indisposition
from seasickness. I was the only one of
thirty-four passengers who enjoyed his

are ad-

Sowa

Financial

sor of Mental and Moral Philosophy; Rev. Thomalin and Greek;

‘TOOTH, EAR

Peaslee.—Died in Loudon, N. H., March
25, Mr. Richard Peaslee, in the 33d year of his
age. The subject of this deserves more than a
passing notice. He was the son of the late
Amos Peaslee of the Society of Friends.
His
ship of life was but little more than launched.
He was in trade, in which business he was
succecessful, gaining the confidence and esteem
of all his many patrons, and we all feel that in

stating “on my

for

e ‘college.

x

1842, baptized by Rev. Oliver McKenney
and
united with the F. B. church, of which she remained a worthy member till death.
For several years she was unable to attend the public
means of grace, yet she never lost her love for,
and interest in, the people of her early choice.
Bhe evidently came to her grave ‘‘ in full age as
a shock of ‘corn cometh in his season.” A
large circle of friends are left to mourn their
Joss. May they find God’s grace sufficient for
them in this time of sorrow.
The funeral services were conducted by the writer, assisted
by Rev’s John, Tripp and J. S. Potter. Text,
Num. 23: 10.
B. D. NEWELL.

first voyage across the ocean, I read of a
preventive

ai

e-

AINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classi
Scientific courses of study for both sexes.

RR

Was
sur inl Sanford, Me., married in
1829 and moved to L. She was converted in

several hundred

ago,” when

breach

Pastoral

Fittefield, Me., July 11, 1882.

@ Lord sanctify this dispensation to the best
pof
these afflicted friends.
G. W. G.
iad in. Lyman, Me., Sept. 2, Mrs.

A PRESCRIPTION FOR SEASIOKNESS.
Two years

A great

Theology,

A%~ For Catalogue address
'B,
B.,. P Hacipal,

community.
Alice was beloved in life and lamented in death by a large circle of friends.
She leaves father, mother, brothers and sisters
and other relatives to mourn the early departure of one so dear and full of promise.
May

inches from the ground—by human hands,
undoubtedly by the ancient miner himself,
when the tree was a twig.— Harper's Magazine,

cov-

to the last,

:

Winter term, Nov. 6th.
Spring term, Jan. 29th, 1883.
Summer term, April 16th, 1583.
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been made in her family, in the church and the

events, this one, which I have, was certainly placed where it was—about thirty

dicted to the use. of intoxicating beverages.
The lesson they teach is profoundly important, and the pamphlet should have the widest possible circulation. Stimulants and NerHowie, M.

* EARS

amiable, kind and unastuming.
Her mind
was cultivated and trained for usefalness, She
embraced Christ, was baptized by Rev. E. G.

the

‘Fu

FEET

bo,

in his resident village to vote the first abolition’

that the wood might grow around the
groove and serve as a handle. At all

involv-

who

the

been dead

cleft of the

a |
single source of sound, two sounds prop at- | gay, thatthe qtality improves asthe quality ined A the mixture, with different velocities s | creases. A lithograph picture of the usual
interfering with each ‘other, and destroying. stiff type ad orns “The Waiting Heart” (500ts),
pure tone of a musical sound.
a very well made song by Jane Blowan Torrey,
Now, in our atmosphere the elasticities of
of a
densi- whose name strongly suggests that

rieal division

we can

years.
The ax-marn said that he had
found several hammers in the center of
cedars.-—3t would seem barely possible
that this hammer had been placed in a

addresses

in a striking light the perils

have

fotn

Probe gas, there will” be,

Sataelty

found,

It was made from a stone found, I

may

cer-

a

to

remain

are

had come

believe, only on

be placed in the hands of every mother in the
land. Address J. N. Stearns, 58 Reade Street,
tain extent n ependent of each other; and s | New York.
inasmuch as sound travels in each gas with
Nine pieces of music are sent us by Oliver
and
to the density
rtional
- a veloel
Ditson & Co., of whose publications it is fair to
Two

No

prayer-meeting.
His home was the haven of
all
F. B. ministers, who in those early days
came West. Radical on all moral, political
and. religious ‘questions, he ‘was outspoken in
his convictions of right. . He was one of three

heaps

lake. This tree was not far from two
hundred and fifty years old ; but.as cedar
is almost indestructible in this climate, it

an ad-

contains

themselves,

used.

is Grand-

The illuminated

ed to the offspring of parents

metry and prportion seen throughout the universe. Some of Dr. Hil’s definitions ure ingenThe point is a zero of magnitude in
ious, as;
space,” and he addd, * but nevertheless it is

sign and goodness of God
propagation of sound.

publication

of Alcohol

present

tion to have been self-originated. The argument
is based upon the proofs of pre-ordained sym-

ahdunds, ““ in which the mind

found in

“aol

R.M. BARRUS, ,

jorn nine children, eight of whom are now livng.
In 1850
Ne removed to Minn. and was
one of the original pre-emptors of the land on
which the city of Minneapolis now stands.
Anxious to have the church ‘of his choice esfablished in his western home, he proposed to
the Home Miss. Soc.-that if they would send a

center dropped a small but perfectly.fo
ed stone hammer which had"
EV
Seen

;

The Heredity

of Alcohol

of creation, and how the observation of nature
demonstrates the existence of a creative mind,
and how impossible it is for the physical crea-

by the

atten-

dress by Dr. Norman Kerr, of London, upon
this subject; also, an address by Dr. Nathan
Allen, of Massachusetts, upon * The Effects

etc.

while

the

The National Temperance Society has just
published three new pamphlets of great inThe price is fixed
terest and importance.
at the low price of five cents each to ensure
a wide circulation by Woman's Christian
Temperance Unions und other organizations.

The author aims to show how consonant
with mathematical truth are the facts and laws

is nowhere,

to

tion of all who are in danger of falling into
this error, and to all who
are interested
students of the subject presented.
Orders

gold cord with tassel.

to be only & gleaner in the ** fields.of Mathesis
ahd Theology,” and treats of these subjects:
“ Symmetry in Space.” ** Symmetry in Time,”
“ Number? #* Motion,” ** Muscular Action,”
“ Geemetrigal Instincts,” ** Motion Eternal in
Duration’, “The Sphere of Human Influence,”

which

pamphlet

ers and letters are pleasing to the eye. On
the last’ cover
are fac-similes of the autographs
of Edna
D. Proctor, Rose Terry
Cooke, Hezekiah Butterworth, Julia C. R.
Dorr, Lucy Larcom, Mary D. Brine, and
Every posy-loving grandMarion Harland.
ma in the country should have a copy of it.

the famous * Bridgewater Treatises,” by Mr.
Babbage — a work which he admired, and
which led to the writing of this. He professes

not nothing;

this

ma's Garden, sent us from the House of
James R. O3good & Co., of Boston.
It consists of a variety of poetical and. prese pieces
suggested and
arranged by Kate Sanborn,
and illustrated by Walter Satterlee, occupying forty pages and printed in large, clear
type on heavy leaves bound together by old

pp. 109. Price

and Average,”

commend

An elegant

as u reverent spirit. Thus he is eminently fitted
for writing such a book. The author takes the
. seeond part of the title of this book trom one of

* Change

way into religious circles re-

Boston, Mass.

Dr. Hill has been called sebolar, painter,
In
musician, nrsthematician and theologian.
the opinion of some, he is a poet; for they say
that one of the highest attributes of poetry is involved in the higher mathematics—imagination.
However this may be, no one will deny to
‘the ex-president of Harvard University a
thoroughly scholarly and logical mind as well

+ Magnitude,”

|. iss CharlottegBoobar of Lee.

world from the east to finish the work of
the departed Asiatic race: who reached
here from the ‘west at a time to which no
date can be assigned. Not far away another party had cut down a dead cedar to
make props for their tunnel. As they
were putting the Jog in position, from its

or to J. E. Ballou, Agent, 74 Kneeland Street,

to

York:

New

Shepard.

ers

and communications may be addressed to the
author; Rev. P. R. Russell, Vinelaf&, N. J.,

the Ninth Bridgewater Treatise. By Thom.
as Hill,D.D. Third Edition greatly enlarged.
and

fallacy of the doctrine of the unconscious

1t is working its

press our condemnation of a vein of sensation-

Lee

Herald.

garded us strictly jorthordox, and is giviug a
character to pulpit teaching in many cases
widely differing from the old time theology.

ture of the subjects discussed, do less than ex-

Charles T. Dillingham, 1882.

denomination.

Pystematic

.

wages but for a share of the product—had
cleared out one of the ancient pits in the
Page, and united with ‘the Bowdoinham F. B.
outcrop of the vein. *They had brought church
some eight years since, remaining an
out a quantity of copper, and had just un- esteemed member until called by her Saviour
covered a large mass which would weigh \-to ‘the church above. Her sickness was procertainly not less than seven tons. Many tracted .through some two years. It was of
battered stone hammers lay around the such a nature as to make it quite as certain to
and family that she could not recover.
mouth of the pit. The active little Eng- herself
Nevertheless she was unusually patient and
lishmen, belonging to a race of heredita:
cheerful. Toward the close of life her Chrisminers, perhaps as old as the Mound-build- tiam experience became clearer and deeper,

the resurrection is successfully combated and
shown up. The prevalence of the error here discussed is not generally appreciated or known.

partof our religion or of our philosophy.”
Notwithstanding the many excellences of the
book,
we ¢dfi not; in view of the serious na-

Boston:

in Minne-

tar, of which he had been a constant reader
from its first issue, and a subscriber for more
han fifty years. In 1834 he was married to

nish ¢¢ tributers”— miners working not for

stute of the dead and annihilation of the
wicked either at death or immediately after

dying Christians; but declares that *“ our faith
in immortality must be built on altogether
different ground if it is to be of any value as a

A supplement

to his

ar

unlimi

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike;, Wyoming Co., New
York. This schoel was never in better condi
tion for doing
thorough work in Academic Instruction. No p
ry instruction. With three carefully
courses of study. The Classical,
Seminary and English Coiirse.
For full catalogue.
address the Principal.
:
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Japer was 80 dear to him as the Morning

excellent se-

originally published in the Messiak’s

tions which so often illuminate the face of the

FAITH.

dences of habitations

Russell, sets forth the doctrine of a conscious
Intermediate State and
vindicates it as a
Scriptural and vital truth, in opposition to
the fancies of Mystics and the false arguments of Materialists, . These letters
were

metaphorically
denominates ‘‘ The Peak in
Darien,” cousists, for the most part, of a series
of well authenticated stories relative to the
< paychological phenomena which accompany
: the act of dissolution.” The auther, however,
bases no argument on the_ spiritual manifesta.

GEOMETRY AND

attached

cou

those needingit.

maintained an earnest Christian life. He was

where they were evidently placed at the
end of the season. As no graves or evi-

A psmphlet, called. Letters to a Theological Materialist, written by the Rev. P. R.

a dis

* The Riddle of Death” which the writer

alism ‘which crops out here

are

tures o

SORENESS

ries of comparasons, by which the material
growth of the country, in the last few years,

age which has developed Pessimism,so it is

GOUT,

ristian at the age of 14 ‘years, was baptized
Eld. Clement Phinney and was received to
e. F'. B. church in Harrison, and ever after

‘strongly

Commercial

ology, Homjletics and Church
tory. Theological studes
Bave access jo the. Dassen and lec-

in

hardly doubt that the ancient miners lived
and never slacked his efforts for the
south of the great lakes, and made yearly ticket,
freedom of the slave until the last shackle was
journeyings with fleets of canoesto the broken. The same vigorous warfare was
copper mines. The aggregate amount of waged against tobacco and intemperance. The
can, perhaps, be better measured than by any- the metal which they carried off must last few years of his life, enfeebled bealth compelled a cessation of all activities.
A few
thing else which has for some time appeared. It have been very great, and it has, I believe,
weeks of prostration and his life went peaceis true that the progress made in electric
been generally thought that the copper fully
out. His last conscious words were the
science has been more rapid than that at- implements of the ancient Mexicans came
words of Scripture, expressing his hope and
from
this
source.
M.
Charnay
in
a
re|
trust,
The stricken
gvife and seven of his chiltained in almost any other direction} but the
cent number of the North American seems dren with their husbands and wives followed
extent of the business growth of the country
to his last resting place. Most of the famto think that the Mexicans reduced copper | ‘hima
is, we think, indicated betterby the progress
ily are members of Congregational churches,
from
it§
ores.
A
‘chemical
analysis
of
{
of the Telegraph and the Post Office thun by
and Rev. D. Hutchine, pastor of the Plymouth
their hatchets would solve the question, | church, conducted the funeral services.
any other test. Hence, this pamphlet will be
oo
W. M. JENKINS.
for
Lake
Superior
copper
is
so
free
from
read, not only fgri the sake of the informa.
Whitmore.—Miss
Alice
G.
Whitmore,
alloys
as
to
I
unmistakable.
!
tion it'coutains in relation to telegraph mat.
The superintendent of the old Caledonia | daughter of Thomas P. and Esther M. Whit.
ters, but as a basis of comparison as to the
more,
died
ip
Bowdoigham,
Me.,
August
2]
Mine in Ontonagon County kindly took |
aged 22 years and 7 months.
Alice possessed
rapid progress of id ‘country generally.”
me to the top of a cliff where three
Cor- excellent
traits of character.
She was truly

the discussion of the general principles of Pessimism the author says: “As it is a prosperous

Zoophily,” in which there

of several thousand,

President, of the Board of Directors, Sept. 13,
1882. - “ It is important, because it condenses

In

Me., March 24, 1814, died

born

r

Scriptures,

' BACKACHE;

feet wide and more than a mile and a half
in length. The labor expendéd here cannot have been much short of that involved in building a Pyramid. Isle Royale is minister he Fou board bin free of charge for
ten miles from the nearest land, and is in- ope ‘year.
The proposal
was accepted, and
capable of producing food, so that all sup- Rev. C. G. Ames and wife were sent, and a
lies except fish must have
been brought church of six members was organized. In the
of the trials and hardships of pioneer
rom some distant print. Their excava- midst
life, the church ever held a warm place in his
tions could of course never go below, the | Joart, and shared liberally of his limited
point at which water would decumalate.
ne. When without a pastor, he conducted
Their hammers, frequently to the’ rumber Sabbath services, Sabbath-school, and weekly

book abounds in apt illustration,and has a sweet
and loving spirit. It will enliven many hearts
and homes with its good cheer.

to

Harmon,

hy

Theological Department of Hillsdal
i
ollege.
;
There are two courses of study, Smbracing the

olis, Minn., Sept. 17, 1882. He became 8

their pits, excavated to a depth of from
ten to twenty feet in the solid rock, cover
an area of from three to four hundred

writer. This volume consists of sympathetic
and cheering words to the desponding und the

from

Harrison,

the Stone Age inperhaps have enthe struggle in
They must have
and have reached

capable of organizing industry.
In Isle Royale, near the Minong

Hi
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CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC R'Y,

hy reason of its unrivaled geoBeing the Creat Gentral Line, affords to travelers,
een the East, Northeast and
graphical position, the shortest and best route
}
Scutheast, and the West, Northwest and Southwest.
all of the principal lines
It is literally and strictly true, that its connections are
.
3
of road between the Atlantic and the Pacific.
Ottawa,
By its main line and branches It reaches Chicago, Joliet, Peoria,
, Muscatine,
Davenport
lllinois;
in
La Salle, Geneseo, Moline and Rock isiand,
Liberty,
Washington, Keokuk, Knoxville, Oskaloosa, Fairfield, Des Moines, West
Council Bluffs,
lowa City, Atlantic, Avoca, Audubon, Harlan, Cuthrie Center and
Leaven=Missouri, and
In lowa; Gallatin, Trenton, Cameron and Kansas City, in
villages and towns
- worth and Atchison in Kansas, and the hundreds of cities,
intermediate. The

“GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,”

s and comforts
As It ls familiarly called, offers to travelers all the advantage
all connecting points,
incident to a smooth track, safe bridges, Union Depots at VENTILATED, WELL
Fast Express Trains, composed of COMMODIOUS, WELL
; a line of the
HEATED, FINELY UPHOLSTERED and ELEGANT DAY COACHES § PULLMAN'S
built
MOST MAGNIFICENT HORTON RECLINING CHAIR CARS ever

handsomest PALACE

SLEEPING

CARS,

and DINING CARS

latest designed and
FINEST RUN UPON ANY
that are acknowledged by press and people to be the
s
to travelerat.
ROAD IN THE COUNTRY, and In which superior meals are served
:
EACH.
the low rate of SEVENTY-FIVE CEN
i
RIVER.
the MISSOURI
" THREE TRAINS each way between CHICAQO and
LIS and ST. PAU
TWO TRAINS each way between CHICAGO and MINNEAPO
.
via the famous

ALBERT LEA

ROUTE.

via Seneca and Kankakee, between
January |, 1882, a new line will be opdned, olis
and La Fayetts, and Council

Newport News, Richmond, Cincinnati, Indianap
Blufis, pte Paul, Minneapolis and intermediate points.
. All Through Passengers carried on Fast Express Trains.
which may be obtained, us
For more detailed information, see Maps and Folders, States and Canada, or of
United
well as Tickets, at all principal Ticket Offices in the

R. R. CABLE
. ,
¢
Vice-Pres't

~~

admin 20

E. ST. JOHN,

.

& Gen’l Manager,

«CHICAGO.

poten

the denial of God and Immortality be indeed a
« magnanimous’ creed ?—whether life be truJy a burden and a.curse ? and whether bodily
pealth be, after afl, the summum bonu™ for

without making a discovery which would

beautiful or charming book.

SCIATICA,
LUMBAGO,

ope is-taken and the other left to mourn a little
4

Ol

Busio 413 and Painting $123 term.
¢
Sint)
For Catalogue address,
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
‘Hillsdale, Mich.

were conducted by the pastor, Rev. F.
Hoyes. During the services remarks were made |'
"fhe
Wo
this who, twenty-three
a
b
year: .
g0, whilst in Prairie City, bu od the afant
da 1
of Bro. and Bister Perley. Of the
two who then stood side by side and mourned,
Harmon.—Dea.

8,

weak. Tioom. 40 o 7 conta

arshi

nains to the M. E. church where appropriate

longer.
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daughter a more

to meet fairly the questions: Whether
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Gen’l T'k't & Pass'r Ag'te
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HO

muck to dispel thé darkness; although the
book is bright and readable, and on almost every puge presents material which prompts to
deep reflection. ‘The author declares her pur-

ipose

'

sexes.
-and cheap.

EE

the -auther has; by way of argument, done

hence,

Michigan, /

er
Re RR

We can not, however, assert that

uncertainty.

thus engaged he was summoned

COLLEGE.

stu
’ Admits ho
fluences.

vin to other hands to finish harvesting the
u ant crop of about 3500 bushels of apples.
mines have the adother Perley was an active member of the
hnson Co. Horticultural Society and bad conmetal free from any
ed on him unsought honors by the State
nickel or arsenic.
Soeiety.
A large
number of
great masses of na- | o rticultural
pathizing friends gathered at his home on
so large that they the afternoon of the 12th and accompanied the
psd

men, at times,
are oppressed with doubt and

tiie ti
Dl
ILLSDALE

and

per cent.of these he

9,

been

planted, budded

vor and Bowe

have

conceived and written, They deal with subjects in which all men have the profoundest
interest, and concerning which .nost thinking

he

a large

dneys,

We can commend most heartily the spirit
.and purpose in which these essays

hil

The Lake Superior
FIFTEEN; OR, LYDIA'S HAPPENINGS.
By vantage of producing
Mrs.
Nathaniel
Conklin,
(Jennie
M.
Drink| . water). iy York: Rober Carter and- alloyof antimony or
.
Brothers, 530: Broadway,
12:mo::
p.
, In many of the mines
PriodLob
oo
PP: GR tive metal are found
The imprint-of Robert Carter and Brothers must be cut in place with chisels.
All the more important mines are si
is a supe token of a sensible book.
is volume 14 no exception to that’ rule. It is chaste, uated on the angient workings of a pi
thougHtfal, and instructive. -At the same thistoric race. They 8 eer to have be
time, the story is full of a sincere interest, true ignorant of the fact that” copper could be |
to life, and with rare sweetness of description melted, for they lett behind them the fragments too small to use and the masses too.
both of scenes and persons.
It is of simple
lift. Every day they ‘subjected
life, but teaching principles that reach to the heavy to
heavens. A fathefiican not give his young it to a temperature nearly high enough,

‘

:

.

and from

ered and marketed the ripened fruit.

PREHISTORIC MINING IN MIOHIGAN.

heat of the sun to pass
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trees, which
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through frem without.
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fit

32oz

it within, but allows the

Boston id Geo. H. Ellis, 141 Franyin St.
Price $1.50.
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Frances Power Cobbe,

Wiscellany. 6

the providence of God, glass is
t seems not irreverent to own

Efutitide to Him that this substance reflects
ack the warmth of our apartments, and keeps
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increased

Hepburn has wriiten

graduates.

State committee declining the nomination for
congressman-at-large, on the ground that a
very large portion of the Republicans of the
State are not disposed to accept the conclusions

~~

ladies.

six

of these

are post-

£3 twenty, of whom

David Emery,

a-cloge, it is well for the farmer to look back ower |

seven are

the:busy months just past and draw some

of Penn., has re-

from the season.

the" Alpha Society with a fine
®ak Grove cemetery, in which

mosument, to the memory

of Judge

This is not only a pleasure, tut

Batea Theological

School.

FRIDAY, OCT. 6.——There was a $150,000
fire in New York city, and twenty-seven buildings are burned at Warrington, Fia.——There
are seyenty-one new cases of yellow fever reported at Pensacola, Florida.
Four deaths
oceur.
:
Huatington,

Muss.,

are drowned in Plum ‘Island River.——The
Tunnel Colliery at Ashland, Penn., is: sudden-

Hillman,

Sunday

Oect. 1, at Lisbon.

2

Atl the

is nota

productive

obe.

THURSDAY, O€T. 5.—

i Pacha

claims

New

FRIDAY, OCT., 6.——The Prussian liberals
expect to gain seventy seats from the conservatives in the forthcoming elections.
— Sultan
Pacha receives a gift of £10,000 as a reward for
remaining loyal to the Khedive during the late
war,
®
SATURDAY, OCT. 7.—-In Egypt the Ulemas
are preaching the doctrine of passive obedience; congratulations from-various parts of
the country aré pouring in upon the Khedive.
MoNDAY,OCT. 9.—F'rance claims exclusive
redominance in Madagascar.——The deaths
y cholera at Manila, Phillippine Islands, now
average from thirty to forty-daily.

Whittier, the

poet, will

make

- home in Boston the coming winter.

Dr. O. W. Holmes rode down Mt.

will transform our church into

his

a very

pretty

building.

COR.

ton recently on the tender of the locomotive,
with the grade 1980 feet to the mile.

ed Oct. 3.
'The prospeet is that
larger than any previous fall term,

it

will

ure during the’coming winter.
Mr. Phillips
will complete his seventy-first year on the 20th
of next November.

A

wet, col}

The Smith College is to have an art building.
The Freshman class will be the largest ever
known in the history of this popular institution.

Mr. Henry Stanley, the African explorer,
arrived at Lisbon recently in excellent health.
He bad, he said, penetrated three hundred

beyond

Vivi,

and

established

Prof.
logical
Brown
duties

filteen

trading stations:
At first the natives were
hostile, but soon became so friendly that the
men at the trading stations now required no
weapons to insure their safety.

Columbia College gets $500,000 from the
tate of Stephen Whitney Phenix, making
aggregate endowment $5,300,000.

J

The Rev. Charles Spurgeon, jr., a son of the
famous London preacher, arrived Friday. Mr.
Spurgeon immediately left New York for Chicago, where he is to address the convention of
the Young Men’s Christian Association now in
session ‘in-that city.
The Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone owns a
piece of land at Niagara Falls, between Table
Rock and the Prospect House, which he re.

fuses to sell at any price.
:

Eleven sophomores have been sent
Lafayette College for hazing freshmen.

=

Science

Seven persons were killed and

is

quence had astonished the civilized world.”

_ It is estimated that there will be a surplus of
”

The General Transatlantic
Company
of
France will run a line of steamers regularly
between Havre and Baltimore.

fever casés
he

John W. Guiteau denies thut he plaged. pois

son in the bouquet presented to his brother at
the Jjuil on the day before the assassin’s execu-

_ tion,
Nine battalions of British infantry
main permanently in Egypt

3

will re-

for garrison duty.

Cholera is epidemic in Borneo and Sumatra.
It is proposed

to increase the floati

France $300,000,000 (ruses,

Bg debt of

Two new. provinces—Qu’ Appelle and
katchewan—are to be created
the a
of Canada.

¢

It is reported

that the French

and

a

Dr. Houghton, of Dublin, before the Science

Swarms

of discrete meteoric -stones, discrete meaning
that they are separate from each
other in
space.
Pe. It is difficult to understand the low specific gravity of Jupiter and the other planets on
the supposition that they are either solid or
liquid, for we know of no substance light
enough to form them.
If the outer planets
consist of discrete meteoric stones moving
around a solid or liquid nucleus, the difficulty
respecting the specific gravity would disap:
pear.
3. The recent researches
cqpnecting the
periodic showers of shooting stirs with comets tends in the direction of showing that comets in cooling break up into discrete solid particles, und that probably
the solar nebula
cooled in like manner in separate fiery tiers,
Which soon modified by radiation into .he cold
r. Huggins’s
recent comparisons of the
spectroscopic appearances of comets and incandescent portions. ofiineteoric stone show
the presence in hoth of hydrogen and nitrogen

compounds, confirming the conclusions druwn
Chicago postoffice makeg it the leading office from the jdeutity of the path of comets and
of the country. Of, thé#15,000 business firms meteoric
ting stars.
4
Bho ge
Siirouh this PHige. the
From all these and other considerations it i¢
a
0
allowable to suppose that the earth and moen,
ve
any one
firm o
i
is to Lord of ne iy the elk when they separated from the solar nebula,

i

known

newspaper-advertisin

Ocean Sept. 3, 1989,
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The Afghan troops have revolted against the

Ameer,
Us

The assumption that the earth was at one
time in a fluid condition, as ‘held by Laplace
and by many astronomers and geologists, was
disputed with a suggestive array of evidence

of space.

English

directors of the Suez Canal Company have’ de#ided to enlarge and improve the canal. *
The volume of business transacted by the

[4

Evolution.

concerning them is that they consist of

deaths from the disease are reported at Pensacola, Florida.

Earth’s

1. The possibility of the equilibFium’ of the

since
:
three

and

of the

rings of Saturn, on the supposition that they
are either solid or liquid, has been more than
doubted, and the most probable hypothesis

Over $80,000 of ihe income of the Peabody

Fifty.five new yellow

View

Association at Montreal.
ot ihenade
Following are some of his reasons for doubting the fluidity of the earth or uny other planet at any stage of its evolution: _ 4

The aggregate number of pieces of postal
matter handled by carriers throughout the
country last year exceeded 1,148,158,000.
distributed

New

by

The anti-monopolists of New .York are to
vote the Democratic ticket at the coming election in that State.
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When others are suffering, drop a word
kindoess and sympathy. If i Pe sufferin of
from a Cold, give them
Dr. Bnll’s Cou
Syrup; a few doses of this valuable reme
y

wo

will afford instant relief, and a

@ent bottle will cure the worst cough.twenty-five’
’

every

morning,

and

kept

dry

undera itr

pure.

As an absorbent,

than we expected

it is much

to find it.

ing, in most cases for their fertilizing
to

decay

in

can.

i

(Evansville Daily Courier.)
A-comforting conclusion is that which leads us
always
to chouse the best.
Mr. Andrew Uimer,
Bluffton, Ind., says,'I
have thoroughly
tested St.
Jacobs Oil. and rie rol, horengh Y 0d neuralgia it has no equal,
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much better than any-

week,
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say

so

nothing

standing.
When the clothes are taken
line they may be laid in order, towels
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EXPEDITION.

choice $15a816; Rye Straw common
$14; Oat Straw $2.

with
heal

\abraiting
purgatives.
1 laxative, TARRANT'S

to good $13 @

£3.
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DAVID C. COOK,

water.

Imported

Bawa3! R!

form,

now

THIS AND THAT.
The contemplation of vice is a vice.—.rab.

Andersen’s

stories,’

went

into

company, made a very genteel appearance. onl
she had no back. There are many people who suf
fer so many aches and pains and weakness in that
part of the body, that they almost wish they had
.no back. But these pains, etc., come from kidney
Remedy,

The best cure for diseages

of

the nerves,

and muscles, is Brown’s Iron Bitiers.

brain

POWDER

e

Sample

DAVID

book

handsome cesign, for Thirty-five doliars.

alse
$C

Jugs

weight, alum or phosphate powders.
Sold only in
cans.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER Co., 108 Wall St.,
New York.
:

¥

For
One

Pianos,

The,
MASON
& HAMLIN
Organ
and
Plano Co.', 154 Tremont St. , Boston ; 46 E. 14th
13140
St. , New York; 149 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

price; selling

Tone, Touch, Workmanship
and Durability,
ABE & CO.

‘Nos. 204 and 206 West Baltimore Street,
Baltimore.
No. 112 Fifth Avenue; N. Y.

Garmore
Sear hrum.

Book-kéepers,

Address

for coloring

as the Diamond Dyes. For carpet rags, better|
and cheaper than any other dye-stufls.

Priladelphin, Pa.

The franc became the monetary unit ‘of France
in 1795, but gold coins of this nume were first
made in 1360, and silver coms in 16%.
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Penmen,

85 Young Men and Women
to
prepare for Special Positions as
Salesmen &c. Situations Guaranteed

COLLEGE,

Painesville, O.

BOOK,

HISTORY

OF

ECYPT.

With 100 Iltustrations.

Limo, Clot",
Boston : D.

, . Ei,

LOTHROP

$1.50
&
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It

sell

ever invented, Will knit
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ta great varet; of fancy.
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hot het)
terms to thethe

TwTowom
Machine Co., 163 Tremont Street,
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To the Pastors of New England.
We call your attention to the

BEREAN PAINTINGS,
Designed eapecially to iitubtrate gospel tru hs,
and to aid, not supplant, the sermon. *We are pre
pared to loan them at reasonable rates, For par:
ticulars, address

Address HALLETT BOOK Co.. Portland, Maine.
v

Fastest.

or To
ind One

TIMELY

minu

wanted for the immensely
popular book,
T
AGENTS
anid forthe Presidents ofthe U.S. a
inone large elegantillustrated volume, The fastest
selling book
in America,
Immense profits to agents,
Every intelligent per
son wantsit,
Anvonecan hecome a successful agent,
Liberal

WANTED for the Best
Pictorial Books and iro)
er cent.
NATIONAL P

ng

By Clara Erskine Clement.

stands

C. E. HIRES, 5 N. Dila, ‘Aves PhiladelphiaPy.
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with stamp, COBB'S
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terms free.
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radar, Garretson & Co., 66 N. Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Rooms at Ocean Park.

has commenced

for handsome Hlustrated

for the Sunday

many) $100.00 and ove.

the manufacture of Upright
Grand
Pianos,
introducing
important immprovemente ; sdding to power and
beauty of tone and durability,
Will not require

as other

money
collecting

thusissuic and
snccessful method
known, San plefug jng ticket. jng
song, te, 15e,
DAVID C, COOK
46 Adams St., Chicago.

The Jarger styles axe whoLy unrivalled
y any
other organs.
Also for easy
payments.
New Tiustrated ol
wy free.
Y bay

tuning one- qua ter ‘as Wnuch
‘Tluastrated Cikoulays Free.

i

ear then money jugs, » ling tick ets
. tothe jug brea irg, selling unused

, Per di zen by expivss One sch ol
reports $175 00 raised in four weeks;

petition for Sixteen Years ; no other Ameri
can organs having been found equal at any. Also
cheapest.
Style 109 ; 3} octaves ; sufficent.]
compuss and power, with best quality, for popular
sacred and secular music in schools or familes, at
only $22. One hundred other styles at $30,
$57; $66, $72, $78, $93, $108, $114 to $500 and up.

This Compuny

Subject 4» return

JUC BREAKING.
y

ORGANS i sonst reer

i

&

DAVID 0. COOK 6 adams St., Ohijengo,if

Bot suti factory.

ap:

CU. COOX,

COOK,

A new invasion.
The David 0 Cook Sunday
School Organ,
seven stops, four full ociaves, four sets of ay {as ordinarily
classed), lar © volume, rich and powerful, atest improvements

flexible ; will outlast

free.

C.

REVOLUTIONS. S. ORGAN.

for 8. N, re-

are cartainly best,having been

Absolutely Pure.
This
powder never varies. A marvel of purity, strength
and wholesomeness. More economical than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold incompetition with the
multitude of low test, short Veightalumn or phosphate
wders.
Sold only imcans.
YAL BAKING PowDEs
0,, 106 Wall St.. Naw York.
Ey
This powder never varies.
A marvel of purity.
strength and wholesomeness,
More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, hort

The transportation of criminalsto New South
Wales ceased in 1837, ard transportation. to Vaa
Dieman’s land ceased in 1853.
3
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Aa Nothing so simple and perfect

light and

DAVID

“Oxford " Teacher's Bibles, concordance,
encyclopedia, dictionary, tables, maps, eto.
’
_ ~=most complete teacher's Bibles extant, 14104
pages, plajn binding. gilt edge, for
ne D ar snd Thircy Cagis
PAVID C. COOK. 46 Adams Street, Chicago.

“One hund ed and fifty-six boo!

Catalog

of Teaching, ate ; books

Price. Fifteen cents each:

Teacher's2 Bibles.

Mason & Hamlin

the great kidney and liver medicine—that works
to such a charm, that one taking it becomes, like
the elf lady, unconscious of a back, though unlike
her in having a whole, sound and perpendicular
back: Hunt's Remedy has a back of the stiffest
kind, for its mission is to support the weak, and
joal the ailing, and this it 1s doing all over the
and.
’
4
.
The Englich order of Knights of the Bath origi.
nated at the time of the crusades.
The order was
neglected, and discontinued from 1664 to 1725.
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15 buys a library of 100 volumes of choicest $1
to $1.50 Sundar-soho 1books, sent Joma.
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all eatalorued and numbered : put vp in pamphlet

Thisrecipe has been in use for some time
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wards, superior to anything
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Books
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painting the silverware with a 80ft brush dipped
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sulphur in the coal, liberated
by the heat, is sure
to stain all the silverware within reach. This anprevented
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nometer with a pick-axe and sledge-hammer, as it
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to remain

New

20 topies a day sold by live canvassers, Send for
circulars, terms, and agency to W. H. Thompson
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much

the expense of fuel, in ironing every garment with
80 much caré when it makes nobody any better or
happier, Mrs. Grundy to the contrary notwith-
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weight

it contains 192 pages, handsomely printed,
1t combines 389 hymns with A, among whieh
will be found some of the choicest standards,
The tunes are fresh, attractive, and impressive,
and the words purely devotional and appropriate.
This work can be used to advantage in prayer and
prajee meetings. A thorough examination of this
ok is solicited before adopting any other,
Price per 100 copies, board covers, $30.
Single copy in paper covers, by mail, 25
+ Specimen pages sent to any a dress on applica.
tion.
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when the physician was consulted
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Then, with a gas stove to iron
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ing it, and thus drive disease from
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Minnesota and Wisconsin, patents.....725@

most every raral home, and it is the rare exception
that they are utilized. Meanwhile the fields and

TET

form

Novello’s

known, and the highest medical
authorities agree that motking but
iron will restore the blood to its
natural condition; and also that
all the iron’ préparations hitherto
made blacken the teeth, cause headache, and are otherwise injurious.
BRoWN’s IRON BITTERS will thor-oughly and quickly assimilate with
the blood, purifying and strengthen-

tubercular
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sight
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Gounod’s
, original . orchestration, is just out a
its publication is considered the greatest event
the kind since the production of Mendelssohn'sor

the only sure and quick way to drive
it out is to purify and enrich the
blood.
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If disease has entered the system

BOSTON, Saturday Morning, Oct. 7, 1882,
FLOUR.
SPRING WHEATS.
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have-a high

The Cossacks used to elect their ottoman or su.
preme chiefby throwing their fur caps a’ the can-

Ameri-

and

Quincy Market, Boston.

more effective

Leaves

reczivg

of water.~~Sciuntific

nutritious

eggs,

used

Ifyou feel oppressed, disconraged, or out of
sorts, Wheat Bitters willrelieve 9 put:of 100 cases,
1¢ 1s the great brain, blood and nerve food.

point

midst mild, bland,

Boston

abundantly, there is very little loss of ligtiid'ma.

did so in the form of solid meteoric stones,
each of them having the temperature of interstellar
spuce—that fs,. something not much

warmer than 460 degrees Fahrenheit below the

bronchial

and general debility.

they

sl

.

tunes.
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of the body, and unless it is pure
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York for coughs, colds,
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* "and rich, good health is impossible.
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is equal

congumption, scrofula

were well saturated with the urine, and then
thrown out into the manure heap.. With a plenty
of this material, kept
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Sour Stom-

medicine

Reported by HILTON BROS & CO.,
bop
4 and dealers in butter,

cattle,

until

& CO.

Eleven books by 8¢
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st cheap
instructors

The blood is the foundation of

in the
to its

quantity.

‘

life, it cjrculates through every part

The Barkets.

and on the

there

the

For sale by all druggists, and E. H.
208 Pearl St.,
oy, York.
:

te. keep

thin, transparent and absolutely invisible
A

ar.

Burritt, with

The pedestal of Mr. Gladstone's statue at
ow will bear the inscription:
¢‘ A great
leader, whose gigantic intellect seemed beyond
comprehension—a man whose marvelous elo-

uiteau.

has

Art.

only the simple inscription, * Friend of Peace
and Philanthropist,” has been erected in the
cemetery at New-Britain, Conn.

~ General Sherman, acting as Secretary of
War during Secretary Lincoln’s absence, has
recommended the pardon of Sergeant Mason,
yio was convicted for shooting at the assassin

educational fund
October 1, 1881.

and

. + A granite memorial to Elihu

about $2,000,000 in the appropriations made for
She Star-route service during the last fiscal

from

Designs have been sent in for a statue of
Abraham Lincoln, to be erected in Lincoln
Park, Chicago.
The money for the erection of
this statue, $30,000, was given by the late Eli
Bates, of that city.

about

The result of the local elections in Conn,
mixed. The vote was very light.

mals

that

this Jelly than by donble the quantity of the liquid
oil, and the most delicate stomach will not reject

whole are much pleased with them. The gather
ing was from the road side, and along the walls,
where brush and leaves had accumulated for
years. A few basketfuls were put under the ani-

veedful for mothers to do than to

Miss A. C. Palmer, who has been busily
sketching in New Hampshire during a portion
of the summer, returnes to her studio in Lawrence building, Boston, this week.

The hardships he endured during his last
weary voyage and retreat have not cooled the
ardor of Mr. Leigh Smith for Arctic exploration, und he is already thinking of fitting out a
new expedition to follow after the lost Eira.
The casualties in the recent political riot at
Lancaster, S. C., were greater than at first re.
twenty-one wounded.

esits

The University of Vermont is to receive the
valuable library of the late Hon. George P.
Marsh of Italy,
a gift purchased by.the Hon.
Frederick Billings of Woodstock, an alumnus
of the University.

Miscellaneons.

ported.

E. B. Andrews, late of Newton TheoSeminary, is to succeed Prof. Diman at
University.
He will enter upon his
next year.

leaves

the horse and cow in cleanly condition,

£4

Johns Hopkins University has an endowment
oI ¥£3,000,000, an income of $200,000, and 132
students.

Frederick Douglass writes that his health is
by po means firm. He only manages to keep
on his feet by quiet and regular living at home.

miles

we have been forced to use forest

by

LIVER

secured to the patient by “a

be

Wendell Phillips, fv 18 stated, “Will not lect-

no

Cod

The fall term of Storer Normal School open-

Washing-

&c.,

‘plants cannot do well in earth when the roots’ are

of saw-dust, and other material tor bedding

ested -in finding the best school for the least
money will send for one. Our village has not.
had areally attractive house of worship for a
long time, but the repairs noW in progress

Kossuth recently celebrated the eighty-first
anniversary of his birth and the thirty-third of
his condemnation to death as a traitor.
-G.

Institution.

chances are that he will bunt long fora place to
obtain it. The mew catalogues will soon be
out, and we hope that all who are at all inter-

Personal.

John

Hampton

yet there

Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New

LEAVES FOR BEDDING.
i
In the scarcity of rye straw, and the absénce

The school year has opened auspiciously
with about the usual number ‘of old students,
and quite
a large number of new ones.
Our
Commercial College is doing even a better
work than wus anticipated,
las many students
before completing the course in that department, from daily intercourse with the students
in the other departments, and the excellent
opportunities afforded by our literary societies,
are brought to see the benefits of a broader
culture than they had planned, and as soon as
they receive their first diploma, begin another
course, finally graduating with an excellent
business and general education.
Indeed, the
departments are each better because of the
other, and if a young msn of limited means
desires a more praetical education than he can
obtain here, and at more reasonable rates, the

~ TRUTHS

us.—

fact

for Sick Headache,

QUERU’S
COD

suggestion of the professor, many students of
the Senior and Middle classes attended theforeign mission meeting at Portland, Wednesday, Oct. 4. - The meeting wus helpful and
suggested thought valuable in migsion work. 4

that he should be tried by Engligehmen ; he expects’ no mercy from KEgyptians.—— Several
. cases of Asiatic cholera appear in Modane,
France.—— Telegraphic {communication
between Peru and the United States is established.

price

Dr. Baxter’s Mandrake Bitters.

Agricultural’

draining,

J

forsake

k. M. GOODWIN

surrounded

by water, but by

not

of

ach, Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Constipation, Forpid
“Laver, Biliousness

land often becomes very productive.
x
Again, on soil rich and mellow, the partial o¢ en-"
OCT. 9.-—The Treasury departtire failure of the crop may be in the seed, or the
ment has decided that the anti-Chinese immisowing, or both. The value of good seed is beyond
gration treaty can not be constructed as forbidquestion; and only the best should be used. There
ding the landing in this country of Chinese
[PERN]
ev
_ “COR.
merchants, travelers, students, etc., they not
‘isa great Jifference in varieties, and a supericr
being laborers.——The United States Treasury
Bates College Notes. o “@ny sort is cheapest at any cost. The farmer may judge
holds $38,710,648 in legal-tenders for the retireof the quality of his séed by noting what his neighThe
annual
public
Jneeting
ofthe
Polymnian
ment of national bank circulation.
bors use, and the crops they get under similar corSociety was held at Chapel
Hall, Friday evening, Oct. 6. The programme consisted of dec- | ditions, when his own fields have not given good
ABROAD.
°
lamation, simultaneous discussion,
oration,
TUESDAY, OCT. 3.—The Porte has promised debate, paper and music. The Eurorophijan returns. Furthermore, a test may be made by
sowing different varieties side by side. We do not
Greece that it will order the Turks to evacuate : Society has not announced its public exerci
advocate testing many sorts, but do enough of this
all the ceded points on the frontier without de-- yet.
The Bates Reading Room Association
Jas
lay.——Six bundred Jewish families have left elected officers for the ensuing year,of which
W. experimental work to keep abreast with the prog:
-»Pressburg, Hungary, on account of the recent
ress in the improvement of varieties. Th
are
F. Crowell, class of ’83, is President. During the
or
is said that the lower classes in past year the Association bas-had its room, in failures due to the ravages of insects, or to! condi’
Egypt still fail to realize that Arabi Pacha has
arker Hall entirely repaired and several imtions of climate prevailing for the season. If in.
been defeated, and it is not expected that reportant additions have been made to ‘the us- sects have been destructive, it is importantto be:
spect for the Khedive can be restored.
ual
amount of reading’ matter, sna now
there is no question but Bates has the neatest, come acquainted with their habits, that any and
WEDNESDAY, OCT.
4.—— Miss Adelaide
all méans may be taken to meet them. In shors
prettiest-and
best reading room of any college
Phillipps, the celebrated contralto singer, dies
farming, as now profitably pursned, needs con.
in the State. Professors Stanley and Angell
at Carlsbad,
Germany,
aged
forty-nine
stant study, and during the comparative leisure of
were in attendance at the meetings of the
years.—-The brigades: of
General
Wood
American Board of Commissioners of Foreign
the winter, every one should review the past, and
and General Alison are to constitute the BritMissions, held in Portland last week. - COR.
plan for better results in the future.
ish army of occupation in Egypt.

ly floeded.
MONDAY,

the

;

As a sure remedy

ing the soil will thus insure a yield for the coming
year. Rat richness is noteverything, and the farner may see his crop fail on a soil that has enough
of the various ingredients of plant growth.
The
soil

will

draught

ple ignorant of the

fore please write us

manure

mechanical texture of the soil may be at fault.

is one

Always Do.
£8
Special Telegram,
Muion Pier, Mich. —Your agent was here last
winter and sold us some of Dr. Baxter's Mandrake
Bitters. - We soll them and they gave extraordinary Shijsfaction. Ionia Nike more of nem, there-

that is made from such crops.
It the crop wes
poor, in many cases manuring or otherwise enrich.

wet

PLAIN

Tonic

bring

victims,— Garjield.

Was the soil too poor?

again inthe

that
/

Ginger

Unjust criticism and false accusation arg,
long run, more injuriousto the press than

This may have been the effect

crop, and may be returned

pity

are thousands of

abound in those materials which are removed ina

Prof. Fullonton has been making changes and
improvements in the library. A few new shelves
have been added, a very few new books purchased, and several volumes have been transferred from the college library into this. The
hanging of Mr. Parsen’s portrait on the wali,
the furnishing of cretonné curtains for the win.
dows; and other small improvements indicate
the Professor’s good taste in using little sums
of money that. may be placed at his disposal
for thevlogieal purposes.
Professor
Howe
“preached
the sermon a$ the ordination of Mr.

Parker's

a slight cold neglected oiten terminates in consumption.
Adamson’s. Botanic
Balsam
cures
Coughs and Colds as by magic. Trial size, 10 cts.
Larger bottles, 75 cte.
;

A’ good crop of wheat does not.grow upon land
and who was afterward murdered while'in the that is lacking in the materials upon which plants
discharge of his duty; all of whose nauies will must feed. There must be a supply of potash ard
be inseribed on the monument.
* COR.
. | phosphoric acid, and especially
of nitrogen
in fn
available form—in short,a soil to be fertile apt

THURSDAY, OCT. 5.—~——0Observations of the
comet are made in several parts of the country.
——One man is killed and others injured by a
railway ‘collision near Linden, Penn.——The
American Board of Foreign Missions continues its session in Portland.

vitality

when

This is indeed an enlightened age, and

currence.
s an example it may be that the fidd
of wheat yielded only half a crop, and was there-

fore without profit.

sinking

wotild begin with the first dose, to
and strength back to them.—Sun.

simple human
George Eliot.

and winter to find out the causes of these failures,
ang take all possible measures to prevent.their
je-

of one or more causes.

in-

with failing strengtn, feeling that they are

_ ‘More helpful than all wisdom

be the work of the more quiet months of late fill

Melendy,

the soldier, advocate and
judge, so widely
known and sincerely mourned throughout . the
fraternity, as well as in honor of the thirteen
‘Alpha heroes who sacrificed their lives in defense of their country during the late civil war,
and Lieut. S. A. Cherry, who achieved ‘a national reputation in the Thornburg massacre,

‘WEDNESDAY, OCT. 4—The Georgia elec-

lessons

a-duty, and all the more the duty When there is §ttle br no pleasure in guch a retrospect. It may be
that some of the crops have failed, and it shoud

bers of the society a thousand dollar memorial

heaven

;

into their graves,

As the more active portion of the year drawsto

the body of the late Judge Melendy has been
laid. On this lot is to be'erected by alumni mem-

tion is carried by tbe Democrats by 60,000
majority.——The Conn. Democrats nominate
Thomas W. Waller, of New London, for Gov.

wife and four children, of Amesbury,

‘Hon,

cently presenteff
double lot in

the nomination for governor, but condemns
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